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Introduction

Ruth Behar

Handmade in Cuba: Rolando Estévez and the Beautiful Books of Ediciones Vigía 
is the first anthology to bring together a broad framework of personal and 
scholarly perspectives on the handmade books of Ediciones Vigía in Cuba, 
addressing the central role that book artist Rolando Estévez played in creat-
ing its unique visual poetics. As our society moves toward digital books and 
the idea of the book as virtual rather than tactile, the existence of handmade 
books is a fascinating phenomenon, transforming how we think about liter-
ary texts. Ediciones Vigía, an artisanal press conceived and put into practice 
in Cuba, has been deeply implicated in these conversations about the future 
of the book. One of the most visible and renowned projects to merge art 
and literature, in dialogue with a complex history of the written word, and 
echoing classical forms of bookmaking, from biblical scrolls to medieval illu-
minated manuscripts, Ediciones Vigía offers a range of ways to think about 
and produce beautiful books in the age of technology. Writers and scholars 
from Cuba and the United States have come together in this anthology to 
celebrate, analyze, and comprehend the major contributions that Ediciones 
Vigía has made, with limited resources but with enormous creativity and 
inventiveness, to keep the book alive as a cultural and artistic form. In par-
ticular, we focus on the work of Rolando Estévez Jordán, one of the most ex-
citing book artists of our time, whose exuberant designs for Ediciones Vigía 
brought their bookmaking to the attention of the world.
 A pioneering, independent bookmaking enterprise, Ediciones Vigía was 
established in 1985, at a time when little money was needed to be happy 
in Cuba, as people often say on the island. The libreta, or ration book, pro-
vided enough food for the month, as well as clothing, shoes, and cigarettes. 
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Before the fall of the Soviet Union in 1989, the Soviets paid inflated prices 
for Cuban sugar and gave Cuba all the oil it needed, plus black tea, canned 
meat, and clunky shoes. These subventions made possible a system of free 
health care, free education, and free outdoor concerts. Trading and sharing, 
rather than buying and selling, defined everyday life. During that last fading 
moment of socialist utopianism, Ediciones Vigía came into existence.
 Ediciones Vigía was the brainchild of two idealists: the poet and writer 
Alfredo Zaldívar Muñoa, its founding editor, and the poet and artist Ro-
lando Estévez Jordán, its founding artistic director. Zaldívar was born in 
Holguín but has lived in the provincial city of Matanzas since he was sev-
enteen, and Estévez was born and raised in Matanzas. Both prefer to be 
called by their patronymic last names alone, Zaldívar and Estévez. They 
had an ambitious dream of merging literature and art, while on a more 
prosaic level they wanted to create a forum for young poets and writers in 
Matanzas to share their work with local audiences.
 Achieving literary recognition in Cuba was extremely difficult in the pre-
internet era, when publication could be attained only through official gov-
ernment institutions. To forge an alternative literary space was no easy task. 
Seeking to offer an elegant way of drawing people to their events, Zaldívar 
and Estévez came up with the idea of creating handmade invitations an-
nouncing upcoming poetry readings in Matanzas, which were accompanied 
by a musical recital and refreshments. They had no paper to make the invi-
tations, so they went to the local butcher shops in Matanzas and asked for 
donations of the brown paper used to wrap meat. This was how they began: 
making beautiful invitations on butcher paper with hand-drawn lettering 
and hand-painted illustrations. Those invitations inspired the idea of mak-
ing beautiful books, incorporating a few poems and a few illustrations and 
binding the two together, using that same humble brown butcher paper. Hi-
erarchies had been overturned by the Cuban Revolution. In the late 1980s, 
Cuba was still a world where butchers and artists had things in common. 
The humble brown paper became the trademark of Ediciones Vigía. Made of 
bagasse, a fibrous byproduct processed from sugarcane pulp, it was a quint-
essentially Cuban form of paper. Sugar, the island’s major crop throughout 
its history, was the backbone for the handmade books.
 It is significant that Ediciones Vigía emerged in Matanzas, a provincial 
city that stands in contrast to La Habana, the grand metropolis and port 
city, which is only fifty miles away. Matanzas is a city branded with the most 
terrible of names. The definition of the city’s name is literally “Slaughters.” 
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There are those who say it commemorates the massacre of Spanish coloniz-
ers by Native Americans. Others say it recalls the destruction of indigenous 
Taino and Arawak communities in the early days of conquest. Many claim 
the name recalls the deaths of the West African slaves brought to work in 
the sugar plantations, in such large numbers the region became known 
as “little Africa.” Yet despite being marked by a violent name, Matanzas 
also became known in the nineteenth century as the “Athens of Cuba,” re-
nowned for its poetry and music, and for being the city where the dance 
form, the danzón, was born. Still, the horror of the name lingers. Rolando 
Estévez is one of the most outspoken activists in Matanzas calling for the 
name of his hometown to be changed to Bellamar, “Beautiful Sea.”
 The emergence of Ediciones Vigía in the city of Matanzas gave this 
unique publishing venture a sense of purpose. Matanzas is only a half 
hour away from the famed seaside resort of Varadero, known for its ho-
tels and pristine beaches. To reclaim Varadero for the revolution, it was 
from there that the literacy brigades of 1961 were launched. This proxim-
ity to Varadero has led the citizens of Matanzas to forge a quite different 
sense of their own identity as inhabitants of a provincial city with a liter-
ary, musical, and artistic culture. Ediciones Vigía borrowed its name from 
the Plaza de la Vigía, the Watchtower Plaza, located on the historic plaza 
where the city was founded in 1693. Historically, it was a strategic point 
where ships and boats entering the Bay of Matanzas could be observed and 
action taken swiftly if pirates or corsairs threatened to attack. The notion 
of being a “vigía,” a lookout point from which to observe and participate in 
the world, was a concept Zaldívar and Estévez took to heart.
 When La Revista del Vigía, the magazine they produced, first began in 
1989 (plates 1a, 1b), the back pages often included manifestos that articu-
lated the ideals of the founders. One of the early manifestos called atten-
tion to the way that “Vigía was born from watchful waking and also from 
dreams, but even more from everlasting tossing and turning, among pieces 
of brown paper, brushes and watercolors, bits of canvas, jute fibers, glue, 
and hands ready to rip and tear until they turn out the most human publi-
cations in the world” (La Revista del Vigía nació de la vigilia y también de los 
sueños, pero aún más del eterno duermevela, entre papeles de estrazo, pinceles y 
acuarelas, retazos de lienzos, hebras de yute, pegamentos y manos dispuestas a 
rasgar, hasta armar los impresos más humanos del mundo) (plate 2).
 These were “the most human publications in the world,” because they 
were made by human hands, rather than by machines. At the same time, 
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the next paragraph of the manifesto alludes to “the magical wheel of a 
mimeograph” (el mágico ruedo de un mimeógrafo). Ediciones Vigía initially 
used a borrowed typewriter and an ancient Soviet-made mimeograph ma-
chine to produce copies of the books—always 200 copies, because that was 
the number of legible copies that could be made from a single stencil.
 As Ediciones Vigía grew, its goals became more ambitious, seeking to 
bring to light a range of literary works that were unknown or not widely 
circulated in Cuba. The same manifesto states, “Texts unpublished in Cuba 
or unpublished altogether will have their place here” (Textos inéditos en 
Cuba o totalmente inéditos tendrán su sitio aquí).
 The manifesto closes with a reiteration of the idea of being a “vigía”—
“to protect, raise spirits, and provoke, and once more keep a lookout and 
safeguard” (que . . . proteja, anime e incite, y otra vez vele, y resguarde). In 
the last sentence, the founders define their mission in more general terms, 
drawing on a play on words that they often used, spelling out the word arte-
sano (“artisan” or “handicraft”) as two separate words, arte sano (“healthy 
art”). This redefinition of the handmade books as central to the health of 
art gives their mission an ethical goal: “Our noble, friendly, and laborious 
undertaking is the ARTE SANO (Healthy Art/Handicraft) of giving” (Es 
nuestro noble empeño, amable y laborioso, el ARTE SANO de entregar).
 The crucial closing word of the statement is la entrega, “giving” or “the 
gift.” The gift was at the center of Ediciones Vigía’s philosophy when first 
imagined by Zaldívar and Estévez in the waning days of socialist utopia-
nism of the late 1980s, a philosophy that would be challenged after Cuba 
was pressed into entering the global capitalist economy following the col-
lapse of Soviet communism.
 Ediciones Vigía set up shop in what had been La Casa de la Trova, a 
space for musical performance, which then became La Casa del Escritor, 
the Writer’s House. Initially, they had only a small room in which to work, 
but eventually the entire sprawling two-story house became the headquar-
ters of Ediciones Vigía. In that mansion overlooking the Río San Juan, the 
river and sea breezes flowed in and out through tall wooden shutters. Day-
time events were held indoors, offering shade from the bright sun, while 
the outdoor courtyard became the setting for evening presentations held 
under the stars. There was a ritualistic aura about these events. Authors 
saw their books for the first time on the day of the launch, so they could be 
surprised and awed. After their reading, they signed books for members of 
the audience and signed all remaining books as well.
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 To know Matanzas, to excavate the history of this town with its ill-fated 
name, was a central mission of Ediciones Vigía. The magazine, La Revista 
del Vigía, and the various book titles have continually featured works by 
matanceros who have shone a light on their city and province, expressing 
strong pride in uncovering little-known aspects of the history of Matan-
zas. Topics covered have included the city’s pharmaceutical history (Botica 
Triolet, plate 3), local journalism (La Aurora, plate 4), architecture (Teatro 
Sauto), music (José White, plate 5), and its urban panorama (La Revista 
honoring the 305th anniversary of the founding of the city, plates 6a, 6b). 
In his designs, Estévez drew upon architectural and artistic styles originat-
ing in Matanzas, incorporating lace and other tangible elements to lend a 
sense of rootedness to the place. At the same time, Matanzas has served as 
a window onto the rest of the world. Ediciones Vigía has published inter-
national writers such as Franz Kafka, Federico García Lorca, Emily Dick-
inson, Boris Pasternak, Jorge Luis Borges, Gabriel García Márquez, and 
Wisława Szymborska. They also published work by expatriate Cuban writ-
ers long before it became acceptable to do so on the island, including Gas-
ton Baquero, José Kozer, Alan West Durán, Cristina García, and myself.
 While the Cuban revolution championed literacy and offered paperback 
books at accessible prices, most government-issued books were mass-pro-
duced, printed on cheap paper and drab in their design, steering away from 
any decorative elements that might be construed as bourgeois. These were 
functional, but not beautiful books. Zaldívar and Estévez wanted their 
books to be readable and to be fine art. Estévez designed Vigía books that 
consisted of scrolls to be hung on the wall as well as three-dimensional 
works to be placed on display. In the first interview with Zaldívar and Es-
tévez to appear in the United States, in my anthology, Bridges to Cuba /  
Puentes a Cuba, Estévez remarked, “Vigía emerged at a time when Cuba was 
in need of beautiful books, books that themselves would be works of art.”
 Books were made in a unique manner while Estévez served as artistic 
director of Ediciones Vigía. He would make one complete book, with all 
of its illustrations, constructions, and hand-painted drawings. Then this 
book would serve as the model, or prototype, for the 200 copies that would 
be made in the workshop. The books always included a list of the names 
of those who had helped make them as well as a list of the materials used, 
the varieties of paper, recycled and industrial, the inks, acrylics, and tex-
tiles, elements from nature, such as leaves and seashells, and unique items 
described in detail, such as a cotton handkerchief embroidered with the 
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author’s initials, as in the case of Hablar de la poesía (Speaking of Poetry) by 
Fina García Marruz, which was meant to serve as a personal symbol and a 
bookmark (plate 7).
 In its early days, all the magazines and books of Ediciones Vigía were 
created by a collective of volunteers who worked with a socialist spirit, of-
fering their labor out of devotion to the project. Everyone involved shared 
equally in the production of the book, cutting and gluing paper, coloring in 
the drawings, binding the pages. But the idealistic spirit of Ediciones Vigía 
gradually fell away as Cuban society underwent major economic transfor-
mations that made it essential for people to acquire money to survive—
dollars and then convertible currency. Revolutionary values of altruism 
and idealism that had been the anchors of life in the days when you didn’t 
need money to be happy in Cuba came into question, and Ediciones Vigía 
had to succumb to the growing capitalist market on the island. They cre-
ated a two-tier system, as in the rest of Cuba, offering the books for sale in 
Cuban pesos on the day of the launch to make them affordable to Cubans 
on the island, and subsequently selling them in dollars and later in con-
vertible currency at higher prices to foreign visitors, so that funds could be 
invested in making more books.
 Their outstanding work as bookmakers brought fame to Zaldívar and 
Estévez and won them the approval of the Cuban government. The state 
offered to subsidize the project of Ediciones Vigía, making it possible for 
salaries to be paid to a fixed group of a dozen artisans who worked on a 
regular schedule to produce the books. Ediciones Vigía also became the 
recipient of donations of printers, paper, inks, and other supplies from 
international visitors and organizations. More than five hundred books, 
magazines, and children’s books and magazines were produced while Es-
tévez was artistic director between 1985 and 2014, establishing Ediciones 
Vigía as a significant member of the worldwide artists’ book community. 
The focus was on poetry, short fiction, and literary essays, but Ediciones 
Vigía opened its doors to other genres, incorporating musical work by 
composer Marta Valdés in her Cancionero Propio (Personal Songbook) and 
psychotherapeutic writing by Teresita de Jesús (Teté) Calvo Oliva, whose 
Vivir-Amar-Vivir (Live-Love-Live) is an inspirational text about overcoming 
anxiety and fear (fig. 0.1 and plate 8). 
 In Matanzas, Ediciones Vigía acquired a devout following and became the 
hub for literary events in the city. As the books started to circulate widely, 
Ediciones Vigía became nationally respected in Cuba. Major literary figures, 



Figure 0.1. Marta Valdés, Cancionero propio (1995). Cover by Rolando Estévez Jordán. Col-
lection of Ruth Behar.
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including Nancy Morejón, Roberto Fernández Retamar, and Miguel Barnet, 
were honored to have their work featured in a beautiful handmade book.
 Beginning in the mid-1990s, when Cuba opened its doors to tourism, 
a growing number of international travelers from Europe, Latin America, 
and the United States became aware of Ediciones Vigía. They purchased 
the beautiful handmade books and brought them to libraries, museums, 
and universities around the world. What began as a local project to pub-
licize poetry readings by local authors in Matanzas grew into a renowned 
bookmaking enterprise. Perhaps inevitably, Ediciones Vigía became a vic-
tim of its own success, turning into a popular destination for travelers. The 
listing in the Lonely Planet guide to Cuba announces, “Incurable shopping 
addicts can mosey on down . . . to browse for original handmade books.”
 No one could have predicted the eventual departure of the two cofound-
ers of Ediciones Vigía. Alfredo Zaldívar defected to Spain in 1998 and re-
mained away for a few years. He missed Cuba so much that he returned 
to Matanzas, assuming he would resume being the director of Ediciones 
Vigía. But he was not permitted to be part of the Vigía community. In his 
absence, Agustina Ponce Valdés, a long-time collaborator, became the new 
director. Zaldívar moved on, becoming the director of Ediciones Matanzas, 
a print publisher that features work in all literary genres.
 After Zaldívar’s departure, it was Rolando Estévez’s artistic vision dur-
ing the following sixteen years that came to define the visual poetics of 
Ediciones Vigía. Then, in 2014, Estévez made the decision to leave Edicio-
nes Vigía. It was a painful moment for him, a time of tremendous sorrow. 
Estévez felt frustrated with the limitations placed on him as an artist by 
his colleagues at Ediciones Vigía. He wanted to devote himself to making 
limited edition handmade books as well as one-of-a-kind artist books. He 
has since formed his own imprint, El Fortín, in Matanzas, receiving a li-
cense from the government as the first independent bookmaker in Cuba.
 Always supportive of the work of women, the first book Estévez pro-
duced as an independent bookmaker was Dos mujeres, una isla / Two 
Women, One Island (2014), which brought together poems by Nancy More-
jón and my poems with an introduction by Juanmaria Cordones-Cook. In 
that book, through his artistic representation of two women giving birth 
to the island, Estévez sought to show how Nancy Morejón, as a woman 
who resides in Cuba, and I, as a woman of the diaspora, shared a single 
culture, a single country, and had contributed equally to the making of the 
island as a place of the imagination (plate 9). Continuing to build bridges, 
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Estévez later created a book featuring a triptych of poems by Richard 
Blanco, the Cuban-American inaugural poet (plate 10).
 While being on his own as a bookmaker has had its ups and downs, 
there is a growing fascination with artists’ books in Cuba and Estévez has 
come to be recognized as a pioneer in this medium. A younger generation 
of Cuban book artists are emerging who look to his work for inspiration, 
and he has achieved well-deserved prominence internationally. He is now 
making ambitious books as he dreamed, some of them huge installations 
that express his dramatic sensibility, others tender books encased in little 
boxes that indulge his love for the poetry of José Martí. He is grateful for 
the years with Ediciones Vigía, but he knew it was time to move on.

.  .  .
In the ten essays and an interview with Estévez that together make up this 
anthology, we come together to offer distinct perspectives—poetic, theo-
retical, critical, and historical—on the legacy of Vigía and its place within 
the Cuban literary and artistic universe of the latter part of the twenti-
eth century and the first decade and a half of the twenty-first century. 
We have a mix of scholarship and firsthand accounts, analytical work and 
memoir, a blend of voices and visions that we hope will give readers, both 
those new to Vigía books as well as those already familiar with the press, 
the opportunity to experience the beauty of these texts with wonder and 
understanding. Though it wasn’t by conscious design, the contributors to 
this anthology are all women, with the exception of one male participant, 
which reflects the welcoming space that Ediciones Vigía has offered to 
women writers and artists.
 The book is divided into three sections, Stories, Enchantments, and 
Histories, though in truth the essays are fluid and share something of each 
of these perspectives. All the essays in one way or another tell a version of 
the origin story of Ediciones Vigía. There is thus a certain amount of rep-
etition, but this allows the reader to dip in and out of the book and gain a 
different lens on the mesmerizing and complicated process of interacting 
with Cuban realities. Overall, the structure of the book aims to move the 
reader from personal insights to critical and historical perspectives.
 The section on Stories begins with my essay, chapter 1, which explores 
my long scholarly and artistic collaboration with Estévez and the books 
that have emerged from this relationship. As the first Cuban-American 
writer to have poetry published by Vigía in 1995, I was able to observe how 
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the production of Vigía books changed over the years. In my essay, I also 
look beyond my experience and examine Vigía more expansively, reflecting 
on the various national and international writers that came to be repre-
sented and how women’s stories and gender fluidity played a crucial role in 
the creation of unique literary and artistic works.
 Nancy Morejón, in chapter 2, offers a stunning testimonial piece that 
speaks to her relationship with Estévez, who has been an admirer of her 
work since the beginning of Vigía and has produced many books focusing 
on her poetry. In turn, for Morejón, the books crafted by Estévez became 
mirrors through which to reflect upon her work, to such an extent that she 
came to feel they were essential for her creative process. Ediciones Vigía, she 
notes, opened up “a new frontier in expressivity” that was interwoven with 
Estévez’s profound commitment to the project. As Morejón states, “With-
out his presence, without his collaboration, without his choices, without his 
daily devotion, the life of Ediciones Vigía would not have been the same.”
 In chapters 3 and 4, Juanamaría Cordones-Cook gives us two approaches 
to the life and work of Estévez, first through an interview that offers a lively 
dialogue between them, and then through an essay about Estévez’s artistic 
journey. In the interview, Estévez reflects on the artistic diversity that has 
informed the visual designs of the books. As he states, “From the beginning, 
we felt we were doing what medieval monks did.” Later, though, he marvels 
at the inspiration offered by Art Nouveau, which makes “beauty sublime and 
delightfully elusive, because of the plant elements that twist and curl, and 
because of the exquisite femininity.” As a documentarian of the work of Es-
tévez and of the development of Ediciones Vigía, Cordones-Cook reminds us 
in her essay that Estévez is a poet and teacher, as well as a bookmaker and 
longtime set designer for the theater, and is thereby not just one artist but 
“many artists.” This ultimately informs the need to “encourage the reader’s 
active involvement and make the act of reading a performance.”
 In the next section, Enchantments, we have a set of essays that dig deep 
into the content and form of Vigía books. In chapter 5, Gwendolyn Díaz of-
fers a subtle analysis of Nancy Morejón’s book of poems, Cántico de la huella 
(2002), exploring the intersections between the self and the natural world, 
and how words and images were “married to become one artistic unit.” As 
with many of the books Estévez has produced, the poem is inscribed in 
longhand in his voluptuous calligraphy, as Diaz puts it, “on a vertical stream 
of brown paper over which overlaps another vertical stream of paper por-
traying the image of a tree with a trunk several feet long.”
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 Kristin Schwain, in chapter 6, likewise focuses on a single book, Barqui-
tos del San Juan (2007). While offering a close reading of the book, Schwain 
also reflects generally on the figure of Elegguá (Elegua in English), a cen-
tral deity in Afro-Cuban culture with the power to open and close doors. 
Schwain demonstrates how Elegguá came to be a key symbol for Ediciones 
Vigía, uniting two desires of the publishing collective—to be a project that 
could speak to Cuba’s hopes as a nation while also forging international 
ties. Vigía, as Schwain notes, became an Elegguá within Cuban culture, 
opening doors to conflicting aspirations.
 Vigía books have an intense emotional life, as Erin Finzer points out 
in chapter 7, for they “provoke experiences of surprise, enchantment, and 
bliss among their reader-viewers.” Finzer explores how Vigiá books have be-
come highly coveted objects. They are even viewed as a kind of fetish, espe-
cially by foreigners who crave exotic souvenirs of their visit to an island still 
seen by many as forbidden and taboo. Thoughtfully pondering the complex 
dynamics between the “handcraftedness” of Vigía books and their limited 
supply, which makes them that much more desired, Finzer shows how they 
move back and forth between being commodities and being non-salable, 
inextricably a part of both socialist and capitalist economies.
 Following this line of argument, our section on Enchantments closes 
with Carina Pino Santos’s essay in chapter 8, which examines Ediciones 
Vigía from within Cuba. Tracing the history of book publishing following 
the revolution, Pino Santos describes how massive printings of renowned 
(mostly male) writers gave way to the rise of artisanal publishing. For Pino 
Santos, the production of handmade books by Ediciones Vigía represented 
“the resistance of the south against the rule of the neoliberal market and 
the cultural standardization on the continent.”
 The final section of the book, Histories, offers three illuminating essays 
that ponder the relationship between Ediciones Vigía and the construction 
of a Cuban national identity. In chapter 9, Kim Larson takes a close look at 
the figure of La Virgen de la Caridad del Cobre, the Virgin of Charity, the pa-
tron saint of Cuba. Larson shows how Estévez drew upon iconography from 
several artistic traditions to engage with this important Marianist symbol 
that came to represent the island’s goals for cultural and postracial unity.
 In chapter 10, Elzbieta Sklodowska focuses on the intersection of Edi-
ciones Vigía and the crisis engendered in Cuba by the Special Period in 
the early 1990s. The extreme austerity measures that emerged with the 
loss of Soviet support led Cubans to have to solve their problems with-
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out state funding. As Sklodowska puts it, “As soon as the Special Period 
yielded to the budding market economy, everyday hunger gave way to a 
hunger for profit and the Cuban art market became a booming business.” 
The books produced by Vigía inevitably entered into this art market, and 
foreigners accustomed to the “throwaway” spirit of capitalist societies 
found in them an ideal of reuse and recycling for artistic purposes that 
imbued them with value. Scholars, librarians, curators, and collectors, in 
particular, became passionate guardians of these books, taking them to 
a range of places beyond the island where they could be properly main-
tained.
 The closing essay in the Histories section, chapter 11, by William Luis, of-
fers a thoughtful interpretation of how Ediciones Vigía was able to flourish 
by creating a project that was sufficiently distant, geographically and cul-
turally, from the mainstream publishing center in Havana. As Luis states, 
“It was precisely this space of ‘invisibility’ that allowed Vigía to grow and 
develop, always independent, using scarce resources and not relying (or 
relying little) on the official apparatus.” At the same time, the creators of 
Vigía, especially Estévez, were keen to imbue the books with a fundamental 
Cubanness that made them of value to the nation. Literally rooted in Cuba, 
the books, as Luis notes, “contain sand, kernels of corn, blades of wheat and 
grass, twigs, asphalt tiles, and local pebbles, among many other natural and 
human elements.” Equally significant, Vigía books engage with the “trans-
culturation” that Cuban anthropologist Fernando Ortiz saw as the island’s 
unique ability to engage with the plurality and hybridity of its many cul-
tures, moving between the key symbols of Elegguá and the African heritage 
and the Virgin of Charity and the European heritage.
 While Ediciones Vigía continues to operate in Matanzas, producing 
books with artistic designers who have studied with Estévez, it is no 
longer the same idealistic and exuberant venture. The project of mak-
ing beautiful books in Cuba—that was so deeply enlivened by Estévez’s 
creativity, dynamism, and unique literary and artistic skills—has ended. 
This anthology pays homage to an ideal that some of us were fortunate 
to witness and that has since passed. And yet these human publications 
made by Cuban hands with devotion and humility still continue to in-
spire us with their resilience, inventiveness, love of literature, and love 
of art. It is with great pleasure that we share our diverse experiences 
with these handmade books from Cuba and the vast world of possibility 
they envisioned.
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For the Love of Beautiful Books

An Ode to the Work of Rolando Estévez for Ediciones Vigía

Ruth Behar

I first learned about Ediciones Vigía in 1994 at the Havana Book Fair. De-
spite the dire conditions of hunger and lack of transportation that char-
acterized the Special Period following the demise of the Soviet Union, 
Cubans eagerly attended the fair at the convention center on the city’s out-
skirts, standing in long lines to buy books.
 Rolando Estévez had stepped outside to smoke a cigarette and take a 
break from working at the Ediciones Vigía stand. He smiled as I passed and 
we struck up a conversation. He was selling what he called postales, a hum-
ble description for a set of lovely hand-painted drawings that incorporated 
lines from the poems of Dulce María Loynaz. The figures had been drawn 
with a light yet precise touch, bathed in soft watercolors, in harmony with 
poems that spoke of envy, regret, and solitude.
 “Who was this woman poet who wrote such elegant and fierce verses?” I 
asked.
 “Don’t tell me you’ve never heard of Dulce María?” Estévez was as-
tounded. “She is one of Cuba’s most important poets!”
 As we continued to talk, Estévez watched me intently. He had large 
black eyes and thick Frida Kahlo eyebrows. I told him I had left Cuba as 
a child with my family and moved to the United States and had now re-
turned to the island looking for my roots. I spoke to him of my need to 
come back, even though my parents didn’t want me to travel to Cuba and 
felt betrayed by my return to the island. He nodded sympathetically. He 
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said I reminded him of his younger sister. She was eight when she left 
Cuba with their parents in 1969. He had not seen her since. He had not 
been allowed to leave in 1969 with his family because he was fifteen and 
considered of military age by Cuban law. I would learn later that when his 
mother came to visit him in 1979, during the thaw in relations between 
Cuba and the United States, ten years after leaving, she suffered a nervous 
breakdown on her return to Miami. The devastating emotional suffering of 
their separation is expressed in Estévez’s own poems, brought together in 
the book Mar mediante / Through the Sea (2007), which features a sad bride 
on the cover, meant to be Estévez’s mother, with a lock on her heart and 
holding a bouquet made of satin flowers. By the time we met, Estévez had 
seen immigration cut both ways. He knew that it could leave a path of grief 
both for those leaving as well as for those waving goodbye. 
 During a pause in our conversation, Estévez said I should have a look at 
the Ediciones Vigía books that were inside the convention center.

Figure 1.1. Ruth Behar and Rolando Estévez Jordán, Matanzas, 1994. Photograph by David Frye.
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 “How will I find them?” I asked.
 “Oh, you’ll find them,” he replied. “You won’t be able to miss them.”
 He lit up another cigarette and I stepped inside. Walking through the 
dark cavernous hall, seeing only a few gloomy-looking books printed by gov-
ernment presses, I feared I would never find Ediciones Vigía. Then I saw a 
tall palm tree made of brown paper that practically reached to the ceiling. Of 
course, the flamboyant tree had been designed and built by Estévez.
 He was right. It was impossible to miss the Ediciones Vigía bookstand.
 Then I noticed the books—they too were fashioned from brown paper 
and were handmade, hand-colored, hand-printed, and hand-bound.
 There was something both charming and unsettling about these books. 
They were delicate yet sturdy, old-fashioned yet postmodern. Nor were 
they all shaped liked traditional books with pages bound together. A poem 
by Carilda Oliver Labra had been written out by hand onto a long scroll 
that could be hung on the wall (plate 11). Poems by Nancy Morejón were 
folded into an envelope to give the reader the pleasure of receiving them 
like precious letters. 
 I fell in love with these creations immediately.
 The books were for sale. How was that possible? They seemed too 
unique, too extraordinary, to attach a price to them. But Alfredo Zaldívar, 
the writer and editor who founded Ediciones Vigía together with Rolando 
Estévez, told me their price. I couldn’t resist buying them, though I felt 
a blur of emotions as I acquired these books, as they passed from their 
hands to my hands and became things I now would own and put in my 
suitcase and carry back to my home in Ann Arbor, Michigan. I cringed, 
embarrassed at turning into the stereotype of the gusana, returning to 
Cuba to show off the dollars in my pocket. At the same time, I admit, I was 
thrilled to acquire those utterly beautiful books, works of art, at the price 
of what mass-produced paperbacks cost in the United States. Was it wrong 
to want them so badly? Was I being too materialistic in a country of revo-
lutionary ideals?

.  .  .
I had spent the three previous years gathering poems and stories and tes-
timonies for an anthology I was editing called Bridges to Cuba / Puentes 
a Cuba. Our deadline was approaching, but the collection couldn’t go to 
press without including an interview with Zaldívar and Estévez about Edi-
ciones Vigía. I entrusted the writer and translator María Eugenia Alegría 
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with the task of carrying out the interview immediately. It was published 
in 1994 and reprinted in 1995—the first news of the existence of Ediciones 
Vigía in the United States.
 Already, as Ediciones Vigía approached its tenth year, Estévez had 
stated that “Cuba was in need of beautiful books, books that themselves 
would be works of art.” Indeed, it is for the love of beautiful books that 
Ediciones Vigía was founded. That was the principle that kept the enter-
prise alive while Estévez was the artistic director from 1985 to 2014.
 As the world came to Vigía, and Vigía opened its doors to the world, the 
range of authors, topics, and aesthetic styles expanded in exciting ways. 
Vigía’s books became more elaborate and complex, and the challenge was 

Figure 1.2. Two poems by Nancy Morejón, folded into an envelope, designed and illustrated by Rolando 
Estévez Jordán (undated, late 1980s–early 1990s). Collection of Ruth Behar.
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how to balance three sets of loyalties—(1) to Matanzas, the patria chica 
where the project was born; (2) to Cuba, the Island, and the strong Cu-
ban roots of Vigía; (3) to the international realm of poetry and literature, 
which has no borders.
 The recuperation of all that is Cuban, just like all that comes from 
Matanzas, was one of the most important goals that Ediciones Vigía set 
for itself. Cubanness encompasses so many things, and it is interesting to 
see how Vigía tried to be generous and thorough in providing space for 
this vast diversity. An examination of three of the magazines produced by 
Ediciones Vigía reveals how this question was approached. In 1994, they 
produced a Revista honoring the Orígenes Group, an artistic movement 
from 1944 to 1954 that gathered together José Lezama Lima, Virgilio Pi-
ñera, Eliseo Diego, and René Portocarrero, who believed in the power of 
poetry and art to bring about social change (plate 12). At a time when there 
was little public discussion in Cuba of this artistic movement, which was 
viewed as distant from the aesthetic goals of the revolutionary movement, 
Ediciones Vigía chose to celebrate it.
 From its earliest days, the African roots of Cuban culture were made 
proudly visible in Ediciones Vigía, as we see in the Revista produced in 1996. 
Elegguá, the deity who opens and closes doors in the religion of Regla de 
Ocha, popularly called Santería, is prominently featured (plate 13). In the 
same issue, attention is paid to the poet Langston Hughes, who had a close 
friendship with Cuban poet Nicolás Guillén, bringing attention to the liter-
ary bridges between writers from the Black Atlantic. 
 One of the strongest forms of Cuban patriotism, which Cubans on the 
island and in the diaspora share, is expressed in the devotion to the in-
dependence leader José Martí. The spectacular edition of the Revista pub-
lished in 2003, on the occasion of the 150th birthday of José Martí, cap-
tures the aura of the leader, surrounded by the palm trees of the island he 
yearned for, while writing in exile in New York (plate 14).
 Ediciones Vigía set out to reclaim Cuban writers who’d been swept away 
by the tide of history. It was Estévez who brought to Vigía his rediscovery 
of Dulce María Loynaz in the 1990s, resurrecting her work for a larger pub-
lic. She had stopped writing poetry and fiction in the revolutionary years, 
though she stayed in Cuba after 1959, living into her 90s in her decaying 
mansion in El Vedado. She represented another era, of aristocracy, but also 
of devotion to literature. Her voice was viewed as irrelevant in the heyday 
of socialism and heroic political speeches, but as the desperation of the 



Figure 1.3. La Revista del Vigía, Año 7, no. 1 (1996), pergamino with poem 
by Langston Hughes, designed and illustrated by Rolando Estévez Jordán. 
Collection of Ruth Behar.
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Special Period wore on, attitudes changed and her lyricism, solitude, and 
meditative spirituality suddenly became necessary and vital. Estévez en-
gaged fully with the work of Loynaz in designing the Revista in her honor 
in 1996, and subsequently in Miel imprevista, a selection of poems from her 
book Versos, published in 1997 (plates 15, 16a, 16b). These Vigía editions 
were based on extensive visual history research that highlighted a femi-
nine aesthetics of an earlier time, when lace and handheld fans were part 
of the everyday life of women of privilege.

.  .  .
In 1995, a year after meeting Estévez, I published my first book of poems 
with Ediciones Vigía. I was the first Cuban American to be included among 
their authors and Poemas que vuelven a Cuba / Poems Returned to Cuba was 
also the first Spanish/English bilingual book to be published by Vigía (plate 
17). The design by Estévez perfectly evoked the desire I had to recover my 
lost childhood in Cuba. A Cuban flag in my little girl’s hand was at the end 
of a kite that wrapped around the book and pulled me back to the island 
where I was born.
 Later, my short story, La Cortada (2004), became a Vigía book that like-
wise captured the sense of yearning and loss in my efforts to reconnect 
with the island where I was born. Playing with the various definitions of 
“cortada,” which can mean to feel broken or cut short, Estévez’s design 
again hit the mark, this time incorporating an envelope stuffed with 
pieces of a puzzle, inviting the reader to put together the fragments of the 
woman who feels she has fallen to pieces since leaving Cuba. 
 With Las calles rotas de mi ciudad / The Broken Streets of My City (2013; 
English print version, 2011), which was one of the last books Estévez pro-
duced for Vigía, he wrote out by hand my long narrative poem in Spanish 
and English, so it could unfold accordion-style in two panels. He used roof-
ing felt for the cover, a black asphalt material that makes the book heavy 
and unwieldy but allows it to stand on its edges and create a canopy for the 
long street of the poem (plates 53–56). The poem addresses my wandering 
through the city of my birth and my desire for my parents to one day ac-
company me to Cuba, which they have never done. It is also about things 
that are broken, the streets of Havana, and the tombstones in the Jewish 
cemetery, and how the sea sometimes rises up and wants to reclaim the is-
land.1 Estévez felt that what the poem needed was a roof, a home in which 
to be sheltered, and his design reflected that caring reading of my work.2
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Figure 1.4. Ruth Behar, La Cortada (2004). Illustration by Rolando Estévez 
Jordán. Collection of Ruth Behar.

 Through Estévez, I became a friend of Vigía, an advocate of Vigía, a col-
lector of Vigía, and a child of Vigía, because the relationship was nurturing 
of my quest to return to Cuba and find a home of the heart there again. Be-
cause I left as a child, I will always be a little girl in Cuba, una niña, though 
as the years have passed, I now consider myself to be una niña vieja, “an 
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old little girl.” Reading and savoring, and of course touching, those tac-
tile books that Ediciones Vigía produced brought me back to the power of 
poetry, and all literature, to communicate our deepest feelings. I remain 
grateful to Estévez for his interest in my poetry and stories, which moti-
vated me to write in Spanish as well as English, starting in one language 
or the other depending on the words that came to me first. As a poet and 
writer himself, he is a thorough and compassionate reader, and that gives 
him the ability to design books that are enmeshed in the longings and im-
ages provoked by the words on the page.
 From the first moment of my meeting Estévez, I learned about the exis-
tence of Dulce María Loynaz, as I have said. Eventually I decided I’d write 
poems that echoed her haunting collection of prose poems, Poemas sin nom-
bre (Nameless Poems). I had the good fortune to be able to invite Zaldívar 
and Estévez to the University of Michigan as visiting artists in 1998, and 
on this, their very first trip to the United States, we produced a book that 
brought together five poems by Dulce María Loynaz and five of my poems 
inspired by hers. The small edition of this book incorporated soil from my 
garden in Ann Arbor, which Zaldívar and Estévez secretly gathered and 
used to fill in the island of Cuba that is featured on the cover (plate 41).
 Later I wrote more poems and submitted them, in English and Spanish, 
to be considered for publication by Ediciones Vigía, with the title Everything 
I Kept / Todo lo que guardé (2001), borrowing a line from one of Dulce María 
Loynaz’s poems. Once these were accepted by the editorial team, Estévez 
proceeded to design the book, not sharing any information since he wanted 
it to be a surprise. All I knew was that he needed a roll of Velcro, which 
was impossible to find in Cuba. With the help of an acquaintance who was 
traveling to Cuba before me, I sent a roll of Velcro to Matanzas. And when it 
came time to present the book a few months later, I was deeply moved.
 The book Estévez created was sublime. On the cover was a suitcase with 
two clasps. That’s what the Velcro was for! It was to open and close the suit-
case (plate 37). He had chosen the perfect symbol to represent me. The suit-
case was exactly right not only because I came and went to Cuba all the time 
but because I was a traveler in life, carrying stories and memories, a heavy 
traveler, holding on to too many things that I should have given away. There 
was also the Jewish underpinning, for Jews had gone unknowingly to their 
deaths in Auschwitz and other camps, lugging suitcases, expecting to return 
to their homes one day. Inside the suitcase he designed for Vigía, it had oc-
curred to Estévez to include photographs of Dulce María and of me, and to 
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use sand from Varadero Beach to line it, since that was the place where my 
parents honeymooned and where I have always believed I was conceived. 
Seashells and dried flowers and an almond husk, all referenced in my po-
ems, were also inside the suitcase, as well as a Jewish star, covered in bright 
silver paper, an important marker of my mixed identity.
 It was a book that disappeared into the hands of readers. Much as I 
wished for more copies, Ediciones Vigía held strictly to its policy of pro-
ducing only 200 copies of each of their books. There was no possibility of 
making more. Out of respect for Ediciones Vigía, I accepted their policy, 
waiting seventeen years before publishing the poems with Swan Isle Press, 
a small independent press in Chicago that focuses on Latin American po-
etry. The book has the same title, Everything I Kept / Todo lo que guardé 
(2018), but the poems have been tweaked and there are new illustrations 
by Estévez. It is an unusual hybrid, moving from handmade to the printed 
page, but holding on to the artistic collaboration between Estévez and my-
self that made the book possible in the first place.3

 In 2015, Estévez again turned to the suitcase as a symbol of my life and 
work and he created a dramatic one-of-a-kind artist book based on my 
essay, The Key to the House / La llave de la casa, from Traveling Heavy: A 
Memoir in Between Journeys (plates 18a, 18b). For this project, he trans-
formed an actual suitcase he had used for his own travels into a container 
for the writing, painting it gold and decorating it with keys and the names 
of various cities, Ann Arbor, La Habana, Bellamar (his preferred name for 
Matanzas), that were important to me. He asked me to give him souve-
nirs and artifacts from my travels and I gave him photographs, lipsticks, 
hair bands, ticket stubs, key chains, paper napkins from restaurants that 
I’d saved, and a blouse I’d often worn in Cuba (that I later regretted giv-
ing away). He incorporated these vestiges of the materiality of my trav-
els into the work, creating a box of surprises for the reader to discover. 
He requested a menorah and I obtained an old one that he placed at the 
top of the suitcase and which we lit when the work was first presented at 
the University of Michigan. And within the suitcase was the text, written 
out by hand by Estévez in English and Spanish in his fine calligraphy in 
a folded accordion-style scroll. As a dramatic finale, the suitcase holds a 
life-size painting of an idealized feminine figure with wings, surrounded 
by collaged flowers, Cuban and American flags at her feet, a representation 
of the woman who travels heavy. Over the figure’s hands, Estévez stamped 
blue prints of his own hands. Somehow this work of art exists on malleable 
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yet sturdy paper that can be folded and unfolded, hidden and displayed, a 
marvelous secret waiting to be found. From Estévez’s long years working 
as the artistic designer for Ediciones Vigía, the making of handmade books 
that keep a secret is a practice he has mastered exquisitely.

.  .  .
While Ediciones Vigía sought to create a home for Matanzas writers and Cu-
ban writers, including those of us in the diaspora, there was also a responsi-
bility to represent international writers, from Borges to Kafka to Szymbor-
ska. One of the best souvenirs of the Soviet Period in Cuba was the bountiful 
literature the Russians brought to the island. I found especially tender and 
moving the rendition of Boris Pasternak’s La vida es minuciosa, published in 
1996 with translations by Juan Luis Hernández Milián, and the elegant tap-
estry cover designed by Estévez (plate 19). This nostalgic nod toward Russian 
literature surfaces again in the 2010 edition of Sergei Esenin’s Motivos per-
sas, where the veil serves both to reveal and to conceal (plate 20).
 Everyone who has seen the meticulously designed Vigía book of Emily 
Dickinson’s poems, Slant of Light, from 1998, knows that it is one of the 
most spectacular handmade books in the history of bookmaking. Aware 
of Dickinson’s agoraphobia, Estévez built a three-dimensional house and 
placed a paper doll of the reclusive poet, along with the book of her poems, 
inside the constructed home. At the time, Estévez had not yet visited Dick-
inson’s house in Amherst, now a museum, but eventually he would, where 
he learned that the house he imagined in his dreams had turned out to be 
very much like the one she had inhabited in real life.
 Estévez’s growth as an artistic designer inspired him to keep pushing at 
the limits of how to make a book that could be called a work of art and still 
be viewed and read as a book. As his bookmaking developed, he found new 
ways for words and images to speak to each other ever more forcefully. His 
method at Ediciones Vigía was to create a book in its entirety, which was 
then reproduced by the Vigía artisans. They made the 200 copies that be-
came the standard output of the press. Since every set of hands is different, 
no two Vigía books were ever exactly alike; this is what makes them so “hu-
man.” The artisans also developed their skills in the course of working with 
Estévez. He kept bringing more interesting challenges to the bookmaking 
process. Sometimes these challenges were too demanding for the artisans, 
and for this reason, even while continuing to be the principal artistic de-
signer of Ediciones Vigía, it was necessary for Estévez to produce one-of-a-
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kind books so his work could evolve. These unique books served a different 
purpose; they were for museums or library display, rather than for reading, 
but like illuminated medieval manuscripts they still depended on words.
 Estévez’s lifelong experience working in the theater as a set designer 
informs his sense of drama and passion for drama. Over time, Vigía books 
became more and more dramatic productions. The relation between the 
cover and the interior is like that of the curtain and the stage, opening up 
to reveal the mystery hidden inside. Estévez moved from making books 
such as the Cancionero propio by the composer and singer Marta Valdés, 
published in 1995, with its delicate lettering and layers of different papers, 
to Alicia en el país de la danza, by Fina García Marruz, published in 2008, 
which incorporates a cloth cover and hand-colored figures that seem to 
be dancing in space (plates 21a, 21b). Among these dramatic productions 
stands Nancy Morejón’s Pierrot y la luna, a theatrical poem dedicated to 
Federico García Lorca, which represents the skyline of New York in intense 
black-and-white, creating as well a case to hold the book, and giving the 
reader the option of pulling out the three characters as cut-out figures 
(plate 22). And in the 2012 edition of Nancy Morejón’s La Habana expuesta, 
the author herself is portrayed theatrically as a mermaid with a burning 
lantern, walking along the Malecón of her Havana (plate 30).
 Women authors, as the previous examples show, have been at the cen-
ter of Ediciones Vigía’s publications. Estévez often invited women artists 
to be guest book designers, and they included such renowned figures as 
Zaida del Río, who designed País mágico / Magic Country (2009), and Rocío 
García, who designed Donde la luna bebe / Where the moon drinks (2005), a 
collection of stories.
 Vigía has also been a safe haven for the expression of gay identity in lit-
erature and art. A queer sensibility and an open expression of sexualities 
and nonbinary understandings of gender have been openly explored in 
many Vigía books. One of the earliest representations of this affinity was 
the 1994 edition of Fresa y chocolate, the screenplay by Senel Paz about 
the friendship between a straight revolutionary man and a gay critic of 
the revolution (plate 23). This film inspired a public conversation in Cuba 
about the need for tolerance of all sexual orientations and a critical un-
derstanding of homophobia. In Estévez’s drawings and design, two men 
appear in the Garden of Eden, each clasping the apple, mirrors of each 
other, bound together, and equally responsible for the knowledge they 
have gained from the snake.
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 This sensibility is visible as well in the attention given to Federico Gar-
cía Lorca in the Revista from 2000 (plate 24) and the edition of Poeta en 
Nueva York from 2006. These books pay close attention to the figure of 
Lorca, as poet, dramatist, and theater director, and symbol of artistic re-
bellion, murdered at the untimely age of 38 by fascists during the Span-
ish Civil War who despised his leftwing views and homosexuality. With 

Figure 1.5. Federico García Lorca, Poeta en Nueva York (2006), designed and 
illustrated by Rolando Estévez Jordán. Collection of Ruth Behar.
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greater explicitness, Miguel Barnet’s Fátima o el Parque de la Fraternidad, 
published in 2011, centers on the representation of transgendered identity, 
with the book itself serving as a performance of a flexible sense of self, an 
androgyny without limits (plate 25). 

.  .  .
As Vigía books age, they begin to fade; lettering disappears or blurs, and 
becomes hard to read. This is because Vigía books are alive. They are mor-
tal. They are not permanent. They are ephemeral. They are subject to the 
heat, the rain, the passing of time. They are a record of our fragility. I think 
in a way the books of Vigía are like the works of Ana Mendieta, like the 
siluetas she made of her own body with earth, sand, flowers, and fire, like 
the art she made in the caves of Jaruco, in the province of Matanzas, the 
art that has been swallowed up by nature and time. She herself left a last 
silhouette on a street in New York, falling to her death under mysterious 
circumstances. But she carefully and rigorously documented her work; the 
originals disappeared, as she wished, but photographs and videos that she 
took remain as everlasting evidence. In Estévez’s design for the book based 
on the poem by Nancy Morejón dedicated to Mendieta he captures this 
complex tension between substance and shadow (plates 26a, 26b).
 This book, in its way, is an effort to document Vigía, to preserve beauti-
ful handmade books in a conventionally published book that we presume 
will be more long-lasting. Writing these words while examining digitized 
images of Vigía books, I often thought about the question of preservation. 
Ediciones Vigía books will have an afterlife on computer screens and iPads, 
even though they were initially conceived as being in opposition to the 
virtual world, as being sensual, palpable, and tactile, made of paper, and 
above all, human—at once exquisitely frail and yet designed to be handled. 
Even as we work to document the multiple ways in which Vigía books can 
be read and analyzed, there are many of us who still want to experience 
the magic of holding the real books in our hands, wanting to touch them, 
marvel at them, open and close them, and be awed by the many secrets 
and surprises they contain.
 The quinqué, the oil lantern, became the symbol of Vigía. In Cuba, the 
quinqué is not an antiquated way of shining light on things. Blackouts are 
frequent; even today, long after the Special Period, it is possible to experi-
ence an apagón in Cuba. The awareness of such instability is reflected in a 
poem by René Coyra, who resides in the city of Santa Clara in central Cuba, 
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that was called El gran apagón (The Great Blackout). Estévez’s design shows 
a male figure bowing before an electric bulb in one image and proudly 
holding up a quinqué in another image (plate 27).
 The quinqué is not merely a symbol, but a reality on the island. Yet in-
sofar as it is a symbol, the quinqué represented the possibility of illuminat-
ing darkness through literature and art. In every Vigía book and magazine, 
Estévez strove to reinterpret the quinqué, to give light to the light. The 
quinqué was given a variety of whimsical interpretations, kept dry from 
the rain by a mermaid holding an umbrella, or sprouting a palm tree, or 

Figure 1.6. A quinqué (oil lantern) as symbol of Vigía, with a mermaid. 
Illustration by Rolando Estévez Jordán, from La Revista del Vigía, Año 
6, no. 1 (1995). Collection of Ruth Behar.
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releasing a dove, or accompanying José Martí in the sugarcane fields. And 
it accompanied the artist in a self-portrait (plate 28). Estévez even had the 
quinqué tattooed onto his right arm. 
 When Ediciones Vigía was commemorating its twentieth anniversary 
in 2005, I was asked to say a few words at the celebration in Matanzas. I 
wrote a prayer of gratitude describing the various ways I might define this 
marvelous project in which I’d been lucky to find a home for the poems 
I might otherwise have stuffed under the bed and never shown anyone. 

Figure 1.7. A quinqué (oil lantern) as symbol of Vigía. Illustration by Ro-
lando Estévez Jordán, from La Revista del Vigía, Año 5, no. 1 (1994), back 
cover. Collection of Ruth Behar.
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I want to end this essay by sharing some fragments of that text, which I 
wrote in Spanish and now translate into English for the first time.

.  .  .
Vigía is the quinqué because the electricity can go out, but there is always 
light. The quinqué was forgotten all over the world when electricity arrived, 
but at Vigía everyone knows that the light of other times can be a light for 
our time too.

Figure 1.8. A quinqué (oil lantern) as symbol of Vigía. Illustration by 
Rolando Estévez Jordán, from Boris Pasternak, La vida es minuciosa 
(1996). Collection of Ruth Behar.



Figure 1.9. A quinqué (oil lantern) as symbol of Vigía, at the foot of José Martí. Illustration by Ro-
lando Estévez Jordán, from La Revista del Vigía, Año 14, no. 26 (2003). Collection of Ruth Behar.
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 Vigía is the hand. The hand that illuminates. The open hand. The sincere 
hand. The hand that greets. The hand that opens a book. Vigía is to make 
art and poetry with things that are at hand.
 Vigía is metamorphosis. To make beautiful things with scraps of fabric, 
little pieces of paper. To make something out of nothing.
 Vigía is all ritual. The ritual of making a book. The ritual of presenting a 
book. The ritual of sharing a book. The ritual of giving flowers to the author.
 Vigía is Elegguá, because Vigía books open the path to all the deities. 
They are made by hand and they breathe, they feel, they are full of life. The 
books of Vigía carry earth, sand, seashells, twigs, wicker, leaves, even the 
traces of a kiss left by Carilda Oliver Labra years ago.
 Vigía is the union of human beings and the natural world. The books of 
Vigía are alive and you have to feed them, as you do the orishas, the deities 
of the African pantheon who dwell in Cuba.
 Vigía is the magician’s box of tricks. When you open a Vigía book you 
never know what you will find inside. Maybe you’ll find a parchment, 
maybe a bookmark. Or you’ll find a page folded in half that hides another 
surprise, a beautiful artwork that didn’t fit any other way, but which was 
placed there as a gift to you, the reader.
 Vigía is an ajiaco, a great stew for which there is no recipe.
 Vigía is the bread of life, because poetry is not a luxury, it is a necessity.
 You can never forget Vigía. It is like a first love.

Notes

1. I have written extensively about the Jewish presence in Cuba. See Ruth Behar, An 
Island Called Home: Returning to Jewish Cuba (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University 
Press, 2007).

2. For further discussion of this edition of my poem, see Jessica Gordon-Burroughs, 
“Straight Pins, Gauze, and Linotypes: The Cuban Post-Soviet Artists’ Book” (2017).

3. Ruth Behar, Everything I Kept / Todo lo que guardé (Chicago: Swan Isle Press, 2018).
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Estévez Always Walking on the Grass

Nanc y Morejón 

Translated by David Frye

Someone who’s come from far away asks in wide-eyed wonder about this 
marvel, the book Havana on Display, an anthology of poems that I wrote 
in and about the city where I was born, a book conceptualized and edited 
by Juanamaría Cordones-Cook, and designed by Rolando Estévez: set de-
signer, painter, poet, publisher, and artificer of Ediciones Vigía in Matan-
zas (plate 30).1

 Now, La Habana expuesta was not the first—nor, fortunately, the last—
of my books that has been produced by this sui generis publisher since the 
final decades of the twentieth century. Since the appearance of my first 
chapbook with them, Dos poemas de Nancy Morejón, I have unceasingly en-
joyed the brilliant character of these editorial creations, which have cap-
tured the attention of bibliophiles, poets, writers, and common readers 
scattered across the globe by a systematic preference that can be found in 
almost every modern language.2 From Barcelona to Mexico City, Vigía has 
not only set its stamp but also built on the foundations of its originality, 
which can be found in our time between the two shores that form a single 
ocean, this being the most palpable proof of the peculiar energy that has 
marked its difference.
 You will understand it if I don’t retell the history of Ediciones Vigía or 
even present an overview of what it is they do, which I don’t entirely un-
derstand. Instead, I plan to situate my own relationship, in time and in its 
true territory, with these once unsung publishers, who, by opening a new 
frontier in expressivity, successfully managed to make do with the stifling 
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shortages of the so-called Special Period, a time when Cuba’s printers gave 
top priority to producing books for mass education.
 In the capital of Cuba, in the inner circles of theater people and mu-
sicians, there was a rumor going around about a group of young writers, 
gathering around the parks, who had come up with a way to manufacture 
their own books as handicrafts. In Havana, those of us in the publishing 
sphere of UNEAC, the writers’ union, had known about only the innova-
tive and beautiful collection titled Ciclos, printed on kraft paper under the 
direction of the writer Emilio Comas Paret.3

 I’m speaking of Vigía, the popular name by which we all know this phe-
nomenon that now increasingly transcends the bounds of Matanzas, its 
first horizon. This is so true that for decades many other publishing ex-
periments on the island have assimilated the experiences of our colleagues 
from Matanzas, whether in search of innovative ways to depart from the 
trail they blazed, or in affirmation of the best aspects of their legacy.
 I must confess now that the books of Vigía have become a true neces-
sity for my expression, and the reason behind this talk is to find, at its 
center, the keys to this exchange, which is so enriching and so essential 
to the existence and dissemination of my poetic writing. At that center, 
and I am almost trembling with emotion as I write this, is the name of 
Rolando Estévez, who, together with Alfredo Zaldívar, set the first key-
stone in place. Without his presence, without his collaboration, without 
his choices, without his daily devotion, the life of Ediciones Vigía would 
not have been the same. Of course, my own work with Vigía would have 
been a chance encounter, a weekend delight, a thoughtful stroll over the 
romantic bridges of nineteenth-century Cuba, and nothing more. History 
would have turned out differently.
 However, the give and take woven together from the late 1980s to the 
appearance of Havana on Display constitutes a relevant chapter in our his-
tory—Estévez’s history and my own—as creators.
 The city of Matanzas, whose name recalls the sinister nature of a vio-
lent and predatory past marked by the slave-driver’s whip, seemed to part 
from its own history in order to gather up in its beautiful landscape the 
pulse of a poetic, independent generation, the legitimate child of the revo-
lution, yet distinguished by a sense of belonging to a cultural identity that 
is nothing other than Cuban.
 On one of its fabled bridges I met Zaldívar and Estévez for the first 
time, books under their arms, walking together across the framework of 
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its arches, each of them holding up, like a proud flag, the scrolls on which 
they had printed the early texts of the poet Heriberto. You had only to 
hear them say El cartucho de Heriberto to understand their calling, the will-
power behind their style, the sense of generational solidarity that over-
flowed from their clean, simple shirts. We all had a sense, we were sure, 
that later on, high up on the hill, we would hear a distant flute playing the 
rhythms of a danzón by Faílde.4

 With the friendliest of gestures, as politely as could be, Zaldívar and Es-
tévez asked me to send them a little bit of material, and that was how this 
“ancient history” (to use Roberto Fernández Retamar’s phrase) began.
 I didn’t mean to tell anecdotes, but here, unbidden, comes the little Her-
shey train pulling into my memory, scattering its shrill steam to the four 
winds, making its way slowly but surely through the small provincial towns, 
and letting us off right in front of the Teatro Sauto, where we leap in the 
blink of an eye down the little staircase to greet the open air of the great bay 
of Matanzas, walking through the straight but narrow streets until we climb 
the hill to a seminary where the still quiet gives us goose bumps.
 Matanzas is a perfect place for meditation, for introspection; and, leg-
end tells us, the musicians of Matanzas produce an inimitable sound, for 
musical forms were forged there that continue to be enjoyed by vast au-
diences in Cuba and abroad. “Las Alturas de Simpson” and “El Agua del 
Pom Pom” are proof. The city is quiet and open; characterized by being sur-
rounded on all sides by mountains and sea—cut through as it is by the 
Yumurí and San Juan rivers—it sings with a cadence noticed only by local 
visionaries, on either side of its two watersheds.
 Watching the water flow past in these two rivers, Rolando Estévez was 
able to mend his impression of the world, recover his lost childhood, in a 
triumph of his talent over his personal solitude. “Do your work,” the “red-
footed runaway” seemed to whisper in his ear. Only by working, day after 
day, could he find himself, could he attain fulfillment and his own liberation.
 With Estévez I learned to juggle time and space. Those two indispens-
able categories are like his eyes, like his hands, like his heart, constituting 
the infinite playing cards of family memory, recovered through the miracle 
of his creative genius.
 Many enjoy but perhaps few understand that this is why the designs 
signed by Estévez in his books take living material from Cuba’s flora, thus 
proclaiming his right to and his love for his native soil. His hands read; 
his eyes sing with the voices of the plants, the stones, and the columned 
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arches of Plaza Vigía. His spirit, as ageless as the Castle of San Severino 
overlooking Matanzas Bay, fights sword in hand against routine, passive-
ness, provincial poverty, in order to seek and always find the unexpected, 
the extraordinary.
 For this prince of art believes in the land where his destiny plays out, 
where we were born and where we will come to rest, beyond any doubt. 
The notion of death accompanies him in his poetry, in his paintings, in his 
theater sets, and in the designs for the books of Vigía.
 Death is everyday, not grandiose. For that very reason, however, we 
can find him, in his guise as a noble squire, standing in the middle of the 
street, under a pair of dark clouds, telling any passerby about his latest 
dream, always talking about the mystery of the loaves, sea salt, or raw on-
ions. For Estévez, no one shouts his name but the banks of the San Juan 
and Yumurí rivers; what I mean is that it is between these two age-old riv-
ers that Estévez breathes and inspires.
 I can specify that during the production of El río de Martín Pérez y otros 
poemas, I became aware of this basic trait.5 The reader finds its pages filled 
with feminine figures, each busy at some task, and its covers assembled 
from pressed cardboard with collections of scraps of diverse materials, all 
supported by an absolutely remarkable typographic discourse. This dis-
course is the product of the hand of an artist who seeks unceasingly and 
tends to his natural, unalienated relationship with his surroundings. Ex-
ecuted with the techniques of rustic craftsmanship, this attitude and this 
behavior preserve, through Estévez’s intuition and industry, the natural 
environment of Matanzas.
 Allow me to introduce here the colophon from that edition, in which 
the editors recorded the transparent exercise of their profession:

This edition is made using brown paper in various shades and 
weights, recycled in the Cuban paper mill of Puentes Grandes on 
the banks of Juana Borrero’s Almendares river; varied clippings of 
discarded industrial paper stocks; ink-stained cord, courtesy of the 
artist Jorge Luis Cristo; aromatic cinnamon sticks, maize kernels 
bought in the old Plaza del Mercado and harvested near Pan hill 
in Matanzas at the source of the San Juan river, and sprigs of palo 
vencedor picked by the Osainist6 herb-master Héctor Álvarez using 
the appropriate rituals and after paying the monte its due in accor-
dance with the traditions of Cuban Santería.
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The fish and the human body are symbols of everything that is drawn and 
that exists in Rolando Estévez’s cosmovision. Beyond any sort of biblical 
allusion, beyond any reflections on the popular practices of Cuban religi-
osity—so characteristic of the Antilles—these signs make up the greater 
part of his imaginary, just as they do, perhaps with other connotations, 
that of my poetic universe.
 The colonial framework of the city of Havana, especially in the area 
around its historical center, remained the key to the urban language that 
gave significance to the cosmopolitan spirit of Central Havana, so dear to 
the poetry of Fina García Marruz.
 Estévez used a ploy: inviting me to search my conscience, so to speak, 
for the names of streets where I had most often walked as a child. This body 
of names, with the stunning splendor of their Spanish roots, is served up 
for the enjoyment of the reader of this volume, and their existence is re-
flected not only in the text of the poems but also in the drawings invented 
by Estévez’s imagination, as he guides us by the hand through contempo-
rary Havana, putting us aboard a camello7 whose final stop will be that fish-
moon floating in the firmament above La Poma.8 The adventure ends with a 
jigsaw (or crossword) puzzle, which the nostalgia of those who have lived in 
the capital, at any time or space, will be able to complete entirely.
 Chance coincidences, the law of contrasts, a fortuitous encounter of a 
Singer sewing machine and a human body on an operating table, as some 
surrealists posited, have performed unheard-of functions here. This com-
ing together of contexts has created porous sensibilities for him as well as 
for me. Mute or flying fish express his passion for the powerful image of 
the sea in our lives, and therefore in our creative works. Perceptions of the 
sea, a theme as ancient as gender, can be found in countless texts, from 
Homer’s Odyssey to the plays of the West Indian writer Derek Walcott, 
winner of the 1992 Nobel Prize in Literature.
 Here Estévez, king of guardian angels, has realized a long, unparal-
leled journey to all the places that established my expressivity in the po-
ems where Havana (“sí que sí”) is the symbol of “all possible princesses.” 
His journey, between two rivers in Matanzas, has him return through the 
strange paths of columns and gods so that he can continue, as always, 
walking on the grass of freedom.

At the corner of Infanta and Manglar, 10 October, 2012
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Notes

1. Nancy Morejón, La Habana expuesta / Havana on Display, trans. by David Frye, 
comp. with prologue and notes by Juanamaría Cordones-Cook, design by Rolando Es-
tévez (Matanzas: Ediciones Vigía, 2012).

2. Nancy Morejón, Dos poemas de Nancy Morejón (“Elegía de las conversaciones” and 
“Dama del unicornio”), design by Rolando Estévez (Matanzas: Ediciones Vigía, 1990).

3. Nancy Morejón, Baladas para un sueño (Havana: Ediciones Unión, Colección Ciclos, 
1991).

4. The poet Heriberto Hernández Medina (1964–2012) was born in Matanzas, as was 
the musician Miguel Faílde (1852–1921), who is credited with creating the modern dan-
zón, Cuba’s national dance, with his composition Las Alturas de Simpson (1879).

5. Nancy Morejón, El río de Martín Pérez y otros poemas, ed. and designed by Rolando 
Estévez (Matanzas: Ediciones Vigía, 1996).

6. A child of Osaín, god of crossroads in Santería rituals.
7. A type of articulated bus that became the characteristic mode of public transporta-

tion in Havana toward the end of the twentieth century.
8. The nickname that the inhabitants and especially the immigrants in modern Ha-

vana have given the city.
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The Artist’s Voice

Rolando Estévez Jordán

Interview by Juanamaría Cordones-Cook

Translated by María Josefa Gómez Alvarez  
and Juanamaría Cordones-Cook

Approximately ten years ago, I came into contact with Ediciones Vigía 
and shortly thereafter, Rolando Estévez Jordán. I began visiting Vigía’s 
headquarters regularly to learn more about its work and select books for 
the Ediciones Vigía Special Collection I had founded at the University of 
Missouri Museum of Art and Archaeology in 2007, as well as for my own 
private collection. The following conversation is taken from a series of in-
terviews I conducted with Estévez between 2008 and 2013 for the five doc-
umentaries I produced and directed on Ediciones Vigía.1

Juanamaría Cordones-Cook (JC-C): What led to the founding of 
Ediciones Vigía?
Rolando Estévez Jordán (REJ): Vigía began with no publishing 
aspirations. We didn’t know we were going to make books, but later 
we made them. It was born in Magdalena No. 1, a house with a nearly 
200-year history that also played a role in Vigía’s history. This property 
originally was a dwelling, then a store and an automotive workshop 
before being abandoned due to its precarious condition. In the early 
1980s, it became the Casa de la Trova, after a full restoration made by 
the Heritage Office (Dirección de Patrimonio) headed, at that time, by 
the sculptor Agustín Drake Aldama. Theater designer Pedro Esquerré 
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also had an impact on its preservation. He brought many valuable 
objects that are kept in our house, such as the wicker furniture and the 
clock on the ground floor that keeps time and forecasts the weather, 
although for a long time, the weather forecast hand kept marking the 
word “storm.” Other beautiful objects that accompanied these are gone 
due to the normal wear and tear of time and their use by the many 
people who worked here or visited the house, which had a unique 
atmosphere. Everything inspired creativity.
 Shortly before the foundation of Vigía, Alfredo Zaldívar came to 
this place, appointed by the Municipal Department of Culture (Direc-
ción Municipal de Cultura), to direct the Writer’s Center (Casa del 
Escritor) on the top level and to sponsor literary and cultural events. 
Any cultural activity requires invitations and promotion. The origin of 
Vigía can be traced back to those very unique invitations. The nature 
of our activities was very heterogeneous, a combination of literature, 
theater, dance, and music, with lots of music to accompany poetry or 
narrative readings. That combination somehow marked the passion 
for fusion that we later see in Vigía. Likewise, the scarcity of means 
and precarious technology were also motivations that made our books 
very unusual. In those times, many institutions used mimeographs and 
stencils. Furthermore, we were young and wanted to change traditional 
ways of doing things. Zaldívar wrote poetry, short stories, and plays. 
He had led a small student drama group at the Álvaro Reynoso Insti-
tute where he studied. Many of his friends were musicians. I had some 
training as a visual artist; I had participated in a couple of exhibitions 
and worked as a stage designer in Matanzas. I do not know how the 
idea came about, but that’s how Vigía’s early invitations were started, 
by piercing a stencil, a wax-covered sheet of rice paper with an inkless 
ballpoint pen.
 We worked initially with our hands. I don’t know if it was deliberate, 
but at Vigía we felt the need to move away from machines and from 
traditional books and to come steadily closer to human hands. Hand-
writing a text referenced ancient books, as if we were quoting from 
the past. I remember Vigía’s unpretentious pages of the eighties and 
feel a special devotion to them. Those very humble rolls of paper often 
came from a grocery or drug store, or were gifts donated by the helping 
hands we always have had. And I do not deny it: sometimes these pa-
pers and stencils were stolen from an office. I miss those happy times.
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JC-C: What can you tell us about the artisans who produced Vigía works 
in its early years?
REJ: In the beginning, we had people who were not artists or artisans 
but were interested in learning certain manufacturing techniques. 
I had in mind that our work was going to be reproduced 200 times, 
and I took the materials they could handle into consideration. From 
1985 through 1987, our work was quite simple. Zaldívar had a two or 
three-person team. He not only commanded a small troop, but he was 
a tireless editor, proofreader, printer, craftsman, promoter, and even 
a manager. When the designs became more complex, so did Vigía’s 
expectations. Then, we needed to add new people. In the 1990s, there 
were ten to fourteen workers, roughly the number of people we needed 
to work efficiently. The dynamic equation in terms of the amount 
and complexity of materials also has changed. Moreover, there were 
some designs that required outside assistance. For example, the mats 
for Berta Caluff Pagés’s Las playas de todos los mundos (2007) were 
made by Alejandro Fajardo, a craftsman who works with a fiber called 
malangueta or lirio de agua. He is a sensitive and selfless friend, who 
graduated from the same basic design course I teach and who, without 
charging, gave us the material and made the mats following the design 
I suggested. On several occasions, when some fabric had to be cut or 
sewn, I invited Josefa Guirola to join us, along with the seamstresses 
who worked with me at the theater, El Mirón Cubano. I remember the 
edition of Carilda Oliver Labra’s Pronóstico del gris (1989), in which we 
used an old party dress that Josefa cut following a pattern I gave her. 
Other materials made by outside artisans were the small ceramics for 
Sergio Roque’s Seboruco, una estrella en un cartucho (1996). Some years 
ago, we added silkscreen, thanks to Guillermo Rojas, and we incorpo-
rated it without affecting the aesthetics of Vigía, such as the 2012 La 
Revista del Vigía dedicated to the Cuban abstract artist and founder 
of the Grupo Plástico Espacio, Loló Soldevilla (fig. 3.1). At all times, 
I adapt my design to the artisans with whom we are working and to 
their mastery of the techniques required. I would like to mention 
Marisel Ruiz as a good example since she worked here for many years. 
She started as a cleaning lady, then a craftswoman, and ultimately, she 
became an artist. When she worked here, I could dream and design ef-
fects and complex textures by mixing diverse materials because I knew 
she could make them and repeat them two hundred times, even adding 
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her personal touch. She learned much at our workshop and has now 
become a successful painter. 

JC-C: How do you presently select your artisans?
REJ: Since the beginning Alfredo Zaldívar was very careful and wise 
when choosing the people who would work with us. At Vigía, an edi-
tor’s job is not like that at other publishing houses. He rips and pastes 
papers and colors by hand. For example, I remember when Teresita 
Burgos started working here; she was already a poet. Later another 

Figure 3.1. La Revista del Vigía, Año 22, no. 32 (2012); Loló Sodevilla en Vigía, designed by Ro-
lando Estévez Jordán. Museum of Art and Archaeology, University of Missouri, Gift of Profes-
sor Juanamaría Cordones-Cook.
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poet, Laura Ruiz, joined us. Charo Guerra was the third of these poets 
who worked as editors and also made the books by hand. At that time, 
poets made Vigía books. It was a poetic generation.
 In those years, there was an atmosphere of great beauty, creating a 
lot of solidarity and fellowship in the act of selecting and editing texts. 
We gradually became a unified community, creating an environment of 
recitals, readings, lectures and concerts where leaflets and books were 
presented. The same evolution happened with the designers who joined 
us. We mainly invited visual artists who were not particularly inter-
ested in design, for which I basically was in charge. With this team, we 
searched for a voice that would visually distinguish these books. Our 
visual voice has developed through our daily work with each text and 
by the needs of each book. We often invited artists who had a cer-
tain relationship to the text with which they were going to work or a 
connection to the author whose work was going to be illustrated. The 
artists knew they were going to work on a stencil with poor materials.

JC-C: Would you discuss the development of your design practice?
REJ: From the beginning, materials informed our work. What did we 
have when we started? We only had some paper, fabric, or old post-
cards that we got from a factory, a warehouse, or a donation from 
friends. That was what we had at hand. We also fell in love with old 
papers. We saw the possibility to embellish them with drawings and 
with other equally humble materials such as sawdust, sand, soil, coffee 
grounds, buttons, old fishing hooks and everything that was out there 
and had escaped the interest of others. They were natural and poor 
materials, but also very rich.
 We somehow found them. God placed them in our hands. Where were 
the seashells for Luis Ignacio Ruiz’s Poemas del mar (1985–1999)? At the 
seashore. Where were the tangled wire scraps for Wisława Szymborska’s 
Fin y principio (1999; plate 32)? Perhaps in a dumpster. Where could cor-
rugated cardboard be found? At the door of a warehouse, waiting for the 
garbage collector. When we discovered that austere and discarded mate-
rial, we fell in love with it. I think it was love at first sight. We wanted to 
dignify its value, to put it in its rightful place, and starting from there we 
created spontaneously our own language. We wanted to make different 
books based on an aristocratic poverty. Soon after the foundation of 
Vigía, we were aware of what would become our visual poetics.
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JC-C: These austere materials and the high degree of creativity you 
employ remind me of the Arte Povera phenomenon of the late 1960s and 
1970s, in which artists transformed waste materials with no apparent 
economic value into fine art.
REJ: When Vigía was founded in 1985, book publishing in Cuba was char-
acterized by large conventional and impersonal print runs. We knew that 
was not our language. At the time, we knew perfectly well that we were 
proposing an aesthetic of the poor, the ugly, and the cheap, of what is not 
valued by others. We had a certain degree of awareness that, indepen-
dent of technology, we could make a unique book that belonged to the 
hand, the heart, and the mind. Material difficulties always have existed, 
but learning to love a universe of materials that others deem worthless, 
and knowing how to appreciate and use their spirit, is what led us to an 
aesthetic of the poor. And, what is the world but pure poverty?

JC-C: Would you briefly describe Vigía’s aesthetics?
REJ: Vigía’s aesthetic is unquestionably centered around fusion. Vigía 
is an art between two arts, the literary word and visual art. In its quest 
for uniqueness, Vigía’s books are neither purely literature, nor purely 
visual art, but hybrid products.

JC-C: How do you decide what books to produce? What guides your 
design process?
REJ: When a text comes to my studio and I have it in my hands, the first 
thing I do is to read it like an ordinary reader enjoying it. Then, there is a 
second reading, both physical and mental, when I begin to imagine what 
it is contributing as a literary work and what is going to happen with it 
as a book. I call this process inspiration by commission. I’ve never been 
afraid of the word commission: Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel and Leon-
ardo da Vinci’s The Virgin of the Rocks were commissioned.
 At that point, a slower process of spiritual communication with 
the text takes place. Behind the text there is an author I get to know 
through his words. If I know the author personally, I try to give a new 
angle to my design, based on details of his life and on his other books. 
That gives me an idea of the graphic and visual images I will use in the 
book. Sometimes, the first thing that comes to my mind is the cover. For 
example, in Natalia Bolívar’s Haití fuego sagrado (2010), I thought: “There 
has to be earth in this book. We are talking about an earthquake, not 
only meteorological but social and political.” This process of spiritual 
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communication with the text and its author is really very enjoyable 
because through it, I conceive the visual metaphor of the book, the 
style of the drawings, and the materials I will use. When I have men-
tally organized an idea, I start working. On rare occasions I do sketches, 
although I believe they limit my creative freedom. Sometimes I begin 
with the inside of the book and finish with the cover. Once everything is 
organized, when I’m sure I have all the materials, the recycled products 
and scraps, cardboards, dried flowers, and feathers that I will use 200 
times—this is an important detail—when all that is done, the original 
is made. Álida Fernandez prints them and I start to assemble the first 
cover. After the first cover is created, it is taken to the workshop down-
stairs. Then I explain how I came up with the practical solutions for the 
model for that first copy. Álida distributes the work to the most suitable 
artisans. At this point, they begin to rely on the suggestions and advice I 
give them about how to organize the cuttings, the illustrations, and the 
entire work. Teamwork begins. The seed, which is the original design, 
is planted. The chosen book is like a tree that grows through collective 
work and bears as fruit 200 copies. At the same time, the proofreaders 
work on the original texts, whether written by hand or typed.

JC-C: You’ve mentioned that Vigía’s books are not one-of-a-kind. How-
ever, every Vigía book printed 200 times is still an artistic object. Here, I 
am thinking of Walter Benjamin’s 1936 essay, “The Work of Art in the Age 
of Mechanical Reproduction,” in which he argues that reproductions lose 
the originality, authenticity, or “aura” of the original. I believe Vigía’s 
books still have their aura, but if they are not one-of-a-kind, then what 
are they?
REJ: This is a complex subject. There is a one-of-a-kind book. There 
are artists who make a single copy of a text, a phrase, even a word. 
Then there is the concept of multiple originals, such as engravings and 
serigraphs, in which the artist makes an original and a small number 
of copies. Although the Vigía book is repeated two hundred times, it 
is also unique, an aspect which is significant and complicated. When 
the book begins to be assembled on the worktable, the gouaches are 
different, as is the way each artisan ties a ribbon or a string. The act of 
sewing an item by hand, gluing a piece of paper, and signing the book 
can never be replicated exactly in the same manner, even if a craftsman 
wants to. That makes each one unique. In addition, when we number 
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every copy by hand, we give it an exclusive identity. Then, is each book 
one-of-a-kind? We are not making a one-of-a-kind book; each one of 
the 200 copies has undergone similar processes. However, none is iden-
tical to another. Each book is a multiple original.

JC-C: Would you explain the difference between the books you design for 
reproduction and those you make as one-of-a-kind installations?
REJ:  When we talk about a one-of-a-kind book, we are talking about a 
book that I conceive and make. That is to say, I choose a text of mine or 
of someone else and I make a book with strong visual art content that 
will not be repeated. The text of the book can be written on the back of 
a shirt, or on a paper made by me, or added to a painted surface. That 
book may be attached to a wooden wheel or an oxen yoke or be written 
inside a lady’s nightgown. There is an object or group of objects that I’m 
going to unify organically with the text of a poem or a short story. The 
one-of-a-kind book does not allow duplication. It will not go to the hands 
of a reader. If it is going to be read, it will be in a gallery or in a museum. 
That is the difference between a one-of-a-kind book and a book by Vigía. 
A book by Vigía has a broader scope; the one-of-a-kind book is strictly an 
artistic work, but that does not mean that Vigía’s book are not art. This 
one-of-a-kind is an original that shares Vigía’s aesthetic principles, but 
unlike Vigía’s books, it is an installation or a sculpture.

JC-C: What traits must a book have to be recognized as a Vigía product?
REJ: There are a series of artistic elements that make a book recogniz-
able as Vigía’s: poor materials; a combination of different color and 
texture of kraft papers; natural elements; and recyclable products. We 
also draw in many styles. Often the typography is done by hand, as in 
Berta Caluff Pagés’s Las Playas de todos los mundos (2007) or Digdora 
Alonso’s Rosa de Jericó y otros poemas (2004) (fig. 3.2). Sometimes we 
make special items for one edition, like the wooden circle and the 
semicircle for the journal dedicated to Loló Soldevilla. Every copy is 
numbered. These books have an affinity to the past. You look at a Vigía 
book and say: “Well, is it modern or old?” Ten years pass and the book 
becomes physically very old because of the materials we use, the acid-
ity of kraft paper, and the poor protection we have in our storage and 
archives. Our materials have a natural obsolescence. Sometimes we use 
materials already old or age them here. 
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 Certain people have tried to make books like ours. It has not been 
possible. I believe that not only the style contributes to a recognizably 
Vigía book, but also the rich cultural and specifically poetic tradition of 
Matanzas. “It is not by chance that we are born in a certain place and 
not in another,” said Eliseo Diego.

JC-C:  I would like to discuss the different artistic and historical tradi-
tions that nurture your creations: the Middle Ages, the Renaissance,  
the Belle Époque, Art Nouveau, and others. I see in your book designs 
—in the details of your frames, in your oil lamps, even in the page  
numbering—different artistic strategies that illuminate elements of  
the texts they adorn.
REJ: Artistic diversity also has guided the visual quality of these books. 
From the beginning, we felt we were doing what medieval monks did. 
We were bringing back the vitality of the Middle Ages that were not 

Figure 3.2. Digdora Alonso, Rosa de Jericó y otros poemas, designed by Rolando Estévez Jordán 
(Matanzas: Ediciones Vigía, 2004). University of Michigan Library (Special Collections Research 
Center).
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as dark as we imagined. The design of Anton Arrufat’s Celare Navis 
y otros poemas (1996) is a good example of our inspiration from that 
period (plate 33). The central figure of César Vallejo’s Masa (1986) is also 
indebted to the characteristic morphology of medieval triptychs. The 
handmade books before the printing press are the referents of Vigía 
books. The Renaissance is a period that has a lot to do with my inter-
ests, because it is supported by the anthropomorphic and the multifac-
eted: painting, designing, drama, performance, poetry, and promotion 
of art. My work is also influenced by the books of the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries because of their page framing and illustrations, 
unparalleled delicacy, and somewhat futile search for elegance. Our ini-
tial capital letters are indebted to classic books, but also the Cuban folk 
artists who Samuel Feijoó brought together around the Signos journal. 
The bookmark, also a classic element of old books, revived by Vigía as a 
useful and beautiful item, has been used in many ways. Drawings that 
separate sections are details often seen in La Revista del Vigía, and this, 
too, dates back to earlier books. There is always a more or less elabo-
rate corner to place the number that identifies each copy. Art Nouveau 
inspired us because it makes beauty sublime and delightfully elusive, 
because of the plant elements that twist and curl, and because of the 
exquisite femininity. Art Nouveau stimulated us in its unparalleled 
uniqueness, what the Spanish architect Antoni Gaudí exemplified when 
attempting to match the style of his works to the personalities of their 
future owners, as in Casa Batlló (1904) and Casa Milá (1906–1910). 
That’s what our books hope to be.

JC-C: I can see much of Matanzas in your book designs. When you took us 
for a walk down Contreras Street, you showed us many buildings, bridges, 
and architectural details that are present in your designs and drawings.
REJ: There is so much of Matanzas in our books. The city has a unique 
architecture. It is the only neoclassical city in Cuba, and at the same 
time, it is very Spanish, very Italian, very French, and very, very Afri-
can. Matanzas is superb! Among other things, it shows its preserved 
buildings and the agonizing beauty of its ruins, while at the same time, 
it conserves the best set of centenarian bridges in the country. It has 
an aquatic milieu with three major rivers and a splendid bay. I had a 
teacher, Juan Esnard, who told me: “When I got to Paris, Matanzas 
became greater in my memory.” There is a strong connection between 
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the Vigía books and the city. I like to re-create its architectural details. 
The water of the city, its light, and its architecture unquestionably have 
penetrated our book designs.

JC-C: When you’re in the production stage of the Vigía’s books and 
trying to introduce innovative techniques, do you receive any resistance 
from the artisans?
REJ: Vigía has always been innovative or, at least, has tried to in-
novate. We have kept alive our eagerness to find different materials 
for our books. We want each book to have a new, more complex and 
beautiful form. Sometimes this has involved introducing some unusual 
resources, such as building materials that are difficult to glue or to cut; 
elements that can be harmful to your hands, like broken glass; and 
even coffee grounds. I believe that, during Vigía’s twenty-eight years of 
existence, we have tried to invent something every single day. I think 
somehow we still do.
 Every innovation, every new material used for the first time, 
influences the content of the book. When I imagine a book to be 
published, I imagine the design. When I give to the team the sample 
copy to serve as a guide, it contains all the materials. The team will, 
with varying degrees of difficulty, reproduce that sample and use it as 
a pattern. I think that Vigía’s editors and bookmakers trust my work, 
although they might not entirely like to put up with my innovative 
inclination. Many “rare” or expensive materials have been paid for by 
me, and sometimes by authors with better economic conditions. I do 
not mind paying for a fabric that the Dirección del Libro tells me it 
cannot afford. An artist must always consider his work a personal re-
sponsibility. Vigía is a state entity, and if it cannot afford an item and 
I have the money, I will not deprive myself of seeing in a Vigía book 
the material it needs. Many people from abroad have helped us, at 
different times, by providing us with equipment and materials. Many 
people in the world believe in this project, and have provided acts of 
kindness that have helped support Vigía and me both emotionally 
and artistically.
 The resistance by the Vigía team is driven by a naive spirit. Sometimes 
the artisans tell me: “Gluing the leaves of the royal palm is very difficult! 
This ear of corn is very stiff! Sure, for you it’s very easy because you only 
make one!” But their complaints are innocent. At the end, they are happy 
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with what they do. Every book is a new challenge: if there isn’t a bag with 
sand, there is a whole page made with soil or a cover made with roofing 
paper. We also have logistical problems, such as inadequate adhesives or 
a lack of tools and a workshop with suitable conditions. In brief, there 
are lots of challenges. But the resistances and difficulties are no greater 
than the love with which this work is done.

JC-C: Who were the first literary personalities who approached Vigía? 
What attracted them?
REJ: Vigía’s first readers were young people, young writers, musi-
cians, and artists who attended our cultural events. As our work 
developed and became better known, interest for what we were doing 
emerged. A group of renowned poets and intellectuals wanted to 
be published by Vigía and gave us some of their best, unpublished 
work. The first one to join us was Digdora Alonso, and later, Carilda 
Oliver Labra. As Vigía began to grow, Fina García Marruz and Cintio 
Vitier handed us their texts. It was incredible for a woman like Fina 
to give us her Créditos de Charlot (1990), a book of real importance 
in her oeuvre. After we finished it, Fina looked over every detail. She 
was amazed and smiled like the profound and eternal child she is. 
Eliseo Diego approached us. For Vigía it was a dream come true that 
Eliseo, a writer of his prominence, could be interested in our work. 
When he invited Vigía to the ceremony in which he received the Juan 
Rulfo Award at the 1993 International Book Fair, in Guadalajara, it 
was Vigía’s first trip abroad. Alfredo Zaldívar and Gisela Baranda 
were part of the entourage honored to accompany Diego. The next 
year, we published Cintio Vitier’s Luz y sueño (1997). Other writers we 
published were Roberto Fernández Retamar, Nancy Morejón, Marta 
Valdés, and Soleida Ríos. During that decade everyone considered it 
a privilege to have a book published by Vigía. We were working with 
figures of Cuban literature we felt we did not deserve. This was also 
an incentive to create inventive designs.

JC-C: How did the demise of the Soviet Union in the early 1990s affect 
the development of Vigía?
REJ:  1990 was a pivotal year in Vigía’s evolution. The country began 
to feel the first impact of the fall of the socialist bloc. It began to go 
through the sort of crisis that everyone knows as the “Special Period.” 
However, Vigía had always been spiritually and materially living under 
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a special period. At a Mexican book fair, I was asked if our oil lamp had 
some connection to the many blackouts of that time. It had none. The 
oil lamp was created spontaneously in 1987. Zaldívar saw it on a draw-
ing I had made for a concert program. I drew a picture of a girl with 
a lamp on her head supported by two little men. He liked it and said: 
“This will be Vigía’s symbol.” Since then, it has accompanied us. We 
never conceived it as a logo, but as a multiple, variable symbol. Each 
book has its own oil lamp, and the lamp’s light is humble and warm. 
Each oil lamp is a mirror of the book and has its own story to tell.
 Also in 1990, the First Festival of Ediciones Vigía took place. We 
summoned the writers, poets, visual artists, and musicians who had 
accompanied us from the start to commemorate our first five years of 
existence. This celebration now takes place every five years.

JC-C: What prompted Vigía to establish two journals, one for adults 
and the other for children?
REJ: In 1990, we established two journals: La Revista del Vigía and 
Barquitos del San Juan. La Revista del Vigía provided us a broader graphic 
scope. It became the biggest publishing effort of Vigía and gave us the 
opportunity to publish a very wide group of authors from many nations, 
not just Cuba. The journal also opened a new world for our design. Many 
craft and print resources were tested during those times. Mimeographs 
and stencils provided us with very rich possibilities, showing us that no 
technology is less useful than another. The mimeograph is very rudi-
mentary, but it allowed us to conduct experiments. I remember we had 
people looking for stencil paper for us all over the world. Even Roberto 
Fernández Retamar, a Cuban poet, essayist, and literary critic, looked 
for it in New York. When he returned, he told us: “Don’t go on looking 
for it, it is no longer made.” I still miss those double sheets: one of cot-
tony paper, and the other of wax paper, almost always blue or white, the 
colors of the sea off the coast of the Matanzas. At times, I have felt the 
need to go back to the mimeograph—it would be like returning to the 
Stone Age. But where can you find a mimeograph now? Unfortunately, 
those “dinosaurs” that we learned to use and love are no longer with us. 
We now use a digital machine, the risograph printer. It is much more 
advanced, but does not allow us to do certain things.

JC-C: What is the future of Vigía?
REJ: “Tomorrow is only an adverb of time,” said Joan Manuel Serrat. 
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We do not know if we’ll be present. I don’t like to spend much time 
thinking about tomorrow. The past is already gone; what we have is 
the present full of uncertainties. From an aesthetic point of view, 
Vigía has found a path that has been forged since 1985. It has taken a 
course that allows Vigía to find and then to reconnect itself. Vigía has 
received important international recognition; our books have been 
exhibited at important museums like the Museum of Modern Art in 
New York City and the Library of Congress in Washington, D.C. Our 
publishing house has had promotional and friendly support from 
prestigious universities like the University of Michigan, which invited 
us to visit the United States for the first time in 1998, filling our lives 
with a work project that still is being carried out; as well as the Uni-
versities of Missouri, Florida, Tampa, and many others. Vigía has had 
the support and solidarity of the University of Lleida, whose brigades 
of young enthusiasts brought new Catalan blood to our publishing 
house. Vigía attended an international event, “Cultural Bricolage: 
Artists’ Books of Cuba’s Ediciones Vigía,” held at the University of 
Missouri, in November 2012, where invaluable research on Edicio-
nes Vigía was presented, and more than fifteen exhibitions inspired 
by our books took place. There is a future. There is optimism. I see 
people on my side, in Cuba and abroad. I also see people who have 
been learning design at work, the striking example being Marialva 
Ríos. I see people who have been growing and will continue to grow 
and will teach others. Because when you want something, you wish 
it to live after you are gone. I want Vigía to survive me and continue 
making these books after the end of my life. I have worked for that. 
Likewise, I want to keep making Vigía’s books to the end of my days. 
It is a desire I have expressed many times.
 However, I believe that changes are needed, particularly in the 
organizational and the economic domain. Changes are being made in 
the country, slow changes. I think that Vigía needs to join them. They 
are good for Vigía. To consider breaking away from preconceptions and 
seeking economic freedoms would be good for the material and orga-
nizational management, as well as for the artistic and human growth 
to which we aspire. I hope the future will bring that to us. I have put 
forward some changes that have been heard and understood by many, 
but there are national inertias which are difficult to shift. We want to 
keep Vigía alive. We only want to keep the flame of our oil lamp burn-
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ing with different colors and with varied shades and hues in the future. 
The future is always unpredictable, but we have the right to dream it 
beautiful. But the future must begin now. And just as we make a differ-
ent book every day, just as we struggle to find new materials for covers 
and new aesthetic venues, we also must probe to find the best ways to 
preserve the freshness of our art that was born in 1985.
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ciones Vigía: Poéticas visuales / Visual Poetics, DVD (2012); La Habana expuesta, un diseño 
de Estévez / Havana on Display, a Design by Estévez, DVD (2012); Un libro único de Estévez 
/ A One-of-a-Kind Book by Estevéz, DVD (2012); and Ediciones Vigía (1985–2011): Abriendo 
archivos / Opening Archives, DVD (2013).



4
Estévez’s Artistic Journey

Juanamaría Cordones-Cook

Translated by María Josefa Gómez Alvarez  
and Juanamaría Cordones-Cook

In the early 1990s, I began reading the work of Cuban poet Nancy Morejón 
and found among her books some remarkably unusual ones. Her poems, 
mimeographed onto kraft paper and coarsely bound, were enhanced with 
drawings influenced by fine and folk art and adorned with twigs, remnants 
of fabric, and other humble materials. These handmade books were pub-
lished by Ediciones Vigía in its early years. They created an intimacy be-
tween word and image as well as between the reader and the book. Some 
years later, I met the designer of these books, Rolando Estévez Jordán. A 
multifaceted visual artist, he has worked in and employed multiple media 
and genres, including drawing, painting, photography, installation, and 
performance. This essay explores his artistic journey.
 Born in Matanzas, Cuba, in 1953, Estévez (as he likes to be called) has an 
intense love of the city: its art, architecture, history, landscape, literature, 
and traditions. Its essence flows through his veins and is central to his cre-
ative spirit. In 1969, when he was sixteen years old, his parents and seven-
year-old sister left Cuba. He could not accompany them at that time because 
of the mandatory requirement to complete two years of military service in 
the Revolutionary Armed Forces. Although he had opportunities to leave the 
island in the following years, he decided to remain despite the intense ad-
versity he endured and the many obstacles he faced. Estévez was a teenager 
during the 1970s, a period now known as the “Quinquenio Gris,” or Black 
Decade. It was a period of extreme repression, ideological intolerance, and 
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intransigence of the Revolutionary regime. Dogmatic principles encompass-
ing everything from aesthetic practices to sexual orientation were enforced 
strictly. For example, the government imposed a Soviet cultural policy that 
only allowed artistic expressions that shared the orthodox and monolithic 
view of the Revolution. In addition, Fidel Castro publicly rebuked homosex-
uality, declaring it an aberration. This led to a witch hunt and condemna-
tion of homosexuals who, subject to strict censorship, were relegated to the 
fringes of society. It was an era that Cuban essayist Reynaldo González and 
many others have indignantly called a time of “terror and persecution” that 
resulted in “a nightmare without forgiveness or oblivion.”
 During that time, Estévez managed to enter the National School of Art, 
Cubanacán, where he encountered a military discipline rife with homo-
phobic prejudices and ideological intolerance that led to university purges. 
After attending school for six months, he was expelled from the place 
he believed was going to be his artistic Garden of Eden. Like the biblical 
Adam, he felt cast out of Paradise. He was only nineteen years old and had 
been confined to the cultural margins alongside other artists and intel-
lectuals whose ideas or sexual orientation were censored. For a few years 
he worked at a textile factory, the Rayonera de Matanzas. Every day, after 
finishing heavy physical labor, he went home to paint the virtually empty 
house abandoned by his family. After a while, he managed to quit his job at 
the Rayonera. He traveled around the island and got to know it. He lived.
 Late in 1974, he met the actress Miriam Muñoz and married her. They 
lived together for ten years and had a daughter he adores. Estévez joined the 
theatrical world as a stage designer and worked at the Conjunto Dramático 
de Matanzas (Matanzas’s Drama Ensemble), now the Cuban Theater Mirón. 
He also gained experience through his involvement with other theater 
groups, including the Theater D’Sur, Danza Espiral, and Icarón Theater. Dur-
ing his thirty-five-year career in the field, he has designed sets, costumes, 
lighting, and makeup for more than two hundred shows and contributed to 
the set designs for major national theater festivals, including the Coloquios 
de Diseño Escénico (Talks on Scenic Design). Estévez has received numerous 
recognitions in the theater world, including the 2012 Omar Valdés National 
Theater Award for lifelong achievement in set design.
 Estévez began the work for which he is best known in 1985: designing 
books. After he founded Ediciones Vigía with Alfredo Zaldívar, poets, art-
ists, and craftsmen gathered at the Casa del Escritor (Writer’s Center) to 
make books by hand, following the models he designed. Estévez created 
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and marked every step of the evolution of the aesthetic that now char-
acterizes these books. During his tenure at the press, he designed more 
than five hundred titles for Vigía, including books, magazines, pop-ups, 
plaques, leaflets, envelopes, invitations, and catalogues, as well as twenty-
eight issues of La Revista del Vigía and several issues of the children’s 
magazine, Barquitos del San Juan. The originality and beauty of his designs 
contributed greatly to the national and international prestige of Ediciones 
Vigía. In 2008, the press received the International Star for Quality (Gold 
Category) in Paris. In 2010, the Cuban Book Institute granted Estévez its 
highest honor, the National Book Award for Design.
 Vigía’s aesthetics are rooted in and nurtured by various distinguished 
artistic traditions, ranging from the Middle Ages to contemporary art. De-
tailed and intricate drawings are characteristic of his designs; curved lines 
and encircling arabesques form dramatic and asymmetrical floral and or-
ganic motifs. The materials, too, are carefully considered. Estevéz selects ma-
terials based on their symbolic associations with the text as well as the life 
of the author. For him, material and formal aesthetic decisions complement 
each other and become the content of the work. Finally, Estévez’s mischie-
vous spirit leads him to include surprises and moving parts that encourage 
the reader’s active involvement and make the act of reading a performance.
 With his aim to harmonize the visual and literary arts into a single ob-
ject, Estévez creates a hybrid object in a third space that gives a new di-
mension to his work. When he designs a book for Vigía, he assumes full 
responsibility for the interpretation of the book. He maintains that he 
never tries to illustrate the text, but to complement its content. To achieve 
this, he must have a deep understanding of the work in order to ascertain 
its essence and establish a dialogue with its contents. However, he refuses 
to concentrate only on the text and its expressive values, because he is 
also interested in the life and work of the author. If the author is alive, he 
communicates with him or her by telephone, email, or mentally, but never 
mentions the book or the details of the design. Instead, he comments on 
anecdotes or personal trivia that have nothing to do with the book. If the 
author has died, Estévez uses a spiritist approach.
 Estévez’s restless imagination has led him to create one-of-a-kind 
books that, because of their size and three-dimensionality, can best be de-
scribed as installations. When he started making them in the late eight-
ies, the books were rather small and dependent on Vigía’s poetics. In 2008, 
however, his sculptures took off. In the creative process of his one-of-a-
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kind books, Estévez experiences a different sense of freedom. He looks 
for works that are dear to him and tell him many things, but at the same 
time, elicit in him the need to say something different, something that 
is not in the text but complements it. For example, Estévez selected his 
own poem, “Fui llevado a un cine de barrio, mientras mi madre hacía su 
maleta.” (“I was taken to the local movie theatre while my mother packed 
her suitcase”), for one of his most personal works (plate 34). In the poem, 
the speaker expresses the traumatizing effect of the day his mother left 
Cuba. Not having his mother’s suitcase, Estévez decided to use one that he 
used in his travels. As a lining for the suitcase, he made a collage with vari-
ous papers, including newsprint. Inside, he placed household items that 
are almost never taken on a trip but carry the flavor of home and fam-
ily: clothespins, a wooden spoon, a spool of thread with needles, a little 
metal kitchen strainer, paper envelopes, a plate that said “Mom,” as well as 
dried orchids and sunflower leaves on a layer of dry grass, partially painted 
blue and black. The suitcase also held a scroll, several meters in length, on 
which he handwrote the long poem on one side and, on the reverse, in-
cluded a paper collage, colophon, and the ever-present oil lamp.
 Estévez’s one-of-a-kind books have led him to create numerous installa-
tions and performances, documented in photographs or video, that incorpo-
rate gesture and spectacular scenic arrangements that reflect his experience 
in the theater. Influenced by French painter Yves Klein, several of Estévez’s 
performances show a tendency toward a “leap into the void.” Estévez self-
consciously continues elements of Klein’s philosophy. “I think I understand 
his soul and his philosophy. . . . For example, I have made things with the 
anthropometries that I know were in his artistic subconscious, of that I’m 
sure.” In search of a neutral space where individuals follow their own sensi-
bilities, Estévez rejects representational portraiture and, instead, depicts im-
pressions of them. While Klein “printed women in blue, in a blue chemically 
invented by him, Klein Blue,” Estévez employs color symbolically to address 
complex social issues. For example, when Estévez depicted transvestitism 
or bisexuality, he painted the bodies of two models, one in red and one in 
blue. The result of that fusion was a violet impression. When commenting 
on Cuba’s unique racial heritage, he “began printing red men, and golden, 
yellow women. Men and women of all races who mix in our country.” Estévez 
concludes: “I have given my performances a liturgical and theatrical charac-
ter—like [Klein] did—but starting from artistic premises that make me a 
continuator, adding impurely Cuban character to what he would have done.”
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 Inspired by the concepts of the “New Realism,” visually and critically 
defined by Klein and French art critic Pierre Restany in the 1960s, Estévez 
created a series of photographic self-portraits in the opening decade of the 
twenty-first century. The most accomplished series, according to the art-
ist, is Las vitrinas del Llanero Solitario (The Showcases of the Lone Ranger) 
(2000). Visually interpreting Octavio Paz’s El laberinto de la soledad, Es-
tévez photographed morbid elements of himself or his home to underscore 
the loneliness of a human being separated from himself. In addition, he 
added bodily materials to the photographs, including sweat, semen, urine, 
nail trimmings, and pubic hairs, as well as detritus from around his home: 
toilet paper, dog hair, and ants and cockroaches collected in his courtyard. 
In an unpublished review of the exhibition, Cuban poet and professor Dig-
dora Alonso argues that Estévez uses his own blood, not to replace the 
color red, but to keep, like Pablo Neruda, living on his own blood drops. 
The result is a narcissistic and bitter portrait of the contemporary world.
 Although there appears to be a disparity between Estévez’s set and book 
designs with his performances and photographic installations, Estévez dis-
agrees:

I am many artists, I am many men. In fact, one of my favorite verses 
in the history of world literature is that of Borges that says: “I, 
who many men have been / I’ve never been the one for whose love 
Matilde Urbach fainted.” My all-time favorite artist is Leonardo, a 
man of immense diversity. But Leonardo had the gift of restlessness. 
And . . . the gift of plurality and restlessness is also present in Yves 
Klein, who died when he was only thirty-three years old. Notwith-
standing, he left absolutely original and unfinished works that influ-
enced hundreds of artists much later, even now.

More than simply restlessness and artistic experimentation connect Es-
tévez’s manifold works. In his stage sets, book designs, performances, and 
installations Estévez uses the strategies of bricolage and Arte Povera. He 
employs waste materials from his environment, whether natural—leaves, 
stones, grass, dried flowers, seeds, soil, sand, feathers, scales, and egg-
shells—or other elements of everyday life not traditionally considered of 
artistic value—discarded aluminum cans, plastic spoons, coffee grounds, 
twine, fabric remnants, all kinds of paper (including newspaper and paper 
manufactured in the publishing workshop), and any other material he can 
find on hand. Estévez juxtaposes prosaic materials, re-contextualizes them 
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to makes them unfamiliar, and ultimately, delivers a new and innovative 
work of art.
 Estévez’s art, characterized by his eclectic spirit and commitment to 
themes integral to human life, ranges from reflection to irony, from the 
grotesque to the lyrical. It addresses a broad variety of topics that encom-
pass the meaning of art, the question of being, the fracture of families, 
loneliness, gender, sexual identity, and power. It also leads him to pursue 
cultural commitments beyond the creation of visual art. Literature has 
also been part of Estévez’s creative work. A poet at heart, he has published 
eight poetry collections, many of which have been accompanied by his own 
designs. In addition, Estévez teaches classes and holds workshops at the 
Cuban Association of Artisans and Artists (ACAA) of Matanzas, where he 
teaches basic design and set design. Many talented artists have studied 
there. The most outstanding ones, María Alvarez Ríos and David Frank 
Valdés, have also worked for Vigía. Estévez has also taught design courses 
and given lectures at numerous academic and cultural institutions in the 
United States. Finally, Estévez is a tireless promoter of culture. He orga-
nizes artistic events, book presentations, exhibitions, literary contests, 
and a variety of cultural activities in which prestigious personalities from 
the cultural and artistic worlds of the island participate.
 This brief account of Estévez’s artistic journey illustrates that he is 
“many artists”: an actor, set designer, poet, painter, book maker, and per-
formance artist. A book by Vigía is literary, since it is predicated on a liter-
ary text; visual, since it is adorned with drawings, paintings, and collage; 
and theatrical, since it can be opened like a great set design with different 
scenes. Undoubtedly, all the essential components of Estévez’s creative 
world converge in Vigía’s books and have given him a place on the interna-
tional stage. In the words of the renowned Cuban art historian, Adelaida 
de Juan, Estévez’s creative designs have enabled Vigía’s books to become 
“an extraordinary, unique and original collection of great beauty, in the 
history of Cuban books and of Latin American books in general.”
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Tracing the Tracks of Time in Natural Love

Nancy Morejón’s Cántico de la huella

Gwendolyn Díaz

The long, pendulous drawing that adorns the cover to Nancy Morejón’s 
poem, Cántico de la huella (Song of the Tracks), published by Ediciones 
Vigía in 2002, features two lovers perched in a tree face to face (plate 35 
and fig. 5.1).1 Their hearts are two burning flames and their arms and legs 
intertwine like braids that incorporate the leaves of the treetop. Their ex-
tremities flow downward to become a thick trunk that supports the tree 
that holds two egglike spheres nestled within the tree. The trunk extends 
several feet before rooting itself into the night of a crescent moon, whose 
eye is shedding tears in the form of leaves. The cover, designed by Rolando 
Estévez Jordán, captures the poem’s essence while symbolically enhancing 
its sensual quality. In the reception that featured the unveiling of the pub-
lication, Estévez said,

Poema de la entraña y de la noche, donde “el viento arroja luces al 
amor,” instalado “entre el árbol sagrado y la memoria,” se acomoda 
en la obra de su autora como un retazo infinito. Sólido y transpar-
ente, con el raro volumen de lo etéreo, Cántico de la huella hurga en 
el humo y en la brasa. Reniega de cenizas y se instala sobre sí mismo 
como una isla, brotado de una mujer que navega en su isla.

[Poem of entrails and the night, where “the wind hurls lights upon 
love,” installed “between the sacred tree and memory,” it is placed 
within the work of its author as an infinite fabric. Solid and transpar-
ent, with the rare volume of the ethereal. Cántico de la huella delves 
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in smoke and cinders, it disavows ashes and it installs itself as an 
island, springing from a woman that sails in her island.]2

Estévez’s design for Morejón’s Cántico de la huella responds to the poem’s 
visual imagery that easily slips between the natural and human worlds, 
eternity and temporality. This is due in part to the absence of traditional 
punctuation, which creates a lyrical flow of time where past, present, and 
future coalesce into what we might call an impression of quantum space-
time, or, the eternal present of a poetic voice that loosely narrates the 
sequence of images that compose the text. This present is marked by the 
traces that time draws on the surface of nature, of bodies and of emotions. 
It creates as it destroys the face of love and the contours of nature. Cántico 
de la huella evokes the imprint that love leaves in the souls of lovers and of 
nature itself, whether this love be present or pertaining to an archaic time.
 Morejón and Estévez continue literary and artistic traditions that ex-
pressed that the human mind and body are not separate from their envi-
ronment. Lucretius, poet and philosopher, first century BC, in his poem 
De rerum natura or On the Nature of Things, posited that the universe was 
made up of an infinite number of atoms moving randomly through space, 
like dust particles in a sunbeam, colliding and fusing together, forming 
complex structures and breaking again in a ceaseless process of creation 
and destruction.3 Echoing Lucretius centuries later, animals and nature 
are engaged in a continuous and unpredictable dance through time and 
space in Morejón’s universe, interconnecting with each other as if they 
were porous and malleable.
 Visual artists have also portrayed an interconnected universe where all 
beings and objects intersect with each other. For instance, in Sandro Bot-
ticelli’s famous painting, Primavera (1477–1482), the ancient gods of spring 
engage in a rhythmic dance in a verdant forest in which maidens, Cupid, 
an angel, and a young lad are intertwined with nature, flowers, and fruit. 
The painting imparts a sense of motion, as if enacting the rhythm of cre-
ation itself. Some scholars argue that the painting was inspired, at least in 
part, by Lucretius’s poem, which prefigures a world of cosmic interconnec-
tion that later finds scientific explanation in the twentieth century with 
the discoveries of quantum physics and concepts such as interconnectivity 
and superposition.4

 Estévez found inspiration in Moréjon’s Cántico de la huella just as Botti-
celli located his in Lucretius’s poem. In Estévez’s design, words come alive 
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with drawings and collages that interpret his sense of the text. The im-
brication of the visual and the literary shed light on the poem’s meaning, 
which is particularly significant in a poem like Cántico de la huella, an ex-
perimental poem of an elusive and ambiguous nature, written in 1964 yet 
not published until 2002.

Figure 5.1. Nancy Morejón, Cántico la huella, designed by Rolando Estévez Jordán 
(M atanzas, Cuba: Ediciones Vigía, 2002). Cover; bottom. Rare Book Collection, The Louis 
Round Wilson Special Collections Library, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
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 In Cántico de la huella, Morejón intertwines images of trees, leaves, 
feathers, bones, stones, fish, birds, the wind, the night, and the sea, all 
elements that leave traces on the body and soul of the poetic voice who 
remembers her lost lover, gone yet still present. The visual images and 
metaphors, as often happens in Morejón’s poetics, evoke the natural world 
and the cosmos while focusing at the same time on a singular element, 
such as the sacred tree, the feathered bird, the wind that brings forth 
light, or the body of a lover shaped like waves of the sea. A highly sen-
sual poem, the imagery of Cántico de la huella transcends physical desire 
to evoke the eternal in love, womanhood, nature, the skies, and even 
angels, who like mythological forces coexist with humans in an infinite 
sphere. Here, all that exists is unitary and multiple at the same time. De-
sire is singular and the thread that intertwines all that beats with life 
force simultaneously.
 The poem begins with a poetic voice that addresses a nameless “you,” 
the object of her love:

amarte es inventar o proteger un rostro entre los viejos
sauces
en la arena en un palacio rumoroso en los siglos
en la llama encendida
en el árbol sagrado en la memoria
amarte es alabar los muertos que se alimentan de los muros
sedimentar los huesos que existen en el polvo
entrar en la secuencia diaria a traves de señales
es retener las puertas
es esconder el rostro amado con un manto o palabra (1–11)

[to love you is to invent or protect a face among the old willow 
trees / in a palace in the sand bellowing through the centuries / in 
the burning flame / in the sacred tree of memory / to love you is 
to praise the dead nourished by the walls / to settle the bones that 
exist in the dust / to enter the daily sequence by way of signals / 
it is to hold back the doors / it is to hide the beloved’s face with a 
blanket or a word]

The voice of the poem creates a timeless space populated by surreal images 
of a hidden love that has transcended time to become a sacred memory. 
The voice goes on to recount the ways in which her love has taken shape:
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entre el árbol sagrado y la memoria
está tu rostro seco proveniente del mar o de un escalofrío
tu rostro que he amado nuevamente cada día
donde mis manos permanecen quietas heladas
te he amado estrechamente sin dar cuentas al mar
que te ha ascendido / te he amado y hasta tus ojos
han irrumpido el álamo cortante la soledad velada (15–22)

[between the sacred tree and memory is your face / coming from the 
sea or a chill / your face that I have loved newly each day / where my 
hands remain still frozen / I have loved closely without acknowledg-
ing the sea that has lifted you / I have loved you and even your eyes / 
have broken through the sharp alamo the veiled solitude]

In this stanza the accumulation of surreal images void of punctuation sug-
gests a lover whose hands are frozen in time, persisting in her caresses 
even beyond death, remembering her beloved’s eyes as if in so doing she 
could mask her loneliness.

The voice continues:
amarte es colocar la noche sobre el mar y la tierra
—amar es destrozar tu aliento milagroso—
es descender ansiosamente a los enigmas
sin dar respuesta al viento
y tu antigua figura se lamenta quejosa
y mis manos estériles doblegan su fatiga
porque el amor es tu rostro inventado (3–29)

[To love you is to place the night upon the sea and the earth / —to love 
is to destroy your miraculous breath— / it is to descend anxiously into 
the enigmas / without answering to the wind / and your ancient fig-
ure complains lamenting / and my sterile hands surrender fatigued / 
because love is your face invented]

Here the description becomes notably more erotic as images of a “breath 
that descends anxiously” are followed by images of a surging sea where 
the lover’s body cancels time. The erotic sense shifts to a series of images 
about the lovers’ eyes:

los ojos se detienen por la luz en la frente
los ojos se detienen por la luz del silencio
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el silencio y la sangre humedecen tu rostro
el amor los jinetes labran un surco tenue
entre
tus venas
y el mar acude
temeroso de oír la lengua viva de los cuerpos
ese mar
que desciende hasta las aves buenas
sin rozar el silencio en los párpados (38–48)

[eyes are detained by the light of the brow / eyes are detained by the 
light of silence / silence and blood moisten your face / the horsemen 
of love carve subtle furrows between / your veins / and the sea rushes 
forth / fearful of hearing the live tongue of the bodies / that sea / that 
descends upon the good bird / without grazing the silent eyelids]

The mention of the sea is juxtaposed with that of a tongue upon a body, a 
sea that descends toward the silence of the eyelids. Here the wording sug-
gests a sexual encounter that is equated with sight, with the light of day 
and the racing of the lovers’ blood, all described in the present tense.
 Following this erotic scene, the night appears again, this time associ-
ated with mourning for the dead; at night the beloved’s face returns in the 
speaker’s memory, evoking sadness and flowing tears:

tu rostro vuelve intacto a lamer mis recuerdos
 . . . y el mar ha acudido a ese rostro
que un ángel consumada bestia
ha querido esparcir con una fuerte lucha
con una planta ignota (52–62)

[your face returns intact to lick my memories / . . . and the sea 
rushed to that face / that an angel consuming beast / has wanted to 
smear with a forceful struggle / with an undiscovered plant]

From the depths of her despair the poetic voice conjures up an angel; she 
imagines their love is an angel, a bleeding angel that cries out like a lost 
soul fleeing from the skies:

—un angel
 . . . arrancado del mar huyendo de los cielos
un alma que no roza las pupilas despiertas
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(andaba entre las rocas
por entre orillas lentas
majestad imperiosa locura humana
un animal sangrante acorazado y nuevo dardo
un ángel neutron
desplomado en la espuma
estaba entre las rocas
inmovil paso el de sus ojos
latente voz como metal hiriente para amar
un ángel aullaba entre nosotros (63–78)

[—an angel / . . . torn from the sea fleeing the skies / a soul that 
does not graze the wakeful pupils / (walked among rocks / between 
slow shores / imperious majesty human madness / a bleeding girded 
animal and new dart / a neutral angel / disheveled in the foam / was 
among the rocks / immobile tread of his eyes / palpitating voice like 
injured metal to be loved / an angel howled between us]

Now, the tone shifts to a more contemplative one, where the imagery takes 
on cosmic overtones: “—el viento arroja luces al amor—” (87) [—the wind 
hurls light upon love—] and “—más tarde los silencios arrojan luces al 
amor—” (103) [—later the silence hurls lights to love—]. Here love has a 
face of stone, a stone where the passage of time and the elements of nature 
leave traces inscribed on its surface:

el amor es de piedra y de luz
los peces trazan un antiguo y macabro sonido
después si tu rostro no halla sitio
en donde cobijarse hallara huellas desde el muro
 . . . si tu rostro es de piedra
¿cuándo latir? ¿cuándo trenzar los huesos de la tarde? ¿cuándo vivir 
a ciegas nuevamente? (92–102)

[love is of stone and light / fish trace an ancient and macabre sound / 
then if your face has no place / to find shelter it will find traces from the 
stone walls / . . . if your face is of stone when will the heart beat? / when 
the braiding bones in the afternoon? / when to live blindly once again?]

This passage reveals the most significant theme of the poem. Here, the po-
etic voice contemplates the passing of time that leaves its trace or imprint 
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on the stone, just as love has left an imprint in her memory as she laments 
the loss of her beloved. Images of stones and moors where time has left 
its tracks as well as images of bones of those who are gone underscore the 
sense of loss and the passage of time. Yet like the tracks of time on a wall 
of stone, the memory of her lover has not faded with time; it is alive in the 
silence she inhabits.
 Images of feathers and wings associated with the wind evoke the soul of 
the beloved that embarks in the voyage toward death, the ultimate destiny:

las ramas de aquel cuerpo están hoy
despojadas de aliento
el rostro del amor es de piedra
la amante establece su viaje primitivo
con un árbol sagrado entre las algas
y acude el mar preciado
sin espinas sin noche (109–115)

[the branches of that body are today / bereft of breath / the face of 
love is of stone / the lover establishes her primitive voyage / with a 
sacred tree among the algae / and the prized sea rushes forth / with-
out splinters without night]

The finality of these verses alluding to death is underscored by the use of 
the past tense in the next stanza:

eras un viento nuevo un ave soñolienta
una especie que no esperaba niños
ni fauces enlutadas eras una mañana fría
un tiempo amargo (116–118)

[you were a new wind a sleepy bird / a species that did not expect chil-
dren / nor jaws in mourning you were a cold morning / a bitter time]

In the last stanza the speaker again changes her tone and returns to the 
present tense, as if she had awakened from a dream:

pero la amante da un viraje funcido
ha recobrado el aliento nocturne
pero el amor siente el eco violento de tus párpados
el brusco mirar de las espaldas
la vena con que rompes la quietud
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habla el amor como si el silencio despojara
mis hombros del dolor / en la noche / la noche solitaria (122–130)

[but the lover makes a sudden affected turn / she has recovered her 
nocturnal breath / but love senses the violent echo of your eyelids / 
the brusque gaze of your back / the vein with which you break the 
quiet / love speaks as if silence stripped my shoulders of the pain / in 
the night / the solitary night]

Though awakened, she nevertheless still feels the presence of her lover, 
her gaze and her palpitating veins. Like the tracks that time has left on 
the moors, the memories of her lover are still alive within her. A journey 
through her memories as if in a dream, she brings back the face of her be-
loved inscribed in her soul as evident as the traces that time has left in 
nature itself. The solitary night is less solitary because the memory of her 
beloved is still alive within her.
 The poetic voice in this poem navigates through time connecting her ex-
perience and her memories with the natural world of stone, moors, trees, 
wind, sea, and light, much as in Greek myth, where the forces of nature 
have attributes of gods. Literary scholar Juanamaría Cordones-Cook points 
out that Morejón’s work is imbued with a sense of mythical creation that 
relates to her admiration for her mother and by extension to the creation of 
life. This “confers cultural coherence to the author as it projects itself on her 
community, lyrically embodying a synthesis of history and collective iden-
tity.”5 This sense of collective identity extends not only to her social com-
munity but also to the act of communing with nature, as seen in the poem.
 Cántico de la huella is a paradoxical elegy to lost love, paradoxical be-
cause it laments the loss of the loved one, and, at the same time, recovers 
the beloved in the traces and tracks that time has left both in nature—
the sacred tree that binds them together, the furrows of time upon the 
stone—and in the soul, symbolized by the wind, the sea, the night, the 
wings of a bird or the sound of fish in the sea. Much like the concept of 
spacetime as defined by the new physics, love is eternal in the world of 
the poet, who experiences time as a cosmic sea where past, present, and 
future coexist simultaneously and where the natural world is in sync with 
the rhythms of human life and desire.6

 In the Vigía edition of the poem, Estévez enacts the interconnection be-
tween human life and nature, between thoughts and feelings and the natu-
ral world. Words and images are married to become one artistic unit. The 
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body of the poem is inscribed in longhand on a vertical stream of brown 
paper over which overlaps another vertical stream of paper portraying the 
image of a tree with a trunk several feet long. The treetop is formed by a 
bundle of leaves, some resembling feathers. Perched in the center are two 
intertwined androgynous bodies facing one other. Their arms embrace 
each other’s torsos and their legs braid together, becoming interlaced with 
the leaves of the treetop. In the chest of each figure is a lantern with a 
burning flame, a reference to the flame of love that still burns within the 
lovers’ hearts. Indeed, the drawing gives graphic form to the subtle words 
of the text that refer to love as a force that takes shape within nature itself:

amarte es inventar o proteger un rostro entre los viejos
sauces
en la arena en un palacio rumoroso en los siglos
en la llama encendida
en el árbol sagrado en la memoria (1–5)

[to love you is to invent or protect a face among the old willow trees / 
in a palace in the sand bellowing through the centuries / in the burn-
ing flame / in the sacred tree of memory]

Nestled within the upper extremity of the trunk, Estévez has included two 
white cones and two eggs, which connote the feathers and wings of the birds, 
and, at the same time the feminine essence of the poem. The tree trunk is 
composed of what seems to be an accumulation of dark veins, strips of tree 
bark copiously striated, representing the tracks of time inscribed on the 
trunk as the memory of the beloved is inscribed on the heart of the lover:

el amor los jinetes labran un surco tenue
entre
tus venas (41–43)

[the horsemen of love carve subtle furrows / between / your veins]

and:

si tu rostro no halla sitio
donde cobijarse
hallará huellas desde el muro (94–95)

[if your face has no place / to find shelter it will find traces from the 
stone walls]
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These are the tracks of time or the traces of love evoked in the title and 
represented graphically in the rings of the trunk by which we can see the 
passing of time. This visual reflects the imprints of love evident not only 
in the heart of the poetic persona, but in all the natural world surround-
ing her: the wind, the night, the sea, the stone, even the soul in the guise 
of an angel.
 The root of the tree trunk abuts in a crescent moon, symbol of the 
night, and shoots upward several feet to connect with the treetop. The 
reference to night pervades the poem, enhancing the dark imagery of 
sorrow:

habla el amor como si el silencio despojara
mis hombros del dolor / en la noche
la noche solitaria (122–130)

[love speaks as if silence stripped / my shoulders of the pain / in the 
night / the solitary night]

The crescent moon sustaining the tree trunk envelops the speaker of the 
poem in a dreamlike state connecting her with the memory of her be-
loved. This is a somber moon, whose eye, like the eyes referred to in the 
poem, gazes upon the long tree trunk where the furrows of time have left 
their mark and projects the memory of lovers tightly embraced in whose 
bosoms burns the eternal flame of love. From the moon’s eye flow tears 
in the shape of leaves and feathers, the signs of sadness, yet like feathers, 
they hold within the potential flight; they seem to connect to the feath-
ers and leaves in the treetop as if to symbolize the eternal return, tears 
that give birth to the memories still alive within time. As Cordones-Cook 
notes, “Morejón seeks to resist the passage of time and the inevitability 
of oblivion, constructing memory in order to retain, concretize the tran-
sitory and ephemeral of her world and her personal experience.”7

 It is fitting to examine another poem by Morejón, “Nets” [“Redes”], 
where she paints a vision of cosmic interconnectivity reminiscent of Lu-
cretius’s De rerum natura as well as Botticelli’s Primavera inspired by Lucre-
tius. In “Nets” we find an interplay of nets that undulate in space and on 
earth holding within their fibers all types of beings, from fish, to trees, to 
the sea, to a ballerina dancing in the grass. They are all mingled together 
while the ballerina, a repeated trope, dances as if suspended within a sea of 
fish, dust, moss, and grass:
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En el centro del mundo
caen las redes
y los peces aullan
durante el plenilunio.
La bailarina entre las redes.
Redes opacas como troncos
Redes inmarcesibles.
Y las sales del mar
pululando en la luz.
La bailarina
Entre las redes. (270–271)

[In the center of the world / The nets fall / And the fish howl / Under 
the full moon / The ballerina among the nets. / Nets, opaque as tree 
trunks. / Nets imperishable. And the sea salts / Teeming in the light. 
/ The Ballerina / among the nets.]8

The analogy between nature and an invisible net of interconnectivity that 
intertwines all that exists is clear in this poem. The ballerina is not sepa-
rate from the natural phenomena but rather a part of it, as seen in the 
repetition of “the ballerina among the nets.” Again, the poet prefigures sci-
ence as this poem conveys a poetic representation of the concepts exam-
ined in string theory.9

 Much as in “Nets” as well as other poetic works by Morejón, Cántico de 
la huella evokes the fusion of subject with the natural world of time and 
space to create a poetics where the person is integrated with the physi-
cal world. This is reflected as well in the interplay of the visual aspects of 
the book. Such a perspective points to the worldview explained by Lucre-
tius’s De rerum natura centuries ago and now proven by quantum physics, 
whereby we are all interconnected with each other and the elements and 
where everything is engaged in a cosmic dance.
 Cuban author Marilyn Bobes has said of Cántico de la huella that it re-
flects Morejón’s “experimental vocation which has matured into a more 
communicative and clean expression. Nevertheless, this is a major text, 
where one receives a complete exposition of the art of loving, a very partic-
ular definition of a universal and atemporal sentiment.”10 This sentiment is 
captured masterfully in Estévez’s artwork. The beauty of the Vigía edition 
is not only how effectively the textual and visual elements are intertwined, 
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but also how their symbiosis goes beyond the verbal and beyond the visual 
to create a synesthetic experience where the senses coalesce with the mus-
ings of a poetic voice reminiscing on the eternal imprint of love.
 To conclude, the words of Morejón herself, upon having been awarded 
the Premio Nacional de Literatura (National Literature Award) in Cuba, 
confirm that her poetic vision extends beyond the poetry itself to mirror 
a world that transcends human experience, where nature, time, and space 
achieve cosmic relevance:

Frente al riesgo de presenciar el exterminio de nuestro planeta, en 
donde reina la destrucción y la muerte, debemos encontrar una paz 
tangible reconciliada con el trabajo y la cultura. Frente a los que 
quieren restaurar los reinos de la muerte, escribo. Como una forma 
de abolir el tiempo, escribo. Escribo con lápiz y con computadora y 
vuelvo a escribir lo que he soñado. Escribo si me lanzan mariposas 
de Casablanca o guanábanas de Honduras, que son las más pútridas. 
Escribo: dormida o despierta, despierta y dormida. Con el idiota de 
guardia o con la estrella que ilumina. Escribo. Siempre voy a escribir.11

[As we face the risk of witnessing the extermination of our planet, 
where destruction and death reign, we must find a tangible peace 
reconciled with work and culture. As we face those who want to 
restore the kingdoms of death, I write. As a way of abolishing time, 
I write. I write with a pencil and a computer and I write what I have 
dreamed. I write if they fling butterflies from Casablanca at me 
or guanabanas from Honduras, which are the most putrid. I write: 
asleep, awake and while sleeping. With the fool on guard of the star 
that illuminates. I write.]
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“Vigía es Elegguá”

Crossing and Dwelling in Barquitos del San Juan (2007)

Kristin Schwain

In a 2007 issue of Ediciones Vigía’s magazine for young people, Barquitos del 
San Juan, a young man resembling a medieval jester reclines in a rowboat 
(plate 36). Casting aside a wooden oar held in place by a rowlock, he leans 
casually against the stern and reads as rolling waves propel him forward. He 
wears a red-and-black striped tunic with exaggerated short sleeves and but-
tons down the front. In later pages his full ensemble emerges: a belt cinches 
the tunic around his waist; he dons knee britches that feature opposing col-
ors on each leg; and he holds a garabato, or hooked stick made from a guava 
tree, in his left hand (fig. 6.1). A wide-brimmed straw hat with a long red 
band sits atop his tightly curled hair and protects his slim nose and pursed 
lips from the bright sun. A necklace composed of alternating red and black 
plastic beads gracefully enfolds the young man, the oar, and the boat. 
 The young man’s facial features mark him phenotypically as Afro-Cuban; 
his iconography identifies him as Elegua, one of the most important or-
ishas (or spiritual beings) in “Regla de Ocha,” a religious worldview and 
practice popularly known in English and Spanish as Santería, or “the way 
of the saints.”1 Elegua’s presence on the cover heralds the issue’s focus on 
the orisha, and the designer, Rolando Estévez Jordán, builds on the theme 
by using him as a recurring motif to unify the periodical visually. More 
significantly, Estévez relies on Elegua’s familiar attributes to guide reader-
viewers’ interaction with the magazine. In doing so, he enacts the anthro-
pologist Ruth Behar’s figurative characterization of “Vigía es Elegguá.”2 



Figure 6.1. Barquitos del San Juan: La Revista de los Niños, Año 13, 
no. 23 (2007), designed and illustrated by Rolando Estévez Jordán, 
“Elegua.” University of Missouri Museum of Art and Archaeology, 
Gilbreth-McLorn Museum Fund 2009.
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While Behar’s analogy employs Elegua to characterize the manifold doors 
opened by the press to authors and reader-viewers alike, I underscore his 
steadfast presence at liminal spaces to underscore the multisensory model 
of looking, reading, and thinking impelled by Barquitos del San Juan and 
Vigía publications generally.
 In addition to fostering dynamic encounters between the magazine and 
its reader-viewers, Estévez’s use of Elegua addresses the complex imbrication 
of national identity, Afro-Cuban culture, and religious belief and practice in 
Cuban history and contemporary life.3 In his theory of religion, religious 
studies scholar Thomas Tweed argues that religions can be characterized 
by “crossing”—believers journey across terrains, social worlds, and the life 
cycle—and “dwelling”—the religious become situated in time and space and 
oriented to the body, the home, the homeland, and the cosmos.4 This model 
of religion as movement and relation is particularly appropriate for under-
standing Cuba’s complex history of cultural contact as well as twentieth- 
and twenty-first-century formulations of it by artists, public intellectuals, 
and scholars alike. Estévez’s reliance on Elegua, who is “translocative” and 
“transtemporal” (to borrow Tweed’s terminology), situates reader-viewers 
in narratives that cross oceans, historical eras, political regimes, and social 
structures.5 At the same time, the emotional, imaginative, and psychologi-
cal sites induced by the magazine are materially bound in the volume itself, 
its production by Cuban artisans using Cuban materials, and its physical re-
lationship to reader-viewers. Elegua is a particularly appropriate orisha for 
an entrepreneurial venture that successfully bridges the needs, economies, 
and expectations of its local and global publics, and in the process, curates a 
diverse, elastic, and generous archive of Cuban history and identity.
 In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, more than 
500,000 Africans crossed the middle passage and landed in Cuba. The 
majority were Yoruba, members of a once powerful empire in Nigeria and 
Benin that was decimated by a series of wars that resulted in its people’s 
enslavement. The remarkable overlap between the African worldview they 
brought to the New World and the Spanish Catholicism imposed upon 
them when they arrived enabled them to sustain their religious beliefs and 
practices.6 Both traditions boast a supreme being (Olodumare and God, re-
spectively) whose agents (orishas and saints) serve as intermediaries be-
tween the earthly and heavenly realms. Both religious systems enact ritual 
performances that make the divine present in everyday life; possess spirit 
worlds populated by dramatic figures whose legends and hagiographies are 
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encapsulated in iconographies familiar to initiates; and utilize objects and 
images to facilitate worship and enact communication with the heavenly 
sphere. In the resulting transcultural religious system of Santería, Afro-
Cubans maintained their veneration of the orishas and transformed their 
traditions by appropriating Christian institutions and symbols.
 Cuban visual, material, and performative cultures have paralleled Afri-
can orishas with Catholic saints since the late eighteenth century. As Cu-
ban cultural critic Gerardo Mosquera puts it, “without prejudices and com-
plexes . . . every santero considers himself also a Catholic, and in addition 
he may be a Palero, an Abakuá, and a Freemason, without contradiction, 
in a system of coexisting fragments.”7 Although Elegua is equated with a 
number of saints, including Saint Anthony of Padua, his most common Ro-
man Catholic counterpart is El Niño de Atocha, and it is that pairing that 
dominates this issue of Barquitos del San Juan. El Niño de Atocha wears 
a brimmed hat, often decorated with a plume, a long gown with a cape 
adorned with lace, frilled cuffs, and sandals. He holds a basket of bread in 
one hand and a staff with a gourd fastened to it in the other. The basket is 
often empty or filled with flowers, indicating that he has been serving the 
less fortunate. The scalloped shell on El Niño’s cape emphasizes his status 
as a pilgrim, a traveler from afar venturing to a holy place.
 While Elegua and El Niño share similar mythologies—they guide and 
protect travelers—and iconographic features—they are depicted as chil-
dren with wide-brimmed hats, ornate and often ruffled clothing, and 
staffs—Elegua’s representation as a jester announces his reputation as a 
trickster and troublemaker. Unlike some saints, orishas are “multidimen-
sional mythological beings with human-like characteristics and person-
ality.”8 Elegua is a paradoxical figure that embodies opposites: openings 
and closings, life and death, light and dark, day and night. He is the god 
of the crossroads; when believers are faced with a decision, Elegua opens 
the door they select, whether or not it is the right one. He is also irascible, 
testing people’s faith and playing childlike pranks. He uses his garabato to 
open and close doors, trip up unsuspecting travelers, and grab whatever 
he wants or needs.9

 The use of Elegua for a children’s magazine is particularly appropriate 
given his identification with El Niño and young people generally. Afro-Cu-
bans consider the orisha’s mischievous nature childlike, so their offerings 
to him often include candy, toys, and other items associated with child-
hood. The issue opens with a short history of Elegua by Agustina Ponce, 
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the director of Barquitos del San Juan. She describes the orisha’s journey 
from Africa to Cuba with “our black ancestors” and highlights his ability to 
open and close roads as well as his love for sweets. She concludes by extol-
ling reader-viewers to be prudent since they are responsible for the paths 
they select. Elegua’s reputation as a mischief-maker is emphasized by the 
playfulness and humor of many of the poems, riddles, and short stories 
that fill the magazine’s pages.
 Estévez’s use of Elegua in Barquitos del San Juan presumes reader-view-
ers’ familiarity with Santería beliefs and practices. In the past twenty years, 
there has been considerable scholarly interest in “Santería aesthetics” in re-
lation to the material culture of religious practice (altars erected for Orisha 
worship and garments worn by priests and initiates during ceremonies, for 
example) and to contemporary Latin American fine art (most notably in the 
work of Wilfredo Lam).10 While these studies examine how aesthetics func-
tion in ritual or modern art settings, Estévez’s drawings for the magazine 
are not intended as sacred objects for worship or as sacralized works that 
impel aesthetic experience. Rather, they communicate with reader-viewers 
through the lens of Cuban cultural life in which Santería is ever-present. 
Elegua, for example, appears on holy cards, candles, and printed materi-
als of all kinds; he takes the form of a doll or a statue in home altars and 
shrines; and he is personified in puppet shows, folkloric dances, and mu-
sical performances.11 The decoration of Barquitos del San Juan’s cover par-
ticipates in this socioeconomic milieu. The alternating red and black plastic 
beads on the front cover form a necklace or bracelet—often worn by initi-
ates or included on altars to invoke Elegua’s protection—that mirrors those 
sold in stores that market Santería devotional objects.
 Elegua’s presence on the cover does far more than conjoin Barquitos del 
San Juan, its youth audience, and the domestic and commercial worlds 
they share. Estévez employs Elegua as a familiar motif to unify the dif-
ferent parts of the journal. The orisha adorns the front and back covers; 
animates the section dividers; and peers from behind the border of pages 
on the right-hand side. Estévez locates Elegua in these particular places 
because they intersect with the orisha’s familiar roles as messenger, guard-
ian of the threshold, and trickster, respectively. By placing Elegua on the 
cover, for example, Estévez summons reader-viewers to enter the world of 
the book. Elegua is the first orisha to be invoked at initiation rituals be-
cause he is the “spokesman (vocero), universal messenger, and ‘opener of 
the road.’”12 Elegua’s presence on the section dividers parallels his presence 
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at doorways and crossroads, offering reader-viewers the option to con-
tinue, stop, or turn around and go back (fig. 6.2). 
 Finally, Elegua’s constant vigilance leads him to peek out from behind 
the outer edge of each manuscript page, as if waiting for an opportunity 
to test reader-viewers. For example, the columns on each side of the table 
of contents contrast light and dark, circles and lines, and emptiness and 
cross-hatching, visually referencing Elegua’s ensemble (fig. 6.3). Waves 
move along the bottom, propelling reader-viewers to follow the cur-
rent and turn the page. In contrast, Elegua’s garabato, which delineates 
the upper edge, faces the left. If pulled, the hook will pluck the words off 
the page. The top and bottom borders, then, encourage reader-viewers to 
move through the magazine and, at the same time, suggest that Elegua 
can remove the contents of the journal at his whim. The remaining pages 

Figure 6.2. Barquitos del San Juan: La Revista de los Niños, Año 13, no. 23 (2007), designed and 
illustrated by Rolando Estévez Jordán, “El Remanso del Agua” (Section Divider). University of 
Missouri Museum of Art and Archaeology, Gilbreth-McLorn Museum Fund 2009.
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feature the orisha peeking out from behind the right-hand edge of an out-
line composed of waves interspersed with short garabatos (fig. 6.4). While 
Elegua’s presence is particularly appropriate on this page dedicated to 
riddles, which are predicated on conundrums and double meanings, his 
insistent position on the periphery serves as a reminder to reader-viewers 
to remain on alert. 
 As a ritual invocation, structural element, and recurring motif, Elegua 
invites reader-viewers to enter the magazine, accompanies them through 
the text, and posits alternatives at every juncture. In this way, the jour-
nal—as Elegua—encourages a kinetic model of reading and viewing that 
marries enjoyment and vigilance. After all, the element of surprise is omni-
present. Like so many of Estévez’s creations, this issue of Barquitos del San 
Juan contains an interactive element. The final section, “The Little Scroll,” 

Figure 6.3. Barquitos del San Juan: La Revista de los Niños, Año 13, no. 23 (2007), designed and 
illustrated by Rolando Estévez Jordán, “Sumario.” University of Missouri Museum of Art and 
Archaeology, Gilbreth-McLorn Museum Fund 2009.
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features a section divider formatted like those that preceded it. However, 
when reader-viewers turn the page, they encounter a small paper package 
(fig. 6.5). To open it, they must rotate a rectangular paper band labeled, 
“El Pergaminito,” either up or down to free the package. After turning the 
entire piece sideways and unfolding the extended sheet of paper, reader-
viewers are faced with Miriam Rodriguez’s poem, “Guerreros.” Elegua quite 
literally grounds the poem, reclining at the foot of the banner, and conse-
quently is present when the banner is folded and unfolded. Reader-viewers 
must go through him to access the poem and return it to its place. 
 By visualizing Elegua’s personal characteristics and cultural associa-
tions and using them to call attention to the journal’s structure, Estévez 
teaches young reader-viewers how to circumnavigate it. The orisha’s pres-

Figure 6.4. Jesús del Castillo, “Adivinanzas” in Barquitos del San Juan: La Revista de los Niños, Año 
13, no. 23 (2007), designed and illustrated by Rolando Estévez Jordán. University of Missouri Mu-
seum of Art and Archaeology, Gilbreth-McLorn Museum Fund 2009.
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ence on the cover beckons them to start reading Barquitos del San Juan, 
and his consistent appearance on the pages’ edges reiterates that invita-
tion but reminds them to remain on alert for mischief and misdirection. 
The tactility and three-dimensionality of the journal ensures that reader-
viewers are consistently maneuvering it. Unless they remove the necklace 
on the front and scroll in the back, the issue will not lay flat. As reader-
viewers hold it in their hands, the collaged elements on the front and back 
covers call attention to the materials of its manufacture and its obdurate 

Figure 6.5. “El Pergaminito,” Barquitos del San Juan: La Revista de los Niños, Año 13, no. 23 (2007), 
designed and illustrated by Rolando Estévez Jordán. University of Missouri Museum of Art and 
Archaeology, Gilbreth-McLorn Museum Fund 2009.
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objecthood. Reading and looking are not only cerebral exercises but also 
embodied experiences rooted in time and place.
 Estévez’s avowal of reading and looking as practices of crossing and 
dwelling extends beyond this issue of Barquitos del San Juan to Ediciones 
Vigía publications generally. On the cover, Elegua has set aside his oar to 
read on a boat christened “La Revista de Niños.” On the back cover, the 
orisha sleeps in the same rowboat, now named “Ediciones Vigía Matanzas 
Cuba” (fig. 6.6). The press’s symbol, the oil lamp, accompanies the orisha 
and provides another source of light in the moonlit sky, confirming that 
the press remains vigilant and supports the attentiveness of reader-view-
ers even when Elegua slumbers. Ediciones Vigía’s watchfulness is critical, 
since Elegua provides no direction. In fact, his garabato flows against the 
current, preventing forward momentum. 

Figure 6.6. Back cover, Barquitos del San Juan: La Revista de los Niños, Año 13, no. 23 (2007), designed 
and illustrated by Rolando Estévez Jordán. University of Missouri Museum of Art and Archaeology, 
Gilbreth-McLorn Museum Fund 2009.
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 In addition to visualizing and fostering an embodied model of reading 
and looking, Estévez’s equation of Elegua with Ediciones Vigía is a self-
conscious positioning of the press in relation to Cuban culture. A year 
before the issue’s publication, Estévez selected Elegua as the theme for 
Ediciones Vigía’s booth at the 2006 International Book Fair of Havana. An 
over life-sized, two-dimensional figure of Elegua represented in the artist’s 
signature style welcomed visitors into the booth. The orisha’s right hand 
was raised and holding an oil lamp at the summit of the exhibit. Red and 
black bunting draped from the oil lamp to three sides of the booth, creat-
ing a tentlike effect over the temporary space. As in Barquitos del San Juan, 
Estévez blended the popular iconography of the figure with elements of 
Santería practice and Cuban life. Here, he used cowrie shells—vital to the 
religious practice of divination—to decorate the collar.
 By linking Vigía to Elegua and Santería, Estévez locates the press at the 
heart of Cuban national identity and Afro-Cuban culture, a contentious but 
interdependent pairing in Cuban national discourse since the liberation 
wars in the second half of the nineteenth century. Literary scholar Rachel 
Price writes that the “war for abolition and national independence that 
dragged on in Cuba between 1868 and 1878 . . . helped forge the conviction 
among Cubans of many classes and colors, fighting alongside one another, 
that independence ought to mean more than nominal sovereignty: it should 
ring in a truly egalitarian society.”13 The Cuban writer and revolutionary 
José Martí articulated and propagated this vision. In 1893, two years before 
the Cuban War of Independence (1895–1898), he famously wrote: “Whites 
who say ‘my race’ commit the sin of redundancy; so do Negroes who say 
the same. . . . To insist on racial divisions, on racial differences, in an al-
ready divided people, is to place obstacles in the way of public and individual 
happiness, which can only be obtained by bringing people together as na-
tion.”14 Martí’s Afro-Cuban colleague and friend, Juan Gualberto Gómez, 
announced that same year: “We are Cubans, nothing more.”15

 Martí’s revolutionary rhetoric, predicated on the idea of a raceless Cuba, 
did not negate his presumptions of cultural difference or the scientific rac-
ism that bolstered the claims of the white ruling elite.16 Fearful of Afro-
Cubans’ high level of organization and mobilization, cultivated by Cuba’s 
two-tier racial system, Afro-Cuban participation in the liberation wars, 
and the increasing size of the black population, the ruling elite deployed 
legal tactics and violence to preserve white superiority. When Afro-Cubans 
organized a political party in 1908, the government outlawed it two years 
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later. When party leaders organized an armed protest to insist on its rele-
galization in 1912, the military massacred between three and six thousand 
Afro-Cuban men, women, and children.17 Historian Aline Helg concludes 
that “equality and freedom were malleable concepts that the whites in 
power could redefine at will through legal reform in order to repress any 
challenges to the socioracial hierarchy.”18 Nevertheless, the revolutionary 
calls for equality and liberation established a discourse that Afro-Cubans 
used to agitate for equality. Afro-Cubans engaged the same nationalist 
rhetoric, but with a different understanding: “whereas the dominant dis-
course treated Martí’s cordial republic as an achievement, blacks portrayed 
it as a goal, an unfulfilled dream whose legitimacy was guaranteed by a 
common, uncontested ideological source.”19

 Rising nationalist sentiments, a desire for a native definition of Cuban-
ness distinct from United States influence, and an international interest 
in “the primitive” fostered the afrocubanismo movement of the 1920s and 
1930s.20 Drawing inspiration from essayist and folklorist Fernando Ortíz, 
who argued that an authentically Cuban cultural form would boast a “mu-
latto” aesthetic that incorporated African and Spanish traditions, Cuban 
intellectuals, visual and literary artists, dramatists, musicians, and com-
posers of all kinds turned to Afro-Cuban folk cultures to shape both the 
form and content of their scholarly and expressive works.21 Many of the 
first and second vanguardia artists appropriated Afro-Cuban expressions 
and practices to compose Afrocubanist works for the white majority and 
a growing international modern art scene. They translated nationalist 
themes and folk types established in nineteenth-century academic art 
and popularized in advertisements, book illustrations, and lithography 
into the modernist languages of cubism, surrealism, and other European 
styles.22 While biological determinism and exoticism often ran through 
its productions, the afrocubanismo movement helped install mestizaje as 
the essence of Cuba and, as historian Alejandro de la Fuente underscores, 
“provided Afro-Cubans with needed ideological tools to fight for equality 
and gave their claims new political legitimacy.”23

 The post-1959 socialist revolutionary government inherited and em-
braced a nationalist ideology that championed a raceless Cuba and, at 
the same time, rooted its identity in Afro-Cuban culture. In 1962, Castro 
announced in the Second Declaration of Havana that the revolution had 
“suppressed discrimination due to race or sex” after his regime’s imple-
mentation of redistribution programs and antidiscrimination laws in 
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education, employment, and social spaces. Although this pronouncement 
effectively removed race from the national conversation, the revolution-
ary government nonetheless championed Afro-Cuban culture as essen-
tially Cuban. This celebration intensified during the “special period,” or the 
“special period in times of peace,” instituted by Castro in response to the 
economic crisis caused by the fall of communism in the 1990s. As Cuba 
began experimenting with new economic policies and sources, Afro-Cuban 
culture played a significant role in what literature scholar Esther Whitfield 
calls “the commodification of Cuban identity.”24 Although African-derived 
religious expression shaped internal and global conceptions of Cuba and 
drove heritage tourism, racial discrimination gained widespread accep-
tance and respectability once again. Geographer Sarah Blue confirms that 
the “restructuring of the economy has created new social divisions that, 
due to enduring racial prejudices in Cuban society, are reconstituting racial 
hierarchies that three decades of socialism were unable to eliminate.”25

 The prominence of Elegua in this issue of Barquitos del San Juan situ-
ates it within the tensions between and among Cuba’s revolutionary rheto-
ric, its institutionalization of Afro-Cuban culture as national folklore, and 
its ongoing battle with systemic racism. The journal’s public embrace of 
Santería—of religious belief and practice—confirms its participation in 
this complicated nexus of race and nation. In fact, comparative literature 
scholar Marc Blanchard claims that, ultimately, Afro-Cuban religion has 
been at the heart of the national project: “Since the wars of independence 
from Spain the major heroes of Cuban independence . . . have had to rec-
oncile these two projects, that of the state and that of an Afro-Cuban re-
ligion, and thus in their assembly of the Cuban nation to weave strands 
of beliefs and practices that remain distinctively African or Afro-Cuban.“26 
He points out that African-derived religions have served as models of re-
sistance to Western colonialism and have sanctioned revolution; the day 
Castro declared the triumph of the revolution in Havana on national tele-
vision, a white dove came to rest on his shoulder, signaling his acceptance 
by Obatalá, the father of all the orishas and creator of humankind.27

 The emphasis on Elegua, the iconography that graces its pages, and the 
materials that constitute this issue of Barquitos del San Juan call attention 
to Santería’s history and ritual practice, and more precisely, its imbrication 
in Cuban race relations and religion’s repression under the early Castro re-
gime. The white ruling class criminalized Afro-Cubans religions in the late 
19th and early 20th century, characterizing Santería and other African-
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derived religions as savage and their devotional practices as witchcraft. 
Santería practitioners were persecuted by Cuban police officers who raided 
their ceremonies, confiscated their sacred objects, and imprisoned partici-
pants.28 Ortiz’s first book, Hampa afro-cubana: Los negros brujos (apuentes 
para un estudio de etnología criminal) [Afro-Cuban underworld: Black Sorcer-
ers—Notes for a study of criminal ethnology], buttressed this assessment. In-
fluenced by the Italian criminologists Cesare Lombroso and Enrico Ferri as 
well as the Social Darwinism of his day, Ortiz isolated the origins of Cuban 
criminality in Afro-Cuban expressive culture and believed it could be “cured” 
by “civilizing” the black population.29 Ortiz later renounced his early views 
of Afro-Cuban atavism and wrote extensively on Afro-Cuba’s religious and 
secular traditions into the 1950s. However, by categorizing Afro-Cuban reli-
gions first as crimes and later as folklore, he initiated the secularization and 
“spectacle-ization” of African-derived religions. Ethnomusicologist Kather-
ine Hagedorn puts it candidly, “In both ways, Afro-Cuban religious practice 
became decontextualized, disembodied, disempowered.”30

 Despite commonly held beliefs among many Cubans that Castro was an 
initiate of Santería and an honorary member of Abakú (a mutual aid soci-
ety for men), and despite Castro’s adept use of religious symbolism in his 
political performance, Castro “promoted a scientific and rational socialism 
that left little room for religious ritual and belief. . . . [and] took measures 
to restrict or ignore other forms of African-derived practices.”31 The fear of 
retaliation and persecution of religious practice was real. While a majority 
of Cubans described themselves as Christians, practitioners of Santería, 
or both under Fulgencio Batista (the president of Cuba from 1940 to 1944 
and dictator from 1952 to 1959), less than twenty years later, only 2 percent 
of the population openly professed such views.32 Ethnomusicologist Robin 
Moore explains that government reconciled its support for Santería’s ar-
tistic expressions and its rejection of religion by secularizing it: “socialist 
educators felt that cultural manifestations—music, dance, musical instru-
ments, and so on—should be assimilated into educational programs, while 
‘divesting themselves of mystical elements, so that the utilization of their 
essences does not serve to maintain customs and practices alien to scien-
tific truth.’”33 Since the 1990s, however, the loosening of government re-
strictions on religion and the expansion of its public practice on the island 
has led many Cubans to claim Santería as the national religion.34

 Estévez’s homage to Elegua in Barquitos del San Juan, as well as his more 
general association of Vigía with the orisha, presumes Santería’s socio-
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economic presence (as I indicated earlier) and embodies its ritual practice 
through his use of materials and the magazine’s structure. The beaded 
bracelet that ornaments the cover, for example, materializes the survival 
and expansion of Afro-Cuban expressive cultures. Like other Santería 
ritual objects, necklaces were confiscated by police as signs of criminality 
and later seized and relocated to museums as artifacts of a dying tradi-
tion. Nevertheless, they remain integral to Santería initiation. Novices 
are formally inducted into orisha worship when they receive a set of elekes 
[beaded necklaces] from their madrinas or padrinos [godparents]. The col-
ors and bead patterns that compose the necklaces reference particular ori-
shas, and by wearing the necklaces, wearers announce they are followers 
of those orishas and belong to particular communities of worshipers. The 
beaded bracelet Estévez selected to grace the cover of a children’s maga-
zine invokes this often violent history as well as the contemporary climate 
of religious tolerance that allows believers to wear their necklaces safely in 
public as symbols of religious identity.
 The bracelet on the cover of Barquitos del San Juan signals the first stage 
of Santería initiation; Miriam Rodriguez’s poem at the end of magazine, 
“Guerreros,” references the second step, when novices receive the Guer-
reros—Elegua, Oggún, Ochosi, and Ozun—as protection. The bracelet and 
scroll—the two most three-dimensional elements of the journal—book-
end the contents and underscore Estévez’s self-conscious structuring of it 
according to the stages of Santería ritual practice. In doing so, he sacralizes 
the acts of reading and looking. He baptizes reader-viewers as they begin 
their journey through the magazine and invites them to continue reading, 
looking, and learning when they reach the end. Estévez even offers reader-
viewers protection through Vigía publications more generally, since the oil 
lamp that represents the press provides light on the back cover, even as 
Elegua slumbers. Ethnomusicologist Robin Moore remarks that the cel-
ebrated priest of Afro-Cuban religions, Enrique Hernández Armenteros, 
stated in the early 1990s that “the government should be held accountable 
for the theft of the public face and voice of religion that existed prior to 
1959.”35 To say “Vigía es Elegua,” then, works in yet another way: it visual-
izes and proclaims Santería’s presence and praxis in Cuba. It affirms, too, 
its roots in Africa, establishment in slavery, and status as national folklore.
 Ediciones Vigía emerged in the 1980s, an era that Cuban art critic Ge-
rardo Mosquera describes as a cultural renaissance. The general trends of 
the art produced in this period, he argues, include a rumination on per-
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sonal and national ethics; a search for Cuban, Afro-Cuban, Latin American, 
and Third World cultural identities; an embrace of popular culture; a ten-
dency toward social critique; and a desire to revolutionize the production-
consumption model of art.36 Vigía did not take on the role of cultural ad-
versary as did many Cuban fine artists in the 1980s, but rather, embraced 
its role as Elegua and its publications as sites of crossing and dwelling. It 
demanded its reader-viewers navigate often dissimilar and even conflict-
ing art historical styles, literary genres, historical eras, and cultural tradi-
tions. It published established Cuban writers as well as others who were 
suppressed or silenced because of their ethnic and/or gender identities, 
sexual orientations, and national affiliations.37 And it contributed to the 
Cuban book trade as well as the international art book market.38 Just as 
ritual objects in Santería represent and instantiate the orishas, so do Es-
tévez’s artist books and journals materialize Cuban history and culture.
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7
An Enchanting Exchange

The Gift Economy of Vigía Books

Erin S .  Finzer

My small collection of Ediciones Vigía and other Latin American books 
is kept in my living room in an old barrister bookcase, the top of which 
serves the dual purpose of an altar to the Virgen de la Caridad del Cobre 
and a nature table for my children. Carefully displayed, these books form 
the foundation of a quasi-sacred space that reinforces the magic of this 
assemblage. Visitors often do not realize initially that they are books, as 
their intricate, handmade forms overshadow the fact that they are also 
literary texts. When I remove my books from their case to present to visi-
tors, students, or community groups, the air inevitably fills with excite-
ment and captivation: a magical, sensuous experience of enchantment or 
bliss.1 Because of this strong, even visceral, response, I have been reticent 
to write about Vigía because I did not think I could do so in an appropri-
ately critical way for a literary scholar. What else was there to say about a 
project that so utterly embodied its beautiful ideals in the forms of art-
ists’ books? Recent work in affect theory and the aesthetic experience, 
however, has opened a door for me to reconceptualize my love story with 
the press. To that end, this essay theorizes the affective economy of Vigía 
books as gift objects that engender a felt obligation of reciprocity. This rec-
iprocity not only ensures their perpetual circulation, but also gives way to 
an ethos that revalues the Vigía book as a meaning-full commodity that 
co-shapes reality as it inspires aesthetic, affective, and ethical responses 
from those around it.
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 The concept of affective economies has been theorized by Sara Ahmed, 
who explains that emotions are fundamentally social and that they move 
via relations among objects and people:

Some signs . . . increase in affective value as an effect of the move-
ment between signs: the more they circulate, the more affective 
they become, and the more they appear to “contain” affect. Another 
way to theorize this process would be to describe “feelings” via an 
analogy with “commodity fetishism”: feelings appear in objects, or 
indeed as objects with a life of their own, only by the concealment of 
how they are shaped by histories, including histories of production 
(labor and labor time), as well as circulation or exchange.2

Vigía books also appear to have an emotional life of their own as they pro-
voke experiences of surprise, enchantment, and bliss among their reader-
viewers, and their cultural biographies determine both their affective and 
exchange values, making them ever more precious in the eyes of the col-
lector consumer. Conceptualizing how Vigía books function on both the 
affective and market levels as commodities—or goods with an exchange 
value—serves as an effective starting point for discussing the nature of 
these books and their circulation.
 Vigía books can be considered commodities because they maintain a 
strong emotional and aesthetic (if not practical) “use” value and, for that 
reason, are highly coveted objects. The enchantment they embody also 
makes them function as a kind of fetish, but less in the Marxist and more 
in the spiritual sense of the term. In Marxism, a commodity fetish in a capi-
talist system refers to a product whose exaggerated value is unimbued of a 
practical use, as well as the labor that created it: the thing in and of itself is 
considered valuable with no signification of its human producer. Contrast-
ing to the Marxist definition of commodity fetish, however, Vigía books 
enjoy a strong affective use value precisely because the presence of their 
human creators is so conspicuous in their handmade forms, which show-
case the hours of artisanry and artistry that go into making them. Their 
handcraftedness engenders a feeling of intimacy between the reader-viewer 
and the book, resulting in the magical experiences described above. When 
holding a Vigía book in her hand, the reader-viewer can’t help but be aware 
of the other hands that drew, cut, sculpted, and glued the pieces that make 
each book unique. As enchanted, fateful, happy objects, Vigía books exempt 
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themselves from becoming commodity fetishes, functioning instead as en-
chanted commodities whose kraft paper and cardboard covers enclose lay-
ers of text, as well as creative inspiration and community.
 As enchanted commodities, Vigía books carry an aesthetic use value 
that contributes in turn to their exchange value: they are highly desired 
in part because they are beautiful and entail such an experience of bliss. 
Supply and demand also determine exchange values of Vigía books, both 
on and off the island. The editorial’s limited editions of two hundred books 
are further reduced on the market because some are initially given away to 
collaborators and friends before the rest are sold at prices attainable pri-
marily by foreign tourists. These limited numbers contribute to the books’ 
mystique and desirability to collectors. Capturing the affective aspect of 
limited supply, anthropologist Igor Kopytoff writes that the more singular 
and rare an object, the more likely to be sacralized.3

 The sacralization of Vigía books also resonates with what sociologist 
Pierre Bourdieu refers to as “symbolic capital,” which can take many forms 
(artistic, literary, political, historical, cultural, national, etc.) for a single 
object depending on the context.4 The higher an art object’s symbolic capi-
tal, the more economically and sentimentally valuable the object is. A great 
part of Vigía’s symbolic capital is how it has come to represent—as both 
a symbol of and editorial to—the avant-garde of Cuban letters, especially 
during the Special Period when Cuban artists and intellectuals experienced 
a “spring” of sorts as the Castro regime loosened control over cultural pro-
duction.5 Being published by the editorial carries a certain literary cachet, 
in that Vigía publishes both young, promising new authors as well as the 
most esteemed writers. Despite the editorial’s vision of creating beautiful 
books, the editorial nevertheless carries a distinctive aesthetic of “poor” 
art with its found materials and inexpensive kraft paper, which has come 
to epitomize for many collectors the historic and emotional moment in Cu-
ban national life. Vigía founder, poet, and artist Rolando Estévez discusses 
Vigía’s aesthetic of “poor art,” stating that, at the beginning, “queríamos 
basarnos en el arte pobre, basarnos en los papeles pobres, [ . . . ] hacer rica 
esta estética pobre,” in Juanamaría Cordones-Cook’s 2012 documentary, 
Ediciones Vigía: Poéticas visuales / Visual Poetics. In her chapter, “Between 
Wonder and Resonance: Ediciones Vigía and the Archives of the Special Pe-
riod in Cuba,” critic Elzbieta Sklodowska captures Vigía’s tension between 
arte pobre and beauty with Stephen Greenblatt’s distinction between reso-
nance and wonder: the found materials of Vigía books resonate with their 
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historical context of scarcity during the Special Period, and their beauty 
evokes wonder.6

 Packed with historical, aesthetic, sentimental, and professional sig-
nificance, Vigía books assume complex, shifting cultural biographies that 
translate to similarly fluid economic biography before they even leave the 
island. Kopytoff has written about the “culturally informed economic” bi-
ographies of objects that figure into how these objects are commoditized, 
and Cubanist José Quiroga has written about this particularly conflated 
process in Cuba due to the island’s history with censorship, state presses, 
and tourism.7 Commenting on the impact of the different currencies in the 
early 2000s (CUCs for Cuban nationals versus the euro or dollar for foreign 
tourists, which effectively resulted in two separate economies, in addition 
to the black market), Quiroga writes, “What is peculiar to the book trade 
[in Cuba] is that in many cases the same object changes its economic citi-
zenship according to the different site in which it was placed. The cost of 
producing a book may be constant, but the category of economic value—
which is contingent on citizenship—changes depending on the buyer” (my 
emphasis).8 I argue that Cuba’s book trade has been further complicated 
by the affective value of the book, which also changes according to citizen-
ship. For example, Vigía books are highly desired as souvenirs by foreign-
ers. Some Cuban émigrés who remain connected to the country’s literary 
community feel a nostalgic connection to Vigía. For academic and other 
cultural tourists, Vigía books carry intellectual value and symbolic cultural 
capital. Especially for US tourists, for whom travel to Cuba has been diffi-
cult under the embargo, on some level Vigía can also fulfill a certain fetish 
for rare, even exotic, souvenirs.
 Affirmatively theorizing the souvenir, critic Susan Stewart writes, “The 
souvenir speaks to a context of origin through a language of longing, for it 
is not an object arising out of need or use value; it is an object arising out 
of the necessarily insatiable demands of nostalgia.”9 Perhaps no one has 
written and lectured more eloquently about Vigía and nostalgia for Cuba 
as a lost, beloved home than Cuban exile, poet, and anthropologist Ruth 
Behar. Behar’s collection of Vigía books inspired the large Vigía collection 
at the University of Michigan and at Michigan State University, and her 
enthusiastic collaboration with the collective has led to the creation of six 
Vigía books that feature her poetry and memoirs. The fact that Vigía has 
published these books attests to how its project embraces diasporic voices 
and international collaboration, re-establishing community over geopoliti-
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cal and historical fissures. A well-known and moving visual example of this 
collective value can be seen on the cover of Behar’s 1994 bilingual poetry 
collection, Everything I Kept / Todo lo que guardé (fig. 7.1 and plate 37).10 For 
this text, Vigía’s founder and artist Rolando Estévez designed a miniature 
suitcase (representing the single suitcase permitted for exiles leaving im-
mediately after the 1959 Revolution) that opens to reveal sentimental and 
symbolic recuerdos of Cuba, such as a seashell. 
 Outside of Cuba, Vigía books enter an entirely new chapter in their eco-
nomic biographies as their symbolic capitals shift again. Functioning off 
the island as hard-to-acquire, nostalgic, exotic, beloved literary and art ob-
jects, Vigía books can fetch very high prices. In 2014, Amazon.com listed 
several books at $45 and $60 through a third-party seller, and a more elabo-
rate issue of La Revista del Vigía was listed at $80. The online auction site 
eBay has even advertised coveted Vigía editions, such as Senel Paz’s 1994 
script for Fresa y chocolate, with “buy-it-now prices” as high as $600. Much 
like the tourist art sold in La Habana Vieja, in this foreign market and as 
souvenirs, Vigía books run the risk of being just another manifestation of 
what critic Nelson Graburn refers to as “fourth world arts,” or “foreign ex-
otic arts [that] meet the demand for distinctiveness, especially for the snob 
or status market [and carry a] cachet connected with international travel, 
exploration, multiculturalism, etc.”11 In a less cynical approximation of the 
souvenir, Walter Benjamin wrote in 1931, “I have made my most memorable 
purchases on trips, as a transient. . . . How many cities have revealed them-
selves to me in the marches I undertook in the pursuit of books!”12 Given 
how many collectors (myself included) willingly pay excess weight fees to 
lug books through airports and across borders, the concept of the book as 
souvenir merits unpacking, especially as it pertains to Vigía books.
 Possessing a Vigía book can produce an aesthetic response that vicari-
ously places the tourist in solidarity with others who know and take part 
in the Vigía project. This affective force can either project itself toward the 
past in the form of nostalgia or toward the future in the form of inspira-
tion to perpetuate Vigía’s values in other spheres. In either case, the own-
er’s new possession affects how she sees herself in relation to Vigía and the 
world, altering not only her identity, but possibly even her sense of agency. 
Rejecting the notion of the souvenir as an exotic commodity fetish, Stew-
art writes, “The souvenir is often attached to locations and experiences 
that are not for sale.”13 Perhaps the fact that Vigía has historically charged 
tourists relatively little for its beautiful books reflects this attitude.14 In a 



Figure 7.1. Ruth Behar, Everything I Kept / Todo lo que guardé, designed by Rolando 
Estévez Jordán (Matanzas, Cuba: Ediciones Vigía, 2001). University of Michigan 
Library (Special Collections Research Center).
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similar spirit, perhaps, Kopytoff reminds us that objects with high senti-
mental value reflect a moral economy and are more likely to be considered 
priceless or “non-salable,” which can take them out of the capitalist com-
modity exchange entirely. These objects can move out of the market ex-
change altogether by becoming part of a private or public collection or by 
being placed in a special type of commodity exchange, which I will frame in 
short order as a gift exchange.
 Struggling with the question of preventing book circulation through 
ownership and possession, many collectors (public and private, individual 
and institutional) view themselves as custodians of the books and feel re-
sponsible for sharing their collections with others. Benjamin articulates 
such a vision in his essay, “Unpacking my Library,” where he writes about 
the positive metaphysical value of collecting books. Homing in on the aes-
thetic experience of collecting, he states, “ownership is the most intimate 
relationship that one can have to objects. Not that they come alive in him; 
it is he who lives in them.”15 Possessing a special book in turn possesses 
its owner by embodying the almost erotic need for the collector to feel 
like a part of the book’s aesthetic project. Benjamin emphasizes the need 
for a book to have a loving, doting owner who ensures its care and longev-
ity and communicates its significance to others. Many, if not most, Vigía 
collectors also take measures to preserve their books and to share them 
with others. For example, individual collectors frequently present their 
collections to students or community groups and loan out their collection 
for community art and book exhibits. In 2002 Michigan State University 
allowed its large holdings to travel to other institutions across the United 
States in the beautifully curated “Wrapped Words” exhibit.16 Private and 
public collections formed part of a large exhibit, “Cultural Bricolage: Art-
ist Books of Cuba’s Ediciones Vigía,” on the University of Missouri cam-
pus in November 2012, and in March 2016 the University of Arkansas at 
Little Rock also exhibited approximately eighty Vigía books belonging to 
San Antonio collector Bill Fisher in “Binding Communities: Cuba’s Edi-
ciones Vigía and the Art of the Book and Entrepreneurism.”17 A number 
of other university libraries also hold Vigía books in their special collec-
tions and occasionally exhibit them publicly. With advances in the digital 
humanities, high-quality images and videos made possible by grants that 
accompany these exhibits are also increasingly available online, such as 
through the webpage of the University of Missouri Museum of Art and 
Archaeology.18
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 Touching on the affective experience of holding a special book, Benja-
min refers to the provenance of any book as a “magic encyclopedia” for 
the collector, who does not necessarily read his books, but regards them 
as historical objects.”19 Indeed, beyond their texts and paratexts, cherished 
books often serve as additional signifiers or memory objects that evoke the 
time, place, and events surrounding their moment of possession or past 
owners. For this reason, critic Rey Chow argues that Benjamin’s essay is 
remarkable because it turns Marx’s disdain for materialism around by pre-
senting collecting as a meaning-filled historical practice, which serves as a 
stern critique of commodity fetishism.20 Benjamin implies that collectors 
abet in processing the past, as Chow writes, by connecting “the personal 
collection with the public collective” and “collection with recollection.”21 
It is in this way that Vigía also invests the collector with a broader sense 
of purpose and community when he shares his collection with others and 
conveys their significance in terms of literary, political, and art history.
 Also defending Benjamin from the “paranoid hermeneutics” (Eve Ko-
sofsky Sedgwick’s term) of Marxist theory, critic Bill Brown writes that the 
collector actually “arrests the affects of capitalism” by removing the col-
lected object from circulation and placing it in a “utopic” space where its 
value is “utterly transparent.”22 Indeed, amidst a collection, a rare book’s 
value increases both because its significance is articulated in relation to 
other objects and because it decreases market supply. Although a collector 
might remove an object from commercial circulation, thereby completing 
what anthropologist Kopytoff calls a “terminal exchange,” I submit that 
collecting Vigía books does not remove them from circulation altogether, 
but rather places them in a special kind of cultural circulation.23 Concep-
tualizing Vigía books as gift objects, then, we can see how they engender 
an ongoing circulation of texts, ideas, and inspiration through an affective 
and cultural structure of reciprocity.
 When asked how he defines a book, Estévez has replied, “A book is 
something you open.”24 A gift is also often something you open and, like 
Vigía books, is generally accompanied by feelings of surprise, gratitude, 
and joy. Crafted largely by volunteers with found scraps of materials, Vigía 
owes much of its existence to the generosity of others. In an effort to rec-
ognize and reciprocate this generosity, Vigía sometimes gives the first edi-
tions of each text to these volunteers and friends of the cooperative. Thus, 
to Vigía friends, its books are literal gifts, and they are also treasured by 
collectors as if they are very special gifts.
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 Vigía books do the cultural work of gift objects whose handcrafted 
aesthetic of enchantment engenders a creative community response to 
the dreariness and disillusion of economic depression—in Cuba and be-
yond—at the millennium. As can be seen in Cordones-Cook’s documen-
tary, Ediciones Vigía: Poéticas visuales / Visual Poetics, an artistic community 
of performance, volunteers, writers, and visual artists grew around the 
Matanzas editorial. Critic Doris Sommer calls this kind of creative com-
munity response “cultural agency,” or an ethical sensibility of generosity 
and affirmative social action.25 In these ways, Vigía books also function as 
what Ahmed calls “happy objects,” which, like gifts, are “passed around, 
accumulating positive affective value as social goods.”26 Also like gifts, they 
offer themselves as objects of wonder, enchantment, and joy. Critic Jane 
Bennett writes about enchantment as a point of departure for ethical in-
teraction with the human and non-human world. Bennett writes,

Enchantment is a feeling of being connected in an affirmative way to 
existence; it is to be under the momentary impression that the natu-
ral and cultural worlds offer gifts and, in so doing, remind us that it 
is good to be alive. This sense of fullness [ . . . ] encourages the finite 
human animal, in turn, to give away some of its own time and effort 
on behalf of other creatures.27 (original emphasis)

In a similar vein, the narrator of Donna Tart’s novel The Goldfinch describes 
certain pieces of art as “fateful objects,” or pieces “where your fate is liable 
to catch and snag . . . that strike the heart and set it blooming. . . . , that 
open up some much, much larger beauty that you can spend your whole 
life looking for and never find.”28 Indeed, enchanted Vigía books magically 
“open up” beyond their intricate cardboard covers, snagging readers and 
aficionados into the Edicions Vigía project. By fusing form and content, 
they both draw from and inspire interdisciplinary collaboration among the 
visual arts, literature, and theater, as well as other fields. Binding together 
individuals through the creative arts and civic engagement, they pass along 
as an active, vital beauty that reaffirms our community and humanity.
 As an enchanted commodity, the Vigía book circulates in tension be-
tween the market economy and the gift economy, which was first described 
by anthropologist Marcel Mauss in 1925. Before underlining the common-
alities between gift and commodity exchange (based on shared social and 
economic strategies and an ongoing circulation in both cases), anthropolo-
gist Arjun Appadurai describes the unique nature of gift exchange:
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Gifts, and the spirit of reciprocity, sociability, and spontaneity in 
which they are typically exchanged, usually are starkly opposed to 
the profit-oriented, self-centered, and calculated spirit that fires the 
circulation of commodities. Further, where gifts link things to per-
sons and embed the flow of things in the flow of social relations, 
commodities are held to represent the drive—largely free of moral or 
cultural constraints—of goods for one another, a drive mediated by 
money and not by sociality.29 (my emphasis)

In the most general terms, Appadurai differentiates gift from commod-
ity exchange through an emphasis on “spirit,” which I see as the affective 
“link,” or relationship, among individuals and things. Ediciones Vigía re-
inforces the flow of this enchanted, fateful, happy spirit through its very 
conception as a collective and the participation and reciprocity it inspires. 
Thus, although the collector acquires the Vigía book through a monetary 
exchange, her spiritual, affective connection to the Vigía project and its 
community—felt as a sense of guardianship—is no less pronounced.
 In his book, The Gift: How the Creative Spirit Transforms the World, cul-
tural critic Lewis Hyde explains that “works of art exist simultaneously in 
two ‘economies,’ a market economy and a gift economy. Only one of these 
is essential, however: a work of art can survive without the market, but 
where there is no gift there is no art.”30 Hyde defines a gift as “a thing we do 
not get by our own efforts.” In this sense, Vigía books can be seen as both 
artistic and discursive gifts, material and immaterial. Hyde writes that the 
art that matters most to us is received as a gift, and so it is with Vigía 
books. Indeed, the gifted essence of the book—its enchantment, bliss, 
aura (to use Benjamin’s term), or the affective, aesthetic, spiritual experi-
ences that it enables—supersedes its financial acquisition. Seen through 
this affective framework, the market for Vigía books becomes more akin to 
a gift exchange, in that money exchanged for books ensures the continued 
operation and ideology of the editorial cooperative.
 Building on Mauss’s scholarship, Hyde points out that gift economies 
tend to consist of “small groups, extended families, small villages, close-
knit communities, brotherhoods and, of course, tribes.”31 To this end, 
Vigía books engender what critic Alison Piepmeier has called “an embod-
ied community” with reference to handmade texts, such as zines, that 
literally pass from the hands of their creators to readers, thus providing 
an intimate, material literary alternative to commercial print.32 Although 
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never referring to them specifically as “gift communities,” Roland Barthes 
also reflects on how literature straddles mercantile society and a “collective 
economy.” He writes that the literary community is analogous to the Bud-
dhist sangha or potlatch.33 Similarly, Vigía maintains a steady community 
of supporters and collaborators: Juanamaría Cordones-Cook’s documen-
tary highlights the students and community members who serve as co-
creators to its books. In this same documentary, Estévez recounts how the 
cooperative grew out of an effort to memorialize literary gatherings—an-
other type of community happening—with beautiful programs and invita-
tions to the Casa de la Trova during the late 1970s.34 Becoming the trade-
mark of the Casa de la Trova community and its events, these ephemera 
inspired the creation of Ediciones Vigía.
 Just as it pieces together books from found scraps, Vigía also pieces 
together community, incorporating diverse groups as co-creators of aes-
thetic riches honed from “poor” art. The title of the November 2012 con-
ference, “Cultural Bricolage,” held at the University of Missouri, speaks to 
this process of community collage. Convened in celebration of Vigía books, 
this academic and artistic happening also served as a bricolage in that it 
brought together an international community of bricoleurs: artists, collec-
tors, and academics from disciplines as diverse as business, anthropology, 
literature, and art history. As cultural and artistic bricolage, Vigía repre-
sents a restorative process of composing fragments into unified texts: a 
hopeful metaphor of making ruptured sensibilities (from political exile, 
economic depression, revolutionary disenchantment, capitalist disenfran-
chisement) whole again.
 Yet another way Vigía engenders gift exchange is through the spirit of 
reciprocity. Mauss writes of a universal obligation among gift societies to 
reciprocate. This reciprocity, which takes place after the initial acts of giv-
ing and receiving, serves to reinforce relationships and alliances and can 
be fulfilled both by giving back to the initial giver and by giving forward 
to a third entity.35 The collective, collaborative philosophy of Vigía acts to 
instigate an affirmative spirit of reciprocity among its collectors, collabora-
tors, and admirers. Happenings like “Cultural Bricolage” promote Vigía’s 
kindred values of art, literacy, and social action by presenting and perpetu-
ating the pro-community way that Vigía embraces diverse volunteers from 
Matanzas and the international community. Even as they sit passively on 
display, Vigía books enable interactive platforms of cultural agency that 
take the forms of public dialogue, creative writing and artistic workshops, 
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public performances, multimedia literacy projects, and the like. These ac-
tivities serve as part of Vigía’s project of reciprocity, amplifying its circu-
lation to include greater numbers of aficionados who—instead of merely 
consuming words on a page—interact with multivalent texts in socially 
and politically meaningful ways. As Kopytoff writes, the gift exchange 
sets in motion “an obligation to give back a gift, which in turn will evoke a 
similar obligation—a never-ending chain of gifts and obligations.”36 As the 
material goods engendering a gift economy, Vigía books oblige new cus-
todians to ensure their ongoing circulation, promoting them as examples 
and perpetuators of cultural agency and artistic and literary innovation.37

 Through both its ideological project and its material publications, Vigía 
shows us that, although its books do participate to some extent in a com-
modity market of collectors and aficionados, their cultural circulation can 
best be described through the affective framework of gift exchange. Their 
aesthetic response draws in the reader-viewer, inspiring and affectively in-
vesting her in the books’ hermeneutic experience and initiating her into an 
imagined community of writers, artists, artisans, admirers, and collectors. 
In turn, this investment implicitly asks her to participate in Vigía’s aes-
thetic and ideological project. But the reciprocity that Vigía inspires in the 
form of cultural agency does not happen on its own: it requires an affective 
force—a feeling that the handcrafted aesthetic of bricolage and “poor” art 
sets in motion—that moves individuals and communities to action. Much 
as Ahmed describes with respect to affective economies, this force compels 
the continued circulation and exchange of Vigía’s project through relation-
ships that it forges among individuals, communities, and books. The social 
bond of these relationships reinforces our inherent humanitarian obliga-
tion to one another, to books, and to art: it is the root of the reciprocity 
that determines the perpetuity of the cultural gift exchange.
 Sommer captures the fundamental importance of affective relation-
ships to culture when she writes that “cultural agency is a name for the 
kind of political voice that speaks through aesthetic effects and that can 
renew love for the whole world while it enhances the worth of artist-
agents.”38 Viewed from this perspective of reciprocity, the cultural biogra-
phy of Vigía books becomes no less than a love story of commodity gift 
exchange. Trading on enchantment, love, and community, Vigía enhances 
the lives and worth of all those touched by it.
 Seen through a gift framework, the Vigía project lives up to its name 
and trademark image of an oil lamp in such a way as to be a cliché by shin-
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ing as a beacon of hope, restoration, and bliss. Once conceptualized as a 
practical antidote to the economic depression of the Special Period, its de-
liberately small, handmade aesthetic and ethos have become symbolic an-
tidotes to the spiritual deprivation of a utilitarian state and global capital-
ism, whose material excess is never enough to satisfy consumer appetite. 
In this way and on both the aesthetic and affective levels, Vigía re-enables 
the liberating idealism once promised by twentieth-century Latin Amer-
ican revolutionary movements that now feels foreclosed to many of the 
present generation.
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The Brilliant Poverty of Vigía

Carina Pino Santos

Translated by David Frye

One afternoon in 2000, a tourist in Matanzas stepped into the oldest co-
lonial house in the city of Matanzas looking for Ediciones Vigía. She had 
heard that a book of Emily Dickinson’s poems would be presented that 
afternoon, and as an employee at the Emily Dickinson Museum in Am-
herst, Massachusetts, she was eager to attend. She was amazed to see that 
this was no ordinary book: Sesgo de luz / Slant of Light (1998) sat inside 
a box made in the form of Emily Dickinson’s home (plates 38, 39). It had 
been painted, imagined, dreamed up by Rolando Estévez, chief designer of 
Vigía. To take out the book, she opened the roof of the house-shaped box. 
Inside, she discovered a tree made of twigs and green construction paper 
that she could stand up next to the house; a sky of tulle material, with cut-
out stars; a portrait of the author on cloudlike fabric that could be draped 
over the chimney; and a stick topped by a silver moon, such as might have 
lit up Dickinson’s nights, that could be fitted into the eave of a window 
through which the poet’s oval portrait gazed. Finally, there was the book, 
illustrated with drawings by Rolando Estévez.1

 There was a radical change in the context of Cuban books during the 
revolutionary period. A national publisher, Imprenta Nacional, founded in 
1960 with limited resources, printed tens of thousands of books, including 
titles by Pablo Neruda, César Vallejo, Maxim Gorky, and Bertolt Brecht, 
and sold them at extremely affordable prices. The National School of Art 
was also established in this period with the aim of making the arts acces-
sible to talented people from the most remote areas of the country. The 
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revolutionary process aimed to fulfill the artistic aspirations of the na-
tion’s cultural vanguard. It promoted cultural actions aimed at the broad-
est sectors of the urban and rural population, rejecting any form of elitism 
or cultural marginalization.
 The first title published by the Imprenta Nacional in 1960 was the Span-
ish classic, Don Quixote de La Mancha, in a massive printing of 100,000 
copies, with illustrations by Gustave Doré and Pablo Picasso. The second 
Cuban edition of the book was illustrated by the Cuban painter Juan 
Moreira. Book printing under the Cuban Revolution thus begins with a 
perhaps unprecedented attempt in the Caribbean to reach as many read-
ers as possible—not for sales and profit but for political and cultural pur-
poses. This inception of Cuban cultural policy is significant to understand-
ing of the historical and general background of the Vigía phenomenon a 
quarter century later.
 Ediciones Vigía and its art book project did not grow out of some art 
theory; no art historians or collectors took part in the project. It was in-
stead the result of a highly creative publishing concept promoted by Al-
fredo Zaldívar with the essential participation of the artist, Rolando Es-
tévez. The foundation from which Estévez and Zaldívar started was a very 
accurate and scholarly understanding of the book by a publisher and an 
artist, as well as a mutual understanding of what it was they wished to ac-
complish.
 For Alfredo Zaldívar, the editor, a book was open to creativity in its 
broadest sense: as a visual artwork, promoter of cultural life, and perfor-
mative interaction and dialogue with the reader. Estévez had a deep under-
standing of the need for studying the text and for accepting it as visual art. 
That foundation allowed further development and an editorial consistency 
that was continued by editors, artists, and workers until Estévez began his 
independent project, El Fortín.
 A multifaceted visual artist, active cultural promoter, teacher of young 
designers, and lecturer at universities in Michigan, Florida, and Missouri 
in the United States, Rolando Estévez is a self-made artist who has per-
formed many art endeavors, such as painting, drawing, set design, cos-
tumes, makeup, posters, book art, and, recently, sculpture. His work for 
nearly three decades at Vigía has been of fundamental importance. Agus-
tina Ponce, Vigía’s director since 1999, said that “Vigía must applaud 
Zaldívar for having founded it, but it has to give a standing ovation to 
Rolando Estévez for the visuality created by him. . . . New generations of 
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young people will want to transgress the visuality created by an artist from 
a previous generation. But Estévez addressed all kinds of visual art. He in-
troduced in Matanzas the installation book, Vigía’s performance exhibi-
tion, the set design book, and the one where drawing predominates.”2

 Ediciones Vigía is one of the founders of the art book in Latin America, 
along with such exceptional pioneers as Taller Leñateros in Mexico, which 
is known for its recovery of indigenous art, pigments, and languages. The 
rise of artisanal publishers in the twenty-first century—a time of digital 
self-publishing, e-books, mobile phones, and doubts about the very sur-
vival of the printed book—is a parallel phenomenon that symbolically 
shows the resistance of the south against the rule of the neoliberal market 
and the cultural standardization on the continent.
 Some artisanal Latin American publishing houses are designed to sup-
port people marginalized by the economic crisis, such as cardboard bun-
dlers. Others seek to empower aesthetics and consider themselves artistic 
groups instead of unique, individual publishers, privileged by the system. 
Their common denominator is to conceive a handmade book, to demand 
an artistic aura for limited runs (despite using high-tech processes), to 
promote Latin American or unknown authors (while refusing to publish 
best-selling authors), to support social proposals that favor socially mar-
ginalized groups, and to consider themselves artistic groups rather than 
acting as unique individuals and privileged publishers by their society. All 
cartoneras (cardboard publishers) are linked to a significant purpose: to 
use of their production to confront industrial book publishing, a synonym 
for merchandise.
 Vigía’s aim, however, is not resistance to capitalism, though it is related 
to the indisputable fact of economic precariousness. Indeed, five years af-
ter the founding of Ediciones Vigía, the gravest situation in the publishing 
industry in Cuba occurred as a result of the end of the socialist bloc, be-
cause most trade in Cuba took place through its Council of Economic Aid. 
As a result, imports fell considerably. Between 1990 and 1993, the num-
ber of titles published and the size of print runs dramatically decreased. 
The strengthening of the United States embargo and the imposition of 
new sanctions through the Torricelli Act (1991) and the Helms-Burton Act 
(1996) added to the crisis.
 The Special Period brought about a new phase and, in the cultural 
realm, actions in the new world had to adapt to the structural changes tak-
ing place in Cuban society. As a result, less expensive variants were devised 
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to continue publishing and making books available to the people, until the 
recovery of titles and print runs that took place in the mid and late 1990s. 
In 1994 the situation described was evidenced by the publication of pla-
quettes, a less expensive material. As Anthony Kapcia, Par Kurawami, and 
Meesha Nehru eloquently state, “Several editors likewise saw the plaquette 
as a collective response to the publishing paralysis, led by writers and edi-
tors unwilling to abandon the collective value of literature.”3 The Vigía pla-
quettes, made since 1985, were the result of the urgency and need of those 
times; but the printing industry and the publishing houses, unlike Vigía, 
made them as conventional publications. Estévez states: “We began to feel 
the impact of the fall of the socialist bloc, which became a very deep crisis, 
but those plaquettes were made as early as 1985, five years before, when we 
undertook the mission of making books out of poor, cheap material. Our 
books were not brought about by the economic crisis of the Special Period; 
they had been born in the eighties, with its Arte Povera aesthetics aimed at 
a Carmelite austerity, as Fina García Marruz would say.”4

 To prevent the loss of Cuba’s cultural heritage, more books were sent to 
public libraries and to the most outstanding cultural institutions. But in 
the 1990s, the economic impact fell less heavily on Ediciones Vigía than on 
other Cuban publishing houses because its reason for existence was linked 
to very low costs. It limited the number of copies to only 200 and used in-
expensive recycled materials. Furthermore, although Vigía’s publications 
did not vary and even continued their development during this critical pe-
riod of Cuban book publishing, the publishing house did implement some 
changes. Vigía was also involved in the economic policy of earning foreign 
exchange by producing materials for tourism, a strategy that came to Cu-
ban publishing houses with the opening of the nineties and the desire to 
meet the basic cultural needs of the people and contribute to the state 
budget.
 At Ediciones Vigía, Estévez’s work was essential as the creator of the 
artist’s book, a variant of the broader art book. According to the poet 
Laura Ruiz, who has many years of experience as an editor at Vigía, “He 
contributed the aesthetic line of Vigía, a well-defined vision, developed on 
the basis of lofty aesthetic principles.”5 Beginning in 1996, Vigía’s printing 
quality improved with the introduction of digital technology (computers 
began to be used in 1994) and the replacement of the antique mimeograph 
machine by new Xerox copiers, allowing more copies to be made. These 
changes had an impact on the introduction of regional editions. However, 
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the practice of making the books by hand continued; the difference was 
that more copies could be produced in less time, and better quality could 
be achieved than when fragile stencils were used. The books continued to 
be illustrated by hand by artisans, guided by the artist who designed them.
 Less than a decade after its founding, Vigía became known abroad 
when, in 1993, it was invited to the Guadalajara Book Fair by the renowned 
writer Eliseo Diego, who was to receive an award there. Estévez had al-
ready been to Europe, but he considers this trip to Mexico his first major 
contact with the art world. “That country truly welcomes you. I was able to 
see the best of Mexican art. At the Hospicio Cabañas, when looking at the 
work of Mexican muralists, I felt, in the midst of silence, the painting sing-
ing, because it is the painting that sings there.”6

 During these years, Estévez developed his graphic style from his ear-
lier naïve style, influenced by his Cuban teachers, such as Ever Fonseca 
and Luis Rodriguez Waldo, and the artists he admired, such as Fayad 
Jamis, to a more distinct, personal idiom. His work with Vigía in the 
nineties was expressed through more elaborate designs and drawings. 
He began to leave behind a certain localism as he entered into contact 
with international art. Three years later, the design and the making of 
the book Seboruco, una estrella en un cartucho, by Ediciones Vigía, earned 
Estévez and Zaldívar a joint scholarship from the Banff Centre of the Arts 
in Alberta, Canada (fig. 8.1). In that city, Estévez saw the trends of Ameri-
can art, shared experiences, and worked with artists from other coun-
tries. Both Cuban and international identity are expressed by the artistic 
creation of Ediciones Vigía. In Cuaderno de París (2003) by Miguel Bar-
net, Estévez revisits the symbol of that city, but on the half title page he 
shows the Eiffel Tower vertically crossed by the trunk of a tall royal palm, 
while its roots penetrate the aged cobblestone of ancient cities (fig. 8.2). 
For Neoclásico (2003), a short poem by Laura Ruiz, Rolando Estévez cre-
ated a cover in the shape of a neoclassical column from which a ladder 
emerges, holding the scroll of the poem. 
 The graphic work of Estévez was the hallmark of Vigía for nearly thirty 
years. His visual artwork, along with the initial vision of Zaldívar as direc-
tor, editor, and promoter, made Ediciones Vigía exceptional in Cuban book 
publishing and unique in the international arena. Their work continues to 
be carried out by Vigía’s workers. In 2014, Estévez founded his own arti-
sanal press, which he named “El Fortín.” My assertion that Estévez’s work 
results in an artist’s book is based on the fundamental role played by the 



Figure 8.1. Seboruco: Una estrella en un cartucho, compiled by Alfredo Zaldívar, designed by 
Rolando Estévez Jordán (Matanzas, Cuba: Ediciones Vigía, 1996). University of Michigan 
Library (Special Collections Research Center).



Figure 8.2. Miguel Barnet, Cuaderno de París / Notebook from Paris, designed by Rolando 
Estévez Jordán (Matanzas, Cuba: Ediciones Vigía, 2003). Museum of Art and Archaeology, 
University of Missouri, Gilbreath-McLorn Museum Fund.
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artist, which goes beyond illustrating it. Therefore, this type of book is de-
fined by the creativity of the artist, which makes the book a work of art in 
itself. Ediciones Vigía mainly publishes art books; and its editions are gen-
erally artists’ books. But it also includes one-of-a-kind books specifically 
developed by Estévez and shown at several solo exhibitions at the Casa de 
las Américas (1997) and at the University of Michigan (1998), Matanzas, 
Cuba (2008), and Columbia, Missouri (2012).
 The work of Vigía has been marked, indeed energized, since the begin-
ning of the project in 1985 by the union of literature and visual arts. The 
involvement of visual artists in Vigía’s work has never limited the range of 
titles. This initiative, to which Estévez’s work gave continuity, was joined 
by artists who created literature and authors who dared to create visual 
art. As early as 1987, the painter and poet Zaida del Río created a draw-
ing for an Invitación de Vigía, inviting the public to an open poetry reading 
with Fayad Jamis, another distinguished Cuban visual artist and poet. This 
collaboration between literature and the visual arts was not restricted to 
books by living authors. In 1989, Vigía published an edition of París era 
una fiesta (The Sun Also Rises), by Ernest Hemingway. The invitation to its 
launching incorporated drawings by Wifredo Lam, a culturally significant 
addition given the importance of twentieth-century Paris and its avant-
garde art scene to both the American author and the Cuban painter.
 Along with this synthesis of literary and visual arts, a second hallmark 
of Vigía has been its insistence on what has been termed an Arte Povera 
aesthetic. “Vigía is a response to the industrial book, to virtual reality, 
to the best-seller lists that murder literature and leave it bleeding on the 
street,” asserted Ruth Behar, a Cuban-American anthropologist, poet, and 
collector whose work has been published by Ediciones Vigía.7 Her defini-
tion of the aesthetic hallmark of Vigía’s publications is based on her sen-
sitivity to her Cuban background. One might think that the Arte Povera 
aesthetic of Ediciones Vigía could lead to an extreme marginalization of 
shapes and materials, but Vigía produces the absolute opposite.
 The Arte Povera aesthetic dignifies and places Ediciones Vigía at the 
center of the most current issues of the contemporary art world. Although 
this aesthetic cannot be separated from a context of shortage in Cuba, it 
is not limited by this condition. It acknowledges the dimension of what is 
significant in nature or the environment. Similarly, it uses the semantic pos-
sibilities of elements, and restructures what might have been an expres-
sion of poverty into the underlying spirituality in the concept of resistance 
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involved in a deep connection with the history of Latin America and the 
Caribbean. Cuban scholar Yolanda Wood states, “In the natural universe, 
the conflicts of innovation, tradition and resistance were discussed . . . 
These anthropo-environmental connections are transcendental to all areas 
of culture . . . in that foundational mixture, the visual arts reveal the in-
tensity of cultural imaginaries to engage in dialogues of the individual and 
society, with nature.”8

 The appropriation or use of Arte Povera materials and principles by 
Vigía is based on a poetics, not on that artistic trend as such. Likewise, 
Arte Povera itself contains this intention. “In arte povera we have the con-
tinuous presentation of a factual significance. In this sense it effects a re-
turn to the Middle Ages, not only in terms of technique . . . but also in terms 
of its poetics,” says Germano Celant.9 The procedure and the ephemeral 
quality of materials (something that Cuban curators and conservators must 
take into consideration) is seen in many of the books created by Estévez.
 The artist uses materials present in everyday life, regardless of the 
depth of the text. This gives a poetic and paradoxical naiveté in relation 
to literary masterpieces. The novelty here is how this naive and socially 
engaged character bursts into titles that demand a vast literary formation. 
Dos poemas de Rimbaud, translated by Nancy Morejón, is an example of 
the latter. Made with recycled papers of different colors and weights, il-
lustrated by hand, and part of the Colección Clásicos in a bilingual edition, 
it shows a small paper boat, referring to the drunken boat of that author, 
as a collage, next to a portrait of Rimbaud drawn on the distinctive kraft 
paper of the book’s cover.
 In 1995, Estévez designed and illustrated the essay La pintura española 
vista por Martí (Colección Venablos) by Adelaida de Juan (plate 40). The 
significance of Martí’s literature seen through the keen reflection of this 
renowned art critic and historian of Cuban art is conveyed on the cover by 
a charming and candid image: a portrait of José Martí, impeccably dressed, 
looking at the viewer and holding a daisy while he reclines by a black-and-
white reproduction of Francisco de Goya’s painting The Naked Maja. Inside 
the book, Estévez inserted carelessly torn black-and-white photocopies 
of paintings by Murillo, Veláquez, and other masters that Martí had de-
scribed. The book is like a remembrance from our childhood, when we had 
to cut pictures from notebooks and paste them onto a homework work-
sheet. While for other designers it would have been very expensive to look 
for color images (besides the problem of their copyrights), the problem 
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was solved through the poetic vision and imagination of Estévez, simply 
and at minimal expense—a necessity in our context.
 The new Cuban art that emerged during the 1980s took on the challenge 
of tearing down the wall between art and life. Artists coming from very 
poor sectors who studied art in advanced institutes created an avant-garde 
art fueled by a vital knowledge of syncretic beliefs and popular culture. 
Virtually self-taught in art, and living relatively near Havana, Estévez wit-
nessed these changes. “We used to take the train from Matanzas to the 
capital to see exhibitions. We were in contact with Eduardo Ponjuán and 
Flavio Garciandía (one of the protagonists of that artistic renaissance),” 
stated Estévez.10 This exposure and the international exposure that Es-
tévez experienced while traveling abroad inevitably enriched his work.
 A more complex treatment of the visual arts and the mixture of ma-
terials can be seen in the publications of Ediciones Vigía since the early 
2000s. In the special edition of Revista del Vigía for the year 2000 (No. 21), 
two matchsticks made in New York are used as minute and hour hands in 
a cut-and-pasted clock supporting an oil lamp or quinqué, Vigía’s symbol 
and logo (plate 29 and figs. 1.6–1.9 in Ruth Behar’s essay). Such matches 
are used to light this old-fashioned lamp, which is no longer used as an 
everyday light source in the First World and thus serves as an allusion to 
the periphery, to the South and Caribbean. The waters of the Caribbean 
are full of fish, which are also drawn and illuminated by Estévez; the piece 
features a piece of actual fishing mesh, cut and glued to the cover.
 In the interviews documented by Cordones-Cook, Estévez has high-
lighted the importance given by him to every little piece of handmade or 
recycled paper, to the origin of each tiny bit of sand. These materials are 
torn, undergo collage techniques, and are pasted onto or covered over by 
ink, pastel, crayon. After creating one original book to serve as a pattern, 
Estévez or the artist in charge of the specific book advises about a dozen 
people on how to make 200 numbered copies by hand. Thus, the trans-
position of words to the realm of images seen in a collage, made of vari-
ous materials or plant and recycled elements, establishes a visual sign-text 
duality. Literary and visual symbolism are threaded together to produce 
another unique fabric, in which the author’s text is redefined in a mor-
phological dimension, while the visuality contributed by the artist to the 
scroll, plaquette, or book acquires other narrative meanings not originally 
implicit in the literary text.
 For the publication of the poem Pronóstico del gris by Carilda Oliver 
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Labra (1989), Estévez asked the poet for a piece of one of her dresses; that 
is to say “an element intimately linked to the life of the author,” as Estévez 
stated in the documentary Entre la imagen y la palabra. Another way was to 
have the lipstick imprint of Carilda’s painted lips on the cover of the book 
(so that each reader could have a keepsake from Carilda).
 Visuality condenses several layers or strata of meaning where the pro-
cesses of life, whether that of the author, the topic, or the visual artist, 
acquire a notable presence in the publication. This condensing takes place 
for several reasons. Emphasis is placed on the creative process, on actions 
involving the use of materials, prints, and marks of a symbolic value that 
transcend the printed text. No theory is applied, rather the process is 
based on life itself. That is to say, elements intimately linked to daily life, 
to the meaning of the natural for the author, the artist, the text, or for Edi-
ciones Vigía are used. For instance: tree leaves from Vigía’s garden, shells 
from the nearby river, soil from the garden of a Cuban-American (Behar’s 
Poemas sin nombre), dried leaves from the garden of the house where Dulce 
María Loynaz lived (Revista del Vigía), or other materials, like forms, con-
tainers, cans, and cigar boxes.
 The difference in the artistic work of Estévez (including, of course, his 
work in Ediciones Vigía) is that this assumption of anthropological, Afro-
Cuban, and popular languages comes from a register that challenged from 
below the learned recycling of postmodernism.
 Another feature that characterizes the work of Vigía can be seen in the 
literary experiences conveyed by the author of the texts and communi-
cated visually through symbolic materials. In Poemas sin nombre, by Ruth 
Behar and Dulce María Loynaz, the cover is shaped like the island of Cuba, 
made of soil from a garden in Michigan (plate 41). Escena cubana actual: Os-
cilaciones, by the playwright Omar Valiño (2001), is another example of a 
box book. Inside a shopping bag made of kraft wrapping paper like the one 
used in stores in the 1960s, the reader finds a shoebox that is the container 
and the cover of the book. The box is an allusion to a biographical and con-
textual aspect of an outstanding Cuban theater critic and historian, Rine 
Leal, who used to keep his note cards and papers in shoe boxes (which were 
used in those times, because there were no computers, and no folder cabi-
net or boxes for that end were sold). Inside the box are booklets linked by 
knitting yarns that divide the different parts of the book. The reading rate 
is variable. You can start reading any booklet you want, and to do so, you 
must take it out of the shoebox inside the shopping bag. Polysemy, as can 
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be seen, is used in a range of references to the sixties (the bag made with 
the paper used in Cuba during that time), as well as to the life and work of 
the artist discussed by Valiño. Thus, the epigraph of the book, signed by 
the theater specialist Rosa Ileana Boudet, reads: “Rine Leal treasured the 
history of Cuban theater in shoeboxes.” The distinctive craftsmanship of 
Ediciones Vigía is also observed in the knitting yarn used to tie the pages 
of the booklets.
 Another aspect is the imaginative way in which the symbol of Ediciones 
Vigía, the oil lamp logo, is always shown in a different manner in each book. 
Its shape depends on its relationship with the text and on what the artist 
intends to convey in the illustration, so that each book has its own lamp, 
instead of the cold logo that identifies a conventional publishing house.
 Undoubtedly, Vigía’s publications, directed for a long time by Zaldívar 
and marked by the imprint of Rolando Estévez, have never lost their con-
nection with their formidable creativity in literature, the visual arts, and 
cultural activism. Estévez loves architecture and the environment in which 
he has lived during most of his life, which may explain why he was awarded 
the honor Hijo Ilustre de la Ciudad (Illustrious Son of the City) by the city 
of Matanzas.
 According to Estévez, Vigía “was in a light sleep in the eager hands of 
Fayad, in the attentive eighteenth century illuminators, in the ink and 
resin stained cassocks of medieval monks, and further back, in the first 
man who recorded on stone for the first time, the features of the first 
heavenly body. . . .”11 However, Vigía’s similarities with the procedures of 
the scribes or monks who made books during the Middle Ages in Europe 
go beyond the traditional craft processes or the work on manuscripts or 
codices in medieval workshops. Vigía’s purpose is to make another cre-
ation: the art book.
 Estévez has a remarkable ability to create very different morphologies 
and trends, which other designers, present in the editorial catalogue, have 
adopted. The only common denominator is that his artists’ books and 
art object books, called by him a one-of-a-kind book, always include text. 
Diversity in forms is perhaps one of the most praiseworthy aspects; that 
is to say, figurative art nouveau, art deco, materic abstraction, a certain 
minimalism, or the baroque of the second generation of the Cuban visual 
art avant-garde are used in his publications, even within the same year. El 
fuego en el festín de la sabiduría: En torno a la poética y mística en San Juan 
de la Cruz by Roberto Méndez is an example of how a title of a book by a 
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writer versed in theology is minimally conveyed by Estévez with a cover 
showing a simple cross made of two dry twigs lined in white, along with 
abstract spots, cuttings, and paint applied in a zigzag manner, all arranged 
around the cross. This is an artists’ book of 1992, that is, from Vigía’s initial 
period, in which the importance of the use of the material can be seen. 
Unlike this formal asceticism, in Pasos, paseos, pasadizos (2007) by César 
López, there is baroque figuration in which a woman holds the city on her 
head, like the Floras the Cuban painter René Portocarrero used to make 
(plate 42). For Interiores (2001), a plaquette by Digdora Alonso, Estévez 
used the form of a tree trunk as an allusion to the text, which poetically 
refers to wood. The plaquette is full of shades and nuances provided by 
handmade and kraft papers; inside there is a drawing of a chair, and in the 
pages materic abstraction predominates.
 An excellent example of the variety of morphologies, artistic trends, 
and styles present in Ediciones Vigía can be enjoyed in the successive edi-
tions of Revista del Vigía. Devoted to various topics or seasons, which in 
Cuba are the wet and the dry seasons, they feature the typology of the art-
ist’s book, described above. The various successive editions of the Revista 
del Vigía could be shown as examples of artists’ books; moreover, they are 
characterized by a playful concept implicit in its editions. Surprisingly, we 
find little envelopes with scrolls or mobile parts in them. An example of 
this is La Revista del Vigía (1999, Year 9, No. 18 and 19), devoted to Matan-
zas, whose cover can be opened through small semicircular doors, shaped 
like a balcony. Inside you can see Vigía’s headquarters and city buildings 
drawn like nineteenth-century Cuban engravings by Estévez, a lover of ar-
chitecture.
 Last but not least, an examination of Ediciones Vigía raises the ques-
tion of why its work has so far been documented, in film and in text, 
mostly by institutions in the United States, England, and Spain. The ab-
sence of intellectual production on the Vigía phenomenon (as well as other 
publishing houses) by Cubans seems inexplicable; hence the urgent need 
for consciously conducting systematic studies of its rich problems.
 This essay is intended to discuss the raison d’être, the uniqueness, 
and the explicit visual quality of Ediciones Vigía, which have been recog-
nized internationally. Its future depends on continuing the consistency 
maintained for almost thirty years, as well as on its specialized ability to 
guide, promote, and provide opportunities for making art books, and to 
open channels for other artists and designers to work on the typologies 
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that Estévez introduced and creatively developed with his undeniable tal-
ent. Moreover, El Fortín, the latest editorial and art project of Rolando Es-
tévez, will involve his ability to grow as an artist in the art book world, and 
to explore new symbolic paths, as well as to multiply meanings, using a 
wide range of semiotic resources, which will require the objective assess-
ment of reviewers and experts. Estévez certainly still has to face stimu-
lating challenges in this difficult but fascinating endeavor to continue his 
work vis-à-vis the challenge of contemporary art research.
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Vigía Iconography and the  
Construction of a Cuban Identity

Kim Larson

The handcrafted Ediciones Vigía book, La Virgen es llevada en andas a La 
Villa del Cobre / The Virgin Is Carried by Waves to the Town of Copper, is a 
carefully designed work of literary art that, like many Vigía books, invites 
reader-viewers to look, read, and touch (plate 43). The Virgin Is Carried 
by Waves to the Town of Copper is made from paper, string, and yarn, and 
features a female figure hovering in the sky, clothed in gold. Below her is 
a small boat with three passengers, two men wearing hats and one man 
with darker colored skin. Crafted in 2007, this book recalls a story that is 
much older and deeply rooted in Cuban history and art. According to Cu-
ban legend, an image of the Virgin Mary appeared floating in the Nipe Bay 
along the northeast coast of Cuba in the early seventeenth century. Three 
men gathering salt—two Cuban natives and one slave boy—witnessed the 
event. Inscribed on a wooden plank near the Virgin were the words, “I am 
the Virgin of Charity.”1 The Virgin Is Carried by Waves to the Town of Copper 
draws upon the seventeenth-century legend as well nearly two centuries 
of Cuban visual culture.2 It also references twentieth-century history and 
fine art. The Virgin of Charity was declared the patron saint of Cuba in 
1916, and modernist artist Lorenzo Romero Arciaga’s well-known artwork, 
The Cup of Coffee, includes a framed image of the Virgin on the wall of the 
domestic peasant scene.3

 The visual elements of Vigía books reveal that their chief designer and 
draftsman, Rolando Estévez Jordán, has been inspired by the stories, art-
works, and writings of multiple generations and diverse cultures since the 
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founding of the press. In crafting original designs for the press, Estévez 
created his own artistic language by adopting and adapting iconography 
from a variety of artistic traditions, modernizing and layering symbols, 
and adding three-dimensional touches to enhance the reader-viewer’s ex-
perience. In this essay, I examine how Estévez finds inspiration in mod-
ern and contemporary Cuban art, the Western tradition of fine art dating 
back to ancient Greece as well as Medieval and Modern Europe, and his 
personal experiences following the Cuban Revolution of 1959. In this way, 
the books reference Cuba’s past as much as its present, its isolation as an 
island as well as its international presence, and its troubles as much as its 
triumphs. The allusions revealed in the iconography and material design of 
the books, as well as in the literature published within them, illustrate how 
Vigía is directly engaged in creating its own vision of twentieth-century 
Cuban history and contemporary Cuban identity.
 In looking to Cuba’s past, Estévez finds inspiration in the art and prac-
tices of Cuban artists from throughout the twentieth century, both the 
modernists who dominated the first half of the century and the contem-
porary artists who enter the art scene after the revolution. Cuba’s early 
twentieth century was highly influenced by the international introduc-
tion of modernism that first made its way to Havana in 1927.4 In the wake 
of a series of wars for independence in the late 1800s, Cuban modernist 
painters, also known as the vanguardia painters, took it upon themselves 
to contribute to the formation of a new national identity free from colo-
nial imposition. Art historian Juan Martínez describes the vanguardias as 
artists who sought to use “the lessons of French modern art to challenge 
academic painting, to develop personal styles, and to interpret their native 
land.”5 The painters believed in an art of “everyday contemporary life,” and 
they searched for symbols to aid them in creating a modern image of the 
newly independent island visually tied to the past.6

 For vanguardia artists, renewing traditional Cuban themes and import-
ing modernist styles from Europe meant transforming historical symbols 
and icons into a new visual language that expressed modern Cuba, not 
Spanish colonial Cuba. The result, in Martínez’s words, was an art that dis-
played a “mixture of native and imported elements . . . [and] enabled the 
vanguardia artists to express a Cuban ethos without forsaking their claim 
to be part of the modern world.”7

 Like the vanguardia painters, Estévez finds inspiration in the stories 
and symbols of the past and adapts them to a contemporary Cuban iden-
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tity that is rooted in tradition and responsive to contemporary realities. 
As seen in the cover of The Virgin Is Carried by Waves to the Town of Cop-
per, it is clear that Estévez is referencing Catholic iconography found in 
both nineteenth and twentieth century artworks. Since the introduction 
of Spanish missionaries during the island’s colonial period, the Catholic 
Church has had a strong influence over Cuban culture and tradition.8 How-
ever, Estévez is not simply mimicking those earlier images. Palm trees in 
the boat, the fish in the sky, and the feathered halo behind the Virgin’s 
head emphasize Cuba’s Caribbean environment in a new, more symbolic 
way. The ink-drawn waves, as well as the wave pattern at the hem of the 
Virgin’s robe, are drawn in a stylized manner featuring repeated lines and 
defined shapes, both formal techniques characteristic to Estévez.
 There are also material differences that set Estevéz’s image apart from 
earlier paintings featuring the Virgin. In order to create texture and depth, 
Vigía artisans tore paper painted dark blue into long strips and collaged 
them into the sky and at the horizon line. They also sewed gold string in 
the pattern of starbursts onto the outer folds of the Virgin’s robes in order 
to literally bring to life and make tangible the presence of the Virgin. View-
ers can touch this string, simulating the experience of touching the fabric 
and thread of the Virgin’s actual dress.
 In The Virgin Is Carried by Waves to the Town of Copper, the signature 
Vigía oil lamp can be found resting on the Virgin’s head. The lamp creates 
a glowing halo which parallels medieval and Byzantine images of holy fig-
ures who are depicted with gold disks behind their heads. The Vigía lamp 
plays a significant role in this image as the source of light which creates 
the halo, literally illuminating the Virgin and shedding new light on an old 
story, just as the book brings new life to a seventeenth-century legend.
 In addition to presenting a story from Cuba’s religious history, Estévez 
includes even older Christian images in other publications. In the 2005 
book Del Libro Poemas Sin Nombre: Poema CXX (plate 44), the Virgin Mary 
sits on a stool, knitting. A piece of actual brown yarn crosses the image, 
passing over Mary’s pregnant belly and connecting her knitting needles 
to a printed image of a ball of yarn resting on the windowsill. This cover 
recalls traditional medieval iconography which depicts Mary spinning, as 
seen in a wood panel painting, The Virgin Spinning, created by the Master 
of Erfurt and dating to around 1400.9 Estévez modernizes this medieval 
image by substituting knitting, a more current and popular form of needle-
work, with spinning, a less practiced handicraft.
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 Medieval art historian Kathryn Rudy analyzes the Master of Erfurt’s 
The Virgin Spinning, stating that in the medieval image, “Spinning and flesh 
making are allied visually.” Spinning, knitting, and carrying a baby are 
physical creation processes that in Estévez’s book cover are represented 
visually and physically as being metaphorically comparable. Estévez em-
phasizes the theme of physicality by inviting viewers to touch and move 
the piece of yarn themselves. Like the vanguardia artists who looked to the 
past for symbols and stories that helped shape Cuba’s history, Estévez is 
reviving traditional, established iconography from early Catholic images. 
With the addition of yarn on the cover of Del Libro Poemas Sin Nombre, and 
the addition of string on the cover of The Virgin Is Carried by Waves to the 
Town of Copper, Estévez not only adapts the medieval ritual of physically 
engaging with devotional objects, but also amplifies it by including three-
dimensional features that offer viewers moments of unexpected tactility.
 Religion is just one of many themes that can be found in the art and lit-
erature of Vigía books. Other books include references to ancient Greece, 
a fitting theme for a press located in Matanzas, a city nicknamed the 
“Athens of Cuba” due to its richness in culture and the arts.10 Also refer-
enced is British pop culture, seen in the 2001 book Música Sacra [Sacred 
Music] which features a portrait with a striking resemblance to John Len-
non; and Russian existentialism visible in the Vigía publication of Franz 
Kafka’s Metamorphosis featuring repeated images of the figure from Ed-
vard Munch’s painting The Scream. The poetry of Emily Dickinson and the 
writings of Cuban revolutionary José Martí, images of Paris and the Eiffel 
Tower, and drawings of colonial Cuban architecture can also be found in 
various books.11 Like the vanguardia painters who searched for images rep-
resenting the island’s history and everyday life, Estévez relies heavily on 
symbols from Cuba’s past and the writings of Cuban authors to help de-
fine a national identity; however, as these examples reveal, he also locates 
Cuba’s past within a global narrative and incorporates iconography and 
writings from outside cultures. He does so to situate the island’s artistic 
and literary history within European, Latin American, Russian, and other 
influential artistic traditions. At the same time, Estévez establishes a place 
for Vigía books within the larger canon of art history and book arts.
 The practice of looking to the past is one Estévez shares with vanguar-
dia painters as demonstrated above, but for Estévez and Vigía, the past 
also includes artworks produced by the vanguardia artists themselves. The 
vanguardia generation lasted through the 1940s, ending approximately fif-
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teen years before Vigía was founded in 1985. As such, images from mod-
ernist paintings can be found throughout Vigía books. Wifredo Lam’s 1943 
painting La Silla, or The Chair, provides a particularly intriguing compari-
son with an Estévez work bearing the same title. While most Vigía books 
are published as a series of 200 editions, La Silla is a unique example of a 
one-of-a-kind assemblage work created solely by Estévez.
 In the center of Lam’s painting La Silla is a chair enveloped in a dense 
landscape of vegetation. The consistent stylization of the objects depicted, 
painted in the style of European cubism, as well as the cohesive color pal-
ette make the chair seem less out of place in this outdoor setting. A vase 
of leaves sits on the chair. Martínez interprets Lam’s painting within an 
Afro-Cuban context, a subject that influenced much of Lam’s work. Mar-
tínez explains that the vase with leaves “evokes an offering to a deity or na-
ture spirit,” referred to in the Afro-Cuban religion as an orisha.12 Orishas 
are deities associated with nature and they rule the natural elements and 
phenomena in the areas where they live, in this case, a forested area. Lam’s 
placement of the offering on a chair is particularly significant in this paint-
ing. In Yoruba tradition, the African culture many Afro-Cubans associate 
with, the chair references the belief that altars are the “seats of the gods.”13

 Estévez’s 2008 assemblage La Silla is unlike Lam’s in that it consists of 
eight separate pieces (plate 45). A long accordion-style folded banner pres-
ents a poem written by Estévez on one side and watercolor and ink im-
ages on the other (plates 46 and 47). The poem tells the story of Estévez’s 
mother, who has built a chair similar in style to Lam’s, halfway between 
two shores. She sits alone in this chair, not drifting or moving. Estévez’s 
placement of his mother on the chair prompts various interpretations. As 
with the vase of leaves in Lam’s painting, Estévez could be depicting his 
mother as an offering to the orisha, or spirit, of the sea. After the revo-
lution, thousands of Cubans, including Estévez’s family (but not Estévez 
himself), left the island for Florida out of distrust and fear of their own 
government. Perhaps with this image Estévez is mourning or even honor-
ing his mother’s choice to leave her homeland, offering herself to the sea in 
search of a more stable life.
 Estévez’s image modernizes Lam’s by positioning the chair in the mid-
dle of a sea—the setting of a significant series of Cuban emigrations that 
occurred in the latter half of the twentieth century. The theme of immigra-
tion is also visible in the design of the assemblage. All the loose pieces are 
meant to fit together and pack neatly inside a cloth bag with handles, an 
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object that communicates portability and movement. This design feature 
implies that life can all too easily be picked up, packed away, and placed 
elsewhere, a thought probably not uncommon for citizens of post-revolu-
tionary Cuba. The chair marks the halfway point between Cuba and Flor-
ida, the liminal space between a native homeland and a new home.
 Contextualizing Estévez’s books and assemblages within the vanguar-
dia tradition reveals similarities that root many of the artists’ ideals within 
Cuban modernism. Both Estévez and the vanguardia artists took on the 
challenge of depicting what, in their minds, was the essence of Cuban 
identity by looking to their past for inspiration while at the same time es-
tablishing a voice for Cuba in the modern world. However, Estévez’s works 
are contemporary works of art that should also be discussed within Cuba’s 
new art. In 1959, after revolutionary Fidel Castro and his militia of gue rilla 
fighters overthrew dictator Fulgencio Batista and forced Batista to flee the 
island, the Cuban people experienced a new shared sense of idealism and 
nationalism. This slowly shifted to feelings of hopelessness when the Cu-
ban people realized that the original ideals of the revolution were still un-
reachable. When it became clear in the late 1980s that the revolution had 
failed to succeed in the way many Cubans had expected, artists who grew 
up during the utopian years of the 1960s began responding to the broken 
state of their country with humor and irony. This produced politically 
charged artworks and performance pieces that tested limits and were of-
ten censored by the government. Cuba’s “New Art,” which began to appear 
in 1980, directly critiqued the unstable and oppressive political, economic, 
and social conditions that had formed on the island.
 Founded in 1985, the Vigía publishing house grew amid the turmoil of 
the 1980s, and many of the press’s books comment on the social and cultural 
concerns resulting from the revolution. For artists creating after 1959, the 
revolution was an inescapable part of their lives, and out of the shared ex-
periences and emotions emerged a national art, which includes Vigía books, 
inextricably linked to revolutionary politics. In Estévez’s own words, “The 
dynamic and thoughtful art of the 1980s came from an openness in which 
Vigía participated.”14 In contrast to much new art, however, Vigía tends to 
refrain from making overt political statements and instead produces works 
that can be situated within the realms of personal experience, reflection, 
and memory. Estévez finds inspiration in stories that recount how Cuban 
lives were affected by the revolution, and in the experiences of non-Cuban 
writers who have documented their own stories of displacement and loss.
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 One example of this can be seen in the 2007 edition of the Vigía Revista, 
an annual magazine publication that combines the writings of multiple au-
thors (plate 48). Featured on the cover and on the inside of the 2007 edition 
are photocopied, colored, and collaged family portraits. Iconographically 
similar is Family Altar, a mixed media work from 1984 by Cuban new art-
ist Leandro Soto. Soto’s work presents a photocopied photograph, awash 
with added color, of his family dressed in revolutionary uniforms. As Soto 
explains, his goal with this work was to remind viewers how deeply rooted 
families (not just his family, but an entire generation of families) were in the 
revolution and how the revolutionary regime failed to follow through on 
the reforms promised to the Cuban people.15 Soto’s work is personal as well 
as critical. Similarly, Estévez also chose images of the family to accompany 
the 2007 Revista, which includes poems and stories about remembrance, 
loss, and isolation. Unlike Soto’s revolutionary photograph, however, Es-
tévez uses photos of weddings, birthday parties, and vacations—images 
unrelated to politics—to turn the focus away from political events and in-
stead draw attention to the social effects of the political situation.
 Soto and Estévez’s works are iconographically comparable, but as with 
the image of the Virgin of Charity, Estévez adds another layer to the book 
to amplify its visual and tactile impact. Flaps of thin, black mesh cover the 
photocopied images of smiling families in a dark haze, suggesting perhaps 
that those happy memories were also marred by the difficulties of the time. 
Post-revolutionary Cuba has been plagued by a roller-coaster economy, 
power outages, trade decrease and a shortage of goods, drought, a drain-
ing government-promoted tourism industry, and many other hardships. 
In the 1990s, Cubans were essentially operating under wartime condi-
tions. Vigía’s 2007 Revista—its iconography, materiality, and the literature 
within—serves as an expression of remembrance honoring the struggles 
faced by the everyday Cuban family.
 Analyzing the iconography of Estévez’s creations designed for Vigía and 
contextualizing them within Cuban art of the twentieth century is just 
the beginning. As demonstrated above, there are relationships that can 
be found between his work and the iconography of medieval art, cubist 
paintings, and the art and literature of many other time periods, cultures, 
and artistic movements. Vigía, however, also has its own icons. In addition 
to the oil lamp, a woman with long hair also appears in a variety of con-
texts in a number of Vigía publications. Two works, Vigía es una muchacha 
/ Vigía Is a Young Woman and Andar sobre la luz, Bibliografia de las Ediciones 
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Vigía de 1985–2006 / Walking Near the Light, Bibliography of Ediciones Vigía 
(plates 49 and 50), feature identical images of a woman wearing a garment 
of leaves, set inside a wooden frame, and holding a scroll in her left hand. 
Vigía Is a Young Woman is a single-sheet print, while Walking Near the Light, 
Bibliography of Ediciones Vigía is a more traditional-style book. A loose-leaf 
piece of paper near the lower edge of the image in Vigía Is a Young Woman 
features a quote by Cuban artist Adelaida de Juan and states, “Each Vigía 
book is an act of love.”16 The same piece of paper in Walking Near the Light, 
Bibliography of Ediciones Vigía reveals a time span: 1985–2006. The bibli-
ography lists all the Vigía books created between those years. Neither of 
these publications is the work of outside writers, but instead, they specifi-
cally address Vigía’s status as a publishing house. The fact that this female 
image is featured prominently in many Vigía books, and particularly in 
two publications that celebrate the press and reference Vigía publications, 
suggests that the woman is a personification of the press—an angelic em-
bodiment of the ideals of the collective and an image of the love that is put 
into each publication.
 This interpretation is further supported by the appearance of the oil 
lamp, the main symbol of the publishing house, which Estévez describes 
as “a humble light, an intimate and familiar light.”17 The figure and the 
lamp become one as the woman’s hair overlaps the top of the lamp and her 
shoulder merges with the glass globe. In joining these two symbols, Vigía 
is presented as a welcoming, accepting, warm collective, a safe haven for 
artists and writers from all generations and nations to have their voices 
heard and respected.
 This layering of symbols is not restricted to images directly related to 
the press. Estévez often combines symbols of the press with images from 
other traditions, resulting in a complex layering of iconography which re-
flects the collaged material nature of the books. In our first case study, The 
Virgin Is Carried by Waves to the Town of Copper, the figure of the Virgin is 
hovering above the boat supported by a crescent moon. This symbol could 
lead viewers to question the Catholic context and instead place the book 
within an Afro-Cuban context. According to Patricia E. González’s article 
“Yoruba Vestiges in Nancy Morejón’s Poetry,” the symbol of the moon is as-
sociated with the Santería orisha Yemayá, who is “the symbol of maternity 
and womanhood.”18 Because of symbols Estévez has chosen, the woman 
can be viewed as not only an image of the Virgin, but also as Yemayá. This 
complex layering of multiple iconographies, which can be found through-
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out Vigía books, grants viewers the freedom to arrive at their own inter-
pretation of the art. This freedom reminds us that the art of the books 
presents Estévez’s own personal interpretation of the literature, but not 
necessarily the only interpretation.
 This art historical overview of various works created by Estévez illus-
trates how he, as a designer for the Vigía press, successfully adopts, adapts, 
and transforms various iconographies, producing works that renew the is-
land’s local history, incorporate multiple visual traditions, and address the 
social and cultural concerns of a generation that experienced the revolu-
tion firsthand. This blending of iconographies results in a complicated ar-
tistic language unique to Estévez and forms the basis of the artist’s vision 
of Cuban identity, one that seamlessly blends the past with the present 
and the island with the rest of the world. The symbols and ideas included 
in the books indicate that these objects are genuine expressions of a long-
established cultural past, as well as expressions of an ever-changing, cur-
rent Cuba. With their complex, layered images, Vigía books inspire curios-
ity, discussion, and reflection; breathe new life into literature; and, within 
their handcrafted pages, preserve decades of Cuban cultural and artistic 
traditions.
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Between Wonder and Resonance

Ediciones Vigía and the Archives of the Special Period in Cuba

Elzbieta Sklodowska

Few events in recent history can rival the watershed status of the fall of 
the Berlin Wall and the disintegration of the Soviet bloc.1 For Cuba, the im-
pact of these events was both immediate and profoundly transformational. 
Subjected since 1962 to the unrelenting US embargo, the Cuban economy 
became increasingly dependent on Soviet subsidies. Consequently, with 
the collapse of the Eastern European socialist system in 1989, Cuba lost 
the protective shield of sugar and oil subsidies, as well as the steady sup-
ply of every imaginable product, from canned meat to tractors. In January 
1990, Fidel Castro announced that the country should brace for a “Special 
Period in Time of Peace.”2 Surviving the Special Period, the Comandante 
warned, would require extreme austerity measures, similar to those called 
for in wartime. The metaphor of a shipwreck, in spite of being overused, 
appears particularly apt in describing an island adrift, stripped of its most 
rudimentary possessions. Think of Robinson Crusoe, who upon his “dread-
ful deliverance” from the sinking ship “had nothing” about him “but a 
knife, a tobacco-pipe, and a little tobacco in a box” and nonetheless man-
aged to conjure up wonders out of minimal resources and survive. So did 
the Cuban people.
 When one combs through the archives of the Special Period, it becomes 
evident that the legacy of those years lingers in collective and individual 
memory to a degree that borders on obsession, but the material vestiges 
of this not-so-distant era are relatively few. Hannah Arendt’s famous dic-
tum that “remembrance and the gift of recollection, from which all desire 
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for imperishability springs, need tangible things to remind them, lest they 
perish themselves” has far-reaching implications for the ways in which the 
memory of the Special Period is being (re)constructed.3 It might be that 
the paucity of material traces was inevitable because of the makeshift 
nature of many of the ad hoc creations typical of this era. In addition, as 
the artifacts of the Special Period were gradually becoming obsolete, they 
were immediately scrutinized for their potential for refashioning and re-
purposing. Consequently, their life span as strictly utilitarian objects was 
extended, albeit in a different (dis)guise. Instead of being discarded alto-
gether, they were crafted into something else in a never-ending bricolage 
of rethinking, reusing, recycling, and reinventing.4

 Some Cubans realized from the outset that the story of the Special Pe-
riod would not be complete without the extraordinary inventions of ordi-
nary people. As early as 1994, artists Ernesto Oroza, Diango Hernández, 
Francisco Acea, and a few others went beyond the basic task of collecting 
the “folk” inventions and started treating them as if they were valuable 
archaeological shards. In 1995 they founded an art collective, Ordo Amo-
ris, and proceeded to (re)create these artifacts using their own expertise 
in artistic and industrial design. In 1996, at the Havana Center for the De-
velopment of the Visual Arts, the collective mounted an exhibition, “Agua 
con azúcar y Muestra provisional” (Sugared Water and Provisional Show) 
which showcased the original artifacts from their collection alongside the 
replicas created by the artists themselves.5

 All too quickly the unassuming everyday objects—lamps, fans, cooking 
devices, and tools—were elevated from the crude to the sublime and ac-
quired the status of desirable collectibles in the international Cuban art 
market. As soon as the Special Period yielded to the budding market econ-
omy, everyday hunger gave way to a hunger for profit and Cuban art mar-
ket became a booming business. Oroza and his colleagues were among the 
first to realize that Cuban “survivalism” was selling well. But Oroza should 
also be recognized for the foresight, sensitivity, and perseverance in his 
efforts to create a comprehensive inventory of the relics of the Special Pe-
riod. Like most collectors across the ages, Oroza was motivated by the tes-
timonial urge to salvage.6 He sensed that that these mundane mementos 
of painful times would eventually disappear, so he traveled across the is-
land and gathered lanterns made of glass containers and toothpaste tubes, 
shoes crafted from melted plastic bags, fans, or even a bicycle propelled by 
a motor extracted from Soviet washing machines. Many of these artifacts 
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are idiosyncratic in terms of material and design, but they also respond to 
“universal” human desires and not just immediate or local material needs.
 Against this complex backdrop of a society emerging from the ravages 
of a profound crisis, in this paper I will begin to explore various facets of 
the archive of the Special Period as it has coalesced over the past two de-
cades in collective memory and in a variety of discourses, from scholarly 
to popular. While maintaining a keen focus on the trajectory of Ediciones 
Vigía, an independent publishing collective founded in 1985 in the city 
of Matanzas, I will posit a series of more general questions regarding the 
complex and often competing forces that permeate the construction of the 
archives of collective memory.
 Over the past three decades, Vigía has evolved from an informal local 
venue—where writers, artists, and community volunteers came together 
to discuss their work and to create handmade flyers to publicize their 
meetings—into a publisher of national and international renown. In con-
junction with this growth, public and academic interest in their endeavor 
has increased exponentially. Vigía’s trajectory is also well documented by 
its cofounder and chief graphic designer Rolando Estévez Jordán through 
a variety of statements, including published and recorded interviews, 
most notably the comprehensive documentary, Entre la imagen y la palabra 
(Between the Image and the Word) directed and produced by Juanamaría 
Cordones-Cook.7 From the documentary we learn that Vigía’s initial focus 
on regional writers gradually expanded to incorporate leading literary fig-
ures and “canonical” titles. One of the first volumes to initiate this trend—
also displayed by Estévez in the film—was devoted to the poetry of Arthur 
Rimbaud.8 Even though Vigía is now coveted by highly acclaimed authors, 
curators, and collectors alike, it became widely known outside of Cuba 
“only when the scope of their publication expanded to include well-known 
authors in the early 1990s [and] because it was one of the few publishing 
houses still working on a regular basis.”9

 When in the wake of the Special Period the forces of mercantilism 
morphed and mutated into what became known as “market socialism,” 
Cuban art began to be sought after by foreign collectors, galleries, and mu-
seums. Miraculously, as art objects were being turned into “goods”—sold, 
bought, auctioned, exchanged, and displayed—the sense of wonder gen-
erated by Vigía has endured, defying commodification. Admired for their 
aura of unadulterated authenticity, the books from Matanzas have been 
deemed not only genuine and natural, but also unique in their ongoing 
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pursuit of harmony between the form and the content. The diverse sam-
pling of Vigía’s publications—presented in Cordones-Cook’s documentary 
in chronological order so as to underscore the evolution of the press—is a 
testament to a poetics that responds to a profound synergy between the 
visual and the conceptual. The identity of these books does not come from 
stylistic homogeneity; there is nothing standardized or normative about 
any aspect of the production process. Some are standout pieces despite 
their utter simplicity, whereas others are defiantly baroque and take your 
breath away in the whimsical frenzy of text and textures. But perhaps it 
is the image of an oil lamp, which became the distinctive signature of the 
press in the early 1990s, that serves as a symbolic guiding light to Estévez 
and his collaborators as they wander along a winding path of never-ending 
discovery.
 In Cuba, Vigía books can be found in spaces such as fairs and libraries, 
but I have not seen them in museums, except for the archival collection 
of the press itself. These books also maintain a distinct identity as special 
gifts, generously bestowed on friends and guests, even though the grow-
ing awareness of their market value among the local population now tends 
to generate some transactions with foreign visitors as well. In the United 
States or Europe, these books have found their home in museums, art gal-
leries, and special collections of major libraries. In story after story, it be-
comes clear that it is the passion and perseverance of individual scholars, 
librarians, or curators that has served as the magnet and the building force 
behind each such collection.
 For those attempting to describe the distinct identity of the press from 
the perspective of a Western affluent society—whose means and ways of 
production and consumption are very different from those of Cuba—it 
is difficult to become disengaged from their own longing for the genuine 
or from projecting their ecological concerns onto Cuba. In the highly in-
dustrialized nations, ruled by the “throwaway” spirit and the “tyranny of 
things,” there is growing awareness of wastefulness, and the civic respon-
sibility for reuse and recycling is frequently paired with repurposing of 
scrap material for artistic purposes.10 The looming threat of the demise of 
the book as we have known it for centuries also fosters appreciation of the 
book as an artifact. In Cuba, on the other hand, everyday objects, includ-
ing books, continue to have a much longer life span before being disposed 
of as “garbage” or reaching their afterlife as memorabilia, collectors’ items, 
or primary material for artful transformations.
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 Scholars marvel at the enduring power of Vigía’s collaborative spirit 
and they often point out the uniqueness of its publishing model “because 
it is sanctioned, but not controlled by the Cuban government.”11 At the 
time of its founding, Vigía’s grassroots initiative definitely stood in stark 
contrast to officially sanctioned practices whereby Cubans were expected 
to conform to a rigid formula of revolutionary collectivism. Furthermore, 
a major state initiative called “Rectification of Errors and Negative Ten-
dencies” launched in 1986 explicitly condemned materialistic trends and 
nonsocialist modes of production. Consequently, the stigma of antisocial 
behavior was readily affixed, both in the area of the arts and in everyday 
life, not only to spontaneous, unpredictable, and truly creative forms of 
expression but to any kind of entrepreneurship as well. The emphasis on 
shared resources and horizontal division of labor, which are at the heart 
of Vigía’s endeavor, did not clash with the prevailing ethics of socialist col-
lectivism, but turning an informal gathering into a crucible of free spirit, 
self-generated initiatives, and active pursuit of artistic autonomy did not 
fit neatly “within” revolutionary boundaries.
 All the various formats cultivated by the artists from Matanzas and 
lovingly displayed by Estévez in Cordones-Cook’s documentary—from 
accordion-style bindings to three-dimensional containers, from movable 
designs that lend themselves to performative manipulations to hanging 
scrolls reminiscent of literatura de cordel—serve as evidence of Vigía’s 
extraordinary craftsmanship and keen awareness of artistic and literary 
traditions. In the realm of Latin American culture, Vigía’s calligraphed 
texts and hand-colored drawings, “scrolls” of tracing paper, and stenciled 
vignettes remind us of sources as diverse and remote as indigenous códi-
ces, Felipe Guaman Poma de Ayala’s richly illustrated La nueva corónica de 
buen gobierno, avant-garde poetry and journals, or Mexico’s Taller de Grá-
fica Popular (Popular Graphics Workshop) founded in 1937. More recently, 
from Argentina through Central America, the vibrant movement of editori-
ales cartoneras has set the stage for combining the aesthetic potential of re-
cycled materials with social awareness.12 Outside Latin America, the legacy 
of the artists’ books is equally wide ranging, from the limited editions of 
hand-colored and finely bound livres d’artiste, first published in Paris in the 
1890s–1900s, to the mass-produced humble creations of European avant-
garde authors.13

 Estévez’s metacommentary in the film shows his keen transcultural and 
transhistorical awareness of a plethora of bookmaking styles and tech-
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niques, from illuminated medieval manuscripts to the elegance of nine-
teenth-century books, the latter leaving their imprint on the 1993 edition 
of Alejo Carpentier’s La palabra y su sombra.14 At the same time, Estévez 
recognizes and celebrates the complex layering of Cuba’s “transcultura-
tion,” to use Fernando Ortiz’s well-known term. The cover of a 1994 issue 
of Vigía’s periodical publication (“Homenaje a Orígenes en sus cincuenta 
años,” La Revista del Vigía) turns into a simple yet powerful statement 
about the hybridity of Cuban culture.15 Adorned with a piece of yagua, a 
fibrous tissue from the royal palm, shown sprouting out of a Greek-style 
column, the cover is emblematic of the multirootedness of Vigía’s aesthet-
ics (plate 51).
 As I continue to reflect on Vigía’s trajectory in conjunction with the 
complex currents and countercurrents of Cuban reality of the past three 
decades, I will refer to Stephen Greenblatt’s distinction between “reso-
nance” and “wonder.” Greenblatt describes two forces competing for view-
ers’ attention in reaction to an object of art:

By “resonance” I mean the power of the object displayed to reach out 
beyond its formal boundaries to a larger world, to evoke in the viewer 
the complex, dynamic cultural forces from which it has emerged and 
for which—as metaphor or more simply, as metonymy—it may be 
taken by a viewer to stand. By “wonder” I mean the power of the ob-
ject displayed to stop the viewer in his tracks, to convey an arresting 
sense of uniqueness, to evoke an exalted attention.16

Following Greenblatt’s argument, I must add that artifacts of wonder 
stand alone, isolated in their arresting beauty, which may be further am-
plified by their artful, “boutique-like” display in a gallery or a museum. The 
objects of resonance, on the other hand, are charged with associations, of-
ten bearing visible signs of use, or even abuse, echoing the circumstances 
from which they arose. For objects transplanted into museums, the loss 
of sociohistorical context is typically compensated with curatorial infor-
mation.17 Wonder may appear in the guise of surprise and admiration or, 
conversely, horror, but it is typically a response to otherness, to difference, 
to the strange or the exotic. Perhaps more to the point, it is resonance that 
will turn a disembodied cabinet of curiosities into a cabinet of wonders. 
In this regard, I believe, Greenblatt’s “wonder” is not unlike the process of 
ostranen’e (“defamiliarization,” “estrangement”) captured in Victor Shklov-
sky’s time-honored concept.18
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 By all accounts, Vigía books never fail to generate a sense of wonder: 
“The works are wondrous to behold,” writes Sandra Levinson in a press 
release for an exhibit. “Each page brings a surprise: a delicately rendered 
drawing, a pull-out ‘parchment’ scroll with yarn to hang on a wall, paper 
dolls and other cutouts to enhance the work and enchant both children 
and grown-ups.”19 When referencing some of the earlier publications of 
Vigía—as the press started to gradually incorporate frames, writers’ sig-
natures, and a variety of textures and materials, including scraps of fabric 
from an evening gown of the poet Carilda Oliver Labra in a remarkable vol-
ume entitled Pronóstico del Gris—Estévez refers to his own sense of won-
der generated by the creative process.20 Vigía’s publications are never just 
a passive conduit of content, but interactive invitations to the reader, who 
is free to engage his or her imagination and make the “object” animate. 
In keeping with Igor Kopytoff’s concept of “cultural biography of things,” 
Estévez guides us through the archives of the press by tracing brief “bio-
graphical” sketches of each book.21

 Whatever their ultimate format, the sense of wonder generated by 
Vigía’s books is almost palpable in the catalogue of the Miami Cuban Heri-
tage collection, which boasts one of the most comprehensive holdings of 
Vigía’s publications worldwide. Some of the descriptions are truly poetic 
but they also manage to capture the culturally embedded significance of 
individual items: “wrappers covered with cloth and decorated with dried 
leaves and flowers; tied with white cloth,” “burned edges and handwritten 
title,” “small pieces of eggshell are also affixed to two pages and a beige pow-
dery substance to one,” “sheet folded accordion style with a handle made 
of red yarn at the top,” “several illustrations and a piece of olive green cloth 
torn from a soldier’s uniform,” “wrappers have wood details, front wrapper 
has hemp detail,” “decorated with ‘yaguas’ of royal palm,” “crescent moon 
of thin wood veneer pasted in black sky, sand and soil pasted onto lower 
part of illustration, representing the ground,” “cardboard piece painted 
with thin brown paint and decorated with wood veneer and dried flower,” 
“the suitcase contains portraits, dried flowers, shells, sand,” “paper cutouts, 
and silk ribbon; a twig from a ceiba tree in the Parque de la Fraternidad and 
some soil from beneath the tree are attached to the inside back cover.”
 The multisensorial experience of reading, unfolding, touching, and 
playing with the wonders that come out of Vigía publishing collective 
would be impoverished, however, if we were to overlook how they resonate 
with the socioeconomic and political conditions in which they are embed-
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ded. And what lies beyond the “hand-colored illustration” drawn on sig-
nature “coarse brown paper” is the ever-changing reality of contemporary 
Cuba. As Greenblatt points out, in the context of libraries and museums, 
the frame of historical resonances is usually re-created by the narrative of 
labeling and cataloguing: “The texts so deployed introduce and in effect 
stand in for the context that has been effaced in the process of moving the 
object into the museum.”22 But unmediated statements from Vigía artists 
are arguably the most relevant tool for making sense of the way in which 
they position themselves within the Cuban society and culture.
 It is significant that both the spirit of creative improvisation and the 
limited access to even most basic technology are highlighted by Vigía art-
ists not as shortcomings but rather as a source of pride: “Our resources 
were scarce: a mimeograph machine that someone from a press was able 
to lend us, and a typewriter—also borrowed—because we owned neither. 
These are the only two machines we have used in the history of Vigía. More 
than anything, we use our hands and our imagination.”23 A poem, “En todo 
principio hay un delirio” (“In Every Beginning There is a Delirium”) by Al-
fredo Zaldívar, which frames the special issue of La Revista del Vigía dedi-
cated to the poetry of the group Orígenes, is a touchstone of what it means 
to be an inspired and devoted artist doing all his or her work by hand: “De-
lirio de las manos / Sobre el papel de estraza rasgando las / criaturas de la 
luz” [Delirium of hands / On crude paper scratching / creatures of light].24

 While recognizing the pervasive scarcity of resources, Estévez has been 
emphatic about rectifying the widespread misconception that Vigía was a 
product of the Special Period. Time and again he affirms that the project 
emerged out of deep aesthetic and conceptual considerations rather than 
strictly material needs and that it came into its own well before the onset 
of the Special Period, during the era of relative prosperity. Metaphorically 
speaking, we could say that the Vigía “file” has been misfiled, at least in 
some attempts to configure the archive of the Special Period. With their 
admixture of metacommentary and gentle correction of factual errors, 
statements by Estévez afford us a particularly valuable insight into the his-
tory and the poetics of the press. More specifically, Estévez’s vivid recollec-
tions of the time when he and his collaborators “had found paper of four 
colors” for the edition of Carpentier’s La palabra y la sombra in 1993—argu-
ably, the bleakest year of the Special Period—invite us to share his sense of 
wonder and make us realize that wonder and resonance can, indeed, coex-
ist in unison rather than in opposition to each other.25
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 Let me be clear: Vigía was by no means a child of the Special Period, 
but its story is grafted onto the history of revolutionary Cuba, which in-
cludes the crisis of the 1990s and the socioeconomic transformations that 
came in its wake. As Joanne Cavanaugh and José Quiroga independently 
point out, by virtue of their hard-won independence from the state-run 
distribution of supplies and because of their limited reliance on technol-
ogy, the artists from Matanzas were equipped better than most of their 
counterparts on the island to weather the extreme shortages of the Special 
Period, which had brought the mainstream publishing industry to a stand-
still.26 The old adage about necessity being the mother of invention proved 
true one more time. Just as Vigía’s writers, designers, and editors turned 
to nature both for inspiration and for a never-ending supply of materi-
als—twigs, sand, shells, dried leaves and flowers, sawdust, seeds, raffia, 
hemp, eggshell, bark, straw, driftwood, bagasse sugarcane paper—so did 
ordinary Cubans as they struggled to feed, cure, shelter, and clothe their 
families in spite of vanishing resources.
 A little-known pamphlet, Con nuestros propios esfuerzos. Algunas expe-
riencias para enfrentar el período especial en tiempo de paz (With Our Own 
Effort. Some Experiences for Facing the Special Period in Time of Peace), pub-
lished in 1992, serves as a compelling testament to the everyday creativity 
and resilience of the Cuban people and, as such, offers a strictly utilitar-
ian counterpoint to the aesthetically driven endeavors of the Vigía collec-
tive (fig. 10.1). In and by itself Con nuestros propios esfuerzos is an “artifact” 
from the Special Period and a valuable documentary source concerning the 
material culture unique to this era. The title echoes the defiant assertion of 
independence and pride that has resonated in Cuban revolutionary rheto-
ric from the very beginning, coupled with the affirmation of agency and 
the resolve to move on with la lucha, the daily struggle. The dignifying feel-
ing of accomplishing something “with our own effort” reflects the sense of 
pride in making a book “with our own hands,” which also resonates in the 
testimonies by the artists of Vigía. 
 Con nuestros propios esfuerzos is not an artist’s book by any stretch 
of the imagination but a collectively assembled compendium of recipes 
and instructions, accompanied by basic drawings and some technical dia-
grams. As rudimentary and as rustic as some of the creations it aspires 
to promote, it bears the marks of a hastily mass-produced pamphlet. 
Paradoxical though it may seem, the book also provides a metacommen-
tary of sorts about ways in which the meagerness of resources can turn 
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into a powerful catalyst of grassroots initiatives and ingenuity. Just as 
Vigía’s creations display a penchant for independence and showcase the 
aesthetic potential of humble or discarded objects, Con nuestros propios 
esfuerzos affords an insight into the endless possibilities of infusing al-
most anything with new life and new value.
 Con nuestros propios esfuerzos combines its pragmatic objectives with an 

Figure 10.1. Con nuestros propios esfuerzos: Algunas experiencias para enfrentar 
el periodo especial en tiempo de paz, ed. Verde Oliva (Havana: Plaza de la 
Revolución, nd). Uploaded on October 23, 2013 to El proyecto Cuba Mate-
rial: Un archivo de la cultura material cubana, accessed July 6, 2015, http://
cubamaterial.com/blog/con-nuestros-propios-esfuerzos-pdf/.
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implied tribute to the resilience of the common folk. Released by Verde Ol-
ivo, the publishing house of Cuban Revolutionary Armed Forces, it serves 
as a unique window into the mechanisms underlying production and con-
sumption during the dire straits of the Special Period. Some of the inven-
tions collected in Con nuestros propios esfuerzos eventually found their way 
into Cuban households, farms, and streets. A few—such as horse-drawn 
funeral vehicles converted into ambulances or windmills adapted to pump 
water—were never implemented. From the point of view of “discourse 
analysis,” this book is an eclectic mix of the pragmatic and the surreal, 
spanning genres of a self-help or do-it-yourself manual on one hand, and a 
propaganda pamphlet on the other.
 In 2007, when I first became aware of this publication, according to 
the WorldCat database, no library on the planet owned it. No ISBN num-
ber was associated with this title either. Determined to locate the book, 
I asked my Cuban friends for help. They were sympathetic, but skeptical. 
Some knew of the publication, a few had even seen it, but, as one of them 
put it, “it was not the kind of book that you would buy or keep in your 
library.” I continued my quest whenever I returned to Cuba, and back at 
home I kept perusing the internet. All to no avail. So you can only imag-
ine my excitement when two years later a casual Google search rendered a 
PDF copy of Con nuestros propios esfuerzos, complete with the front matter, 
notes, and illustrations. On one hand, this experience convinced me about 
the wisdom behind the ancient saying that books have their own fate, even 
in the digital era. On the other, it confirmed my suspicion about the va-
garies of preservation of material traces of the past, even as recent as the 
Special Period.27

 Today, Con nuestros propios esfuerzos “resonates” mostly as a relic of an 
era of extreme hardships in which the paternalistic stewardship of the 
state was beginning to wane and the actual problem-solving was left to the 
ingenuity and resourcefulness of the population at large. What is more, 
having had to conform for decades to a tightly centralized system in which 
nothing was left to chance, during the crisis Cubans were encouraged to 
take the initiative and to survive by their wits, scouring for resources and 
creating something out of thin air. At the same time, one can hardly over-
look the fact that Con nuestros esfuerzos was a brainchild of the military, 
which deployed the prescriptive survival strategies designed for the time 
of war in order to tap the spontaneous inventiveness of the population 
through the tight network of state-controlled institutions on the island. 
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At best, we can consider the book a product of “vertical collectivism.” This 
is precisely the kind of hierarchical, bureaucratic structure that prompted 
the founders of Vigía to search for more autonomous alternatives: “Why 
self-management? Well, because it was very difficult to ask MINCULT [the 
Ministry of Culture] for little pieces of cloth. It was easier to go to a work-
shop and find pieces of textile or go to the newspaper Girón and ask for 
two reels of paper.”28 For a creative process to happen, circumventing bu-
reaucracy is not just a game of dissent, but a necessity.
 Con nuestros propios esfuerzos describes and illustrates in technical de-
tail a vast array of artifacts, recipes, and survival strategies collected in the 
first months after the breakdown of Soviet subsidies. Most of the proposed 
solutions would fall under the familiar rubric of the “Three Rs”—“Reduce, 
Reuse, and Recycle.” In contrast to the highly industrialized countries, 
however, in the Cuba of the early 1990s this approach grew out of extreme 
scarcity, and not from the excesses of throwaway production and conspicu-
ous consumption. In fact, even in comparison to the so-called underdevel-
oped countries, Cuba’s access to the detritus of the industrialized world 
was already limited before the Special Period. Because of its anomalous 
position within the global economy, Cuba still does not quite fit Suzanne 
Seriff’s statement that “[t]he process of retrieving and transforming a con-
sumer package or product that someone else has thrown away is a phe-
nomenon that is taking place in the largest metropolises of urban America 
as well as the remotest corners of the Amazonian rain forest.”29

 For the majority of the Cuban population, even today, a quarter of a 
century after the crisis, many of the disposable and recyclable articles 
that Seriff lists in her introduction to the collection of essays Recycled, Re-
Seen: The Folk Art from the Global Heap—“tin cans, plastic bottles, tires, 
cigarette packs, bread wrappers, cereal boxes, pop-tops, lightbulbs, plas-
tic toys, watch parts, and used auto and electronic parts” are simply not 
plentiful enough to be discarded.30 Having been kept at the margins of the 
global marketplace through a combination of Soviet subsidies and the US 
embargo, the Cuban government might not have succeeded in instilling 
the disdain for the material in its population, but it has certainly shown 
the affluent world that there are some worthwhile alternatives to accel-
erated consumption. Many discoveries and reinventions of the Special 
Period, such as low-input agriculture using biological fertilizers and pest 
control, recycling, and emphasis on nonmotorized transport, were greeted 
with ecological satisfaction by foreign commentators. However, this ap-
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preciation of the environmentally responsible approach was not necessar-
ily shared in Cuba. In fact, not just ordinary Cubans, but also some writers, 
artists, social scientists, and architects on the island spoke with unmiti-
gated horror about what they perceived as developmental “regression” 
during the Special Period.
 The artifacts, recipes, and other inventions compiled in Con nuestros 
propios esfuerzos do not share with the Vigía project any aesthetic aspira-
tions, but they do rely on fundamentally the same strategy of bricolage. 
Famously defined by Claude Lévi-Strauss as a creative activity that always 
makes do with “whatever is at hand,” bricolage is, of course, as ancient as 
humanity.31 Charles Jencks and Nathan Silver prefer the term “adhocism” 
to designate contingent, ad hoc responses to life experiences, very much 
along the lines of bricolage: “dealing with an existing situation in a new 
way . . . relying particularly on resources which are already at hand.”32 It is 
significant, however, that it was bricolage that was chosen as the center-
piece for the title of the conference dedicated to Vigía at the University of 
Missouri, Columbia, in November of 2012.33

 Bricolage has long been a commonplace reference in Latin America, 
which, without having been “modern” in the Western sense of the term, 
certainly displays some features of the postmodern. In an effort to capture 
the multicultural layering of Latin America’s identities, scholars, writers, 
and artists have come up with a long list of terms, some of them specifi-
cally invented for that purpose, that echo the basic principle of bricolage: 
“hybridization” and “transculturation,” “magical realism” and “heteroge-
neity,” “syncretism” and “cannibalization,” “mestizaje” and “creolization.” 
With the advent of the postmodern and the vertiginous growth of both 
mechanical and electronic reproduction, the modernist aesthetics of origi-
nality was replaced by omnipresent bricolage, albeit under different guises 
and disguises: from pastiche, parody, intertextuality, and imitation to 
quoting and rewriting, or even copying and plagiarizing. Bricolage may be 
yet another game of the postmodern homo ludens, but for those facing a 
scarcity of the most basic commodities, bricolage is all about the relentless 
toil of the homo faber. In other words, it is not a choice, but a necessity, it is 
about making do and not just making.
 Unlike the elaborate masterpieces of Vigía, the “survivalist” artifacts 
of the Special Period bear the awkward marks of hasty improvisation and 
exasperation. And yet, just as the editors of Con nuestros esfuerzos suffuse 
the most humble of their ingredients with the profound sense of cultural 
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cross-pollination, the artists of Vigía celebrate their connection to the sa-
cred forces of nature, re-creating the intricate fabric of spirituality deeply 
anchored in both African- and European-derived beliefs. It is intriguing to 
speculate that among the roots of Vigía’s poetics of bricolage we might en-
counter the religious rituals of Palo Monte, with its iconic symbol of magi-
cally charged nganga, intimately linked both to nature and to history, to 
earth and to one’s ancestry.
 As Judith Bettelheim has demonstrated, nganga is Palo Monte’s “central 
icon” that turns into “a world in miniature” through the deliberate process 
whereby “the initiate accumulates power through the objects he or she 
deposits in the nganga.”34 What appears to an uninitiated observer as an 
eclectic assemblage of random materials is, in fact, a sacred object whose 
symbolic dimension is deeply codified within its own frame of reference. It 
may be subject to debate—or further research—whether Vigía’s books are 
inspired by Palo Monte’s connection to nature or attempt to re-create the 
concept of nganga by means of the receptacle-like forms of some of their 
books. However, just as the palero is more than a bricoleur who creatively 
makes do with what is available, the artists of Vigía take on a deliberate 
aesthetic and conceptual stance as they infuse the everyday materials with 
their magic of wonder and resonance.
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Vigía and the Cuban Nation

William Luis

I

Ediciones Vigía emerged at a crucial juncture in Cuban history. Founded 
by Alfredo Zaldívar and Rolando Estévez Jordán, the publishing company 
came into existence in 1985, five years after the exodus of the Mariel boat-
lift in 1980 and four years before the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, usher-
ing in what would later be known as Cuba’s Periodo Especial. From that 
position, Vigía envisioned the Cuban nation in the decade of the 1980s; it 
glanced back in time to the beginning of the decade as well as forward to 
the end of the decade and the fast approaching end of the century.1

 Vigía embodies the nation “in the midst,” approximately midway into 
the Cuban revolutionary cultural process, affording it a unique position 
in time and space. In print culture, Vigía is linked to experimentations 
and debates in the early part of the revolution, when members of Lunes 
de Revolución (1959–1961) and its publishing house, Ediciones R, char-
tered a course of artistic and literary creativity that eventually provoked 
a backlash from the Consejo Nacional de Cultura and other members of 
the Partido Socialista Popular, Cuba’s Communist Party. At the final three 
June meetings that led to the closing of Lunes de Revolución, Castro set 
the policy for revolutionary culture for years to come by shifting his al-
legiance from the members of the 26th of July Movement, who brought 
him to power, to Cuba’s Communist Party, a master move that caught 
the members of Lunes, and other followers of the Bearded Rebel army, by 
surprise.2 The tension between liberal thinkers and ardent supporters of 
the government would be played out many times over with El Puente, the 
Afro-Cuban study groups in the decade of the sixties; the Padilla Affair, in 
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the late sixties and early seventies; and other cultural associations, both 
formal and informal, as government officials attempted to inculcate a rev-
olutionary culture on the Cuban people.
 Unlike the aforementioned groups, Vigía responds to different historical 
and political circumstances and signifies the nation not from the center, but 
from the margins of Cuban culture. Vigía was not born in Havana, the focus 
of Cuban society, but in the city of Matanzas, also known as the Athens of 
Cuba. This other geographic space, located at the “periphery” of Cuban in-
ventiveness, provides another, and perhaps more meaningful, perspective to 
understanding the Cuban nation, one that glances from the margin to the 
center and to other island border spaces. If Casa de las Américas, the Unión 
Nacional de Escritores y Artistas de Cuba (UNEAC), and other Havana pub-
lishing houses and cultural centers disseminate government revolutionary 
ideologies with substantial resources available to them, Vigía stands as a 
unique voice that exists outside the influences of official and elite cultures 
and affords a different signification of the Cuban nation.
 In this essay, I consider how Ediciones Vigía signifies the nation. While 
the importance of print culture in Cuba was made abundantly clear from 
the outset of the revolution, through the creation of the Instituto del Li-
bro and the government’s expressed emphasis on culture and education, 
I want to explore how a small publisher in Matanzas departed from the 
mainstream; launched a creative venture to produce artistic handmade 
books with scarce resources; and published works that speak to issues per-
taining to the nation, the national, and national identity.3 I explore the 
ways in which Vigía’s presence, from its inception, provides a unique ap-
proach to reading Cuban culture and conceptualizing the nation.

II

Vigía was born after the Mariel boatlift, an event that produced an un-
precedented number of Cubans fleeing to the United States. Prior to the 
events surrounding the takeover of the Peruvian Embassy that led to the 
opening of the port of Mariel, the Cuban Revolution enjoyed widespread 
international and popular support. After weathering the failed 10 Million 
Ton Sugar Harvest of 1970, on which Castro staked his and the revolution’s 
reputations, the government went on the offensive and moved swiftly to 
silence its critics. One year later, for example, government officials accused 
the controversial poet Heberto Padilla of antirevolutionary activities, im-
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prisoned him for one month, and forced him to confess his “crimes” before 
a meeting of artists and writers.4 Padilla’s imprisonment and confession 
had international repercussions that were aired in two open letters to Fi-
del Castro, published in the French evening newspaper Le Monde, which 
protested the government’s actions and were signed by many Western 
notables and supporters of the revolution. After the incident, it became 
abundantly clear that the revolution would not tolerate any criticism, and 
Castro confirmed this in his closing speech before the Primer Congreso 
Nacional de Educación y Cultura in 1971. Five years of repression followed, 
popularly known as the “Quinquenio Gris.”5

 The events surrounding the Mariel boatlift of 1980 further unrav-
eled Cuba’s image at home and abroad. What appeared to be an isolated 
event, a few dissidents seeking refuge in the Peruvian Embassy, quickly 
escalated to a human catastrophe when more than 10,000 Cubans de-
manded to leave the island and a government that failed to meet their 
needs. These refugees had little in common with prior exiles; they were 
neither wealthy nor had they profited from life in the republic. On the 
contrary, many had remained in Cuba to support the revolution, but 
later realized that the revolution denied their understanding of freedom. 
Cuba’s youngest generation represented the most surprising group of ex-
iles, mainly because the government claimed it came to power to provide 
this very demographic with the tools it needed to build a new and strong 
socialist society.
 Reinaldo Arenas best represents this generation. Arenas, who himself 
was a Marielito, outlines in Antes que anochezca his life under the Castro 
government and escape to freedom.6 His short story “Final del desfile,” a 
sharp contrast to “Comienza el desfile,” describes the chaos in the Peru-
vian Embassy.7 In it, the protagonist seeks refuge with his reptile, which 
he searches for among the bodies and body parts of those occupying a 
space of freedom. He also realizes that his friend, whom he also seeks, 
was a member of the military government and had remained outside the 
embassay. Almost a decade later, Elio Ruiz would experience a similar 
fate for producing the documentary, Los que llegaron después, a collection 
of interviews with Cuban youth who confessed their dissatisfaction with 
the current society.8 Even though the documentary was awarded three 
Corales at the Onceno Festival del Cine Latinoamericano in 1989, it also 
signaled Ruiz’s downfall. Like Arenas, Ruiz was forced to abandon his 
homeland.
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III

Ediciones Vigía came into existence at the crossroads of political revolution-
ary ideology and individual expression. Its location in Matanzas, as a cul-
tural center outside the mainstream of Havana society, is a necessary back-
drop for Vigía. Nestled between three rivers, the Yumurí, the San Juan, and 
the Canímar, Matanzas is commonly known as the city of bridges. During 
the nineteenth century, slavery gave Matanzas unprecedented wealth and 
prosperity and the city acquired other appellatives, including “La Atenas de 
Cuba.” Though members of Cuba’s sugarocracy resided in Havana, they also 
had homes and slave plantations in the nearby province of Matanzas, mak-
ing it a prosperous city with a thriving cultural life.9 It became home to the 
famous Sauto Theatre, for example, which opened its doors in 1863. During 
the same period, the newspaper, La Aurora de Matanzas (1828–1899), was 
as innovative in its typography as it was creative in reporting on contem-
porary events, literature, culture, history, economics, and science, among 
other disciplines.10 Matanzas was also the city that revolutionized litera-
ture, the city in which Domingo del Monte, Cuba’s most influential cultural 
promoter, founded his famed literary circle that inspired close friends to 
write a Cuban-style literature that included blacks and slaves. Under Del 
Monte’s leadership, Matanzas of the nineteenth century became the city 
of notable romantic poets like José Jacinto Milanés, José María Heredia, 
and Gabriel de la Concepción Valdés (Plácido), as well as the slave poet 
Juan Francisco Manzano, who has the distinction of being the only slave to 
write his autobiography in Spanish America. Manzano also wrote a sonnet 
to the city that he titled “Soneto” (1823)11 but later retitled, “A la ciudad de 
Matanzas después de una larga ausencia.”12

 Just as Matanzas was celebrated for its sugar production, riches, and cul-
tural expression, it was also known for its defiance and slave uprisings. The 
most popular rebellion was the Ladder Conspiracy of 1844, in which slaves 
and free blacks, along with some whites, were accused of participating in an 
insurrection to overthrow the Spanish colonial government. Colonial au-
thorities and plantation owners feared that the black uprising would lead 
to the creation of a Haitian-style black republic in the Americas and worked 
to suppress it. They falsely accused Plácido of leading the conspiracy, and he 
and fourteen other co-conspirators were found guilty and executed. Under 
duress, Plácido implicated Manzano, who received a one-year jail sentence, 
and Del Monte, who was traveling abroad and never returned to Cuba to face 
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charges, ultimately dying as an exile in Madrid. Plácido’s role in the Ladder 
Conspiracy has not been fully uncovered. While he wrote laudable poems to 
Martínez de la Rosa and the Regent María Cristina, elite creoles and govern-
ment officials disliked him and some believed he was a member of the Aba-
kuá mutual aid society. In this regard, he authored “Juramento,” which more 
appropriately refers to an oath taken during an Abakuá initiation ceremony. 
If the latter was the case, then Plácido was more than just the romantic poet 
many considered him to be; he was also a rebellious writer to be feared, and 
for this reason, the colonial authorities pursued him.

IV

Matanzas’s long history of cultural development and artistic creativity was 
accompanied by an equally extensive tradition of defiance and rebellion. 
Ediciones Vigía is the heir of this coupling. In Matanzas, Vigía envisioned 
a different type of book project that would not have been possible in Ha-
vana under the careful supervision of the promoters of revolutionary cul-
ture. Its small size, independence, and spontaneity allowed Vigía to thrive 
and escape the oversight cast over more visible publications.
 Vigía represented a certain type of innocence, a lack of awareness, or 
total disregard for political events taking place in Havana and other parts 
of the island. It was spontaneous and did not reflect any particular ideol-
ogy, other than what the creators were thinking about at the moment of 
creation. Cuban composer Marta Valdés describes Vigía’s initial moment 
of inception as a happening, a sensual, intellectual, friendly, musical, and 
unscripted event. During the “Peña del Yumurí,” while listening to poetry 
recitals and to musicians playing between readings, Zaldívar and Estévez 
circulated mimeographed texts decorated on brown paper from bags, 
rolled into scrolls, among those present. She explains their contributions 
in the following manner:

Faltaba mucho menos para que este personaje [Zaldívar], valiéndose 
de una máquina de escribir prestada y utilizando papel de envolver 
mandados en las bodegas (el llamado papel de estraza), tecleara el 
primer poema de un joven matancero, lo imprimiera en un viejo 
mimeógrafo que tenía un amigo y, al enrollarlo y entregarlo a mano, 
atado con pedacitos de cordel, diera un nuevo sentido, en 1985, a 
la fecha del 25 de abril cuando lanzó el primer ejemplar de lo que 
llegaríamos a conocer como Ediciones Vigía, nombre que tiene que 
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ver con la histórica Plaza situada delante de la casona de Magdalena 
y Río, al lado del San Juan, en cuyos altos estuvo radicada, durante 
varios años, la Casa del Escritor. Rolando Estévez se unió, inmedi-
atamente, al empeño feliz que, al independizarla del mandato de los 
“porcuantos” típicos del mecanismo industrial y de mercado, ponía a 
la poesía a salvo del desamparo o del letargo—que es peor—y, muy 
pronto, comenzaron a anunciarse los lanzamientos de pergaminos 
enrollados, de cartuchos llenos de poesías, enriquecidos con dibujos 
y, más tarde, con el trazo amanuense de una caligrafía que por sí sola 
o, más bien unida a la apreciación de un arte del diseño inseparable 
de su propia razón de ser [ . . . ].13

 The improvisational nature of Vigía was in direct contrast to the official 
character of the other publishing houses, particularly those promoting of-
ficial revolutionary ideology and culture. Vigía, which was not a part of any 
centrist line of thinking, emerged as a breath of fresh air, as a free expres-
sion of the creative act, where writing and art occupied a privileged space of 
sovereignty. Though Vigía was a successor to the cultural tradition that dates 
to the early part of the nineteenth century in the city of Matanzas, the small 
size and uniqueness of the enterprise may have been considered too small or 
an insignificant oddity worthy of little or no attention, especially since the 
publications required no additional resources. Whereas mainstream print 
culture rested in Havana’s established institutions or in the provinces of the 
island, like the recognized journal Santiago published in Santiago de Cuba, 
Vigía simply flew under the radar. It was precisely this space of “invisibility” 
that allowed Vigía to grow and develop, always independently, using scarce 
resources and not relying (or relying little) on the official apparatus.14

V

Vigía books speak to the heterogeneity of intellectual inquiry and the 
Cuban nation. Composed of written texts and artworks, Vigía books 
are conceptual insofar as they challenge a reliance on any one particular 
discipline or mode of expression. Like most comprehensive publishers, 
Vigía focuses on different forms of print culture: poetry (Colección del 
San Juan), short stories (Colección Trébol), literary, historical, art, and 
artistic criticism (Colección Venablos), children’s books (Colección Barqui-
tos), theater (Colección Aforos), canonical authors (Colección Clásicos), 
itinerante (Colección del Estero), Havana themes (Colección Paseo), music 
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(Colección Andante), and two magazine, Barquitos del San Juan, for chil-
dren, and La Revista del Vigía. However, Vigía does more; it combines the 
written word with the visual and performing arts, recognizing but not 
respecting or adhering to the boundaries that separate the disciplines, 
by consistently mixing them. Vigía is not content with presenting the 
reader with a heterogeneous book, but demands that the reader partici-
pate in the act of creation in ways that recall Cortázar’s “lector activo” 
in his masterpiece, Hopscotch (1963).15 If traditional art is to be seen and 
contemplated, Vigía books insist that the reader interacts with the ob-
jects beyond opening the book and turning the pages. They ask for the 
reader to read the words and consider how they are reproduced and ar-
ranged, as well as to touch the different textures, observe the various 
colors and combination, recognize the unusual shapes, consider the va-
riety of materials, admire the objects’ assemblage, as if they were types 
of modern or Cuban bric-a-brac. Often, the books require the reader to 
construct them out of the separate parts; to unravel scrolls; or to open an 
envelope containing a text, puzzle, or hidden clue.
 Vigía books require a different way of reading. They inspire the reader 
to depart from the conventions of how we envision poetry, art, theater, 
performance, and even language; decipher them; and reassemble them un-
der a different combined category, which I will call the “Vigía Performative 
Experience.” In so doing, it demands that the reader (or spectator) think 
differently and produce diverse ideas and forms of analysis. As publisher, 
artist, poet, and stage producer, Estévez brings four distinct fields and in-
corporates them into one: Vigía. This is truly exciting, for the more per-
spectives he brings into print culture, the richer the reader’s experience.
 The books’ compositions are not just for marketing purposes, as you 
would find in the general marketplace, but more. The artistic compositions 
also address the act of reading and how to understand a book’s perfor-
mance. The book is not a passive entity placed in a bookcase, as Roland 
Barthes addresses in his essay, “From Work to Text,” but a text in ways 
Barthes had not envisioned.16 It is the book engaged in a performative act. 
And, regardless of the collection under review, Vigía books signify the na-
tion. They do so not because they are printed in Cuba, but more impor-
tantly, because they are rooted in Cuba—they are made from the land it-
self. Some contain sand, kernels of corn, blades of wheat and grass, twigs, 
asphalt tiles, and local pebbles, among many other natural and human ele-
ments. Even books about foreign authors become Cuban as they are trans-
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lated and interpreted through a Cuban lens and as pieces of Cuban mate-
rial culture animate them. In Vigía, the local, the national, and the foreign 
come together and occupy the same time and space.
 After Zaldívar’s departure, Vigía became more closely associated with 
Estévez, who continued to merge his poetic, artistic, and performative tal-
ents with bookmaking. The rich mixture of objects, or the book as bric-
a-brac, has become the visible incarnation of Vigía. The material object 
signifies a broader representation of print culture as text, art, and the 
performative act in general and a Cuban act in particular. It encompasses 
components of the rich mixture that constitutes the Cuban nation.

VI

Vigía books are heterogeneous in construction but also in content; they sig-
nify Cuban culture through race, genre, time, disciplines, and canonical and 
emerging writers, and local, national, and transnational topics are presented 
in different formats and styles. In Contrapunteo del tobacco y el azúcar (1940), 
Fernando Ortiz proposes the term “transculturation” to signify the synthe-
sis of Cuban culture, enriched by its European and African origins (despite 
their varying degrees of acceptability) as well as the Chinese culture that Or-
tiz silences.17 Vigía reflects this mixture. Cuban culture is more than Spanish; 
European; Congolese, Arará, Yoruba, or any singular African tribe taken to 
the island; or Chinese, as represented by the culture of the southeastern part 
of China. It is an amalgamation of all of them. If you consider the heteroge-
neity of the Cuban population and how it is reflected in the Vigía books and 
themes, one cannot help but observe that Cuban culture is present in ways 
similar to those Ortiz proposed. The different cultural components provide 
insight into particular topics and themes from multidisciplinary, cultural, 
political, social, and aesthetic points of view. From the margins, Vigía rep-
resents a plurality seldom promoted in mainstream culture, although main-
stream culture is beginning to recognize and accept it.

VII

From the beginning, Vigía’s nature has been to adopt, change, and grow 
with whatever material was available, as if foreseeing the adaptability the 
nation would have to embrace to survive the Periodo Especial. In this way, 
just as Vigía points to the opening of the decade of the eighties, it also 
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signals the decade of the nineties, the closing of the century, and the be-
ginning of a new one. The mid-eighties were marked by Glasnost and Per-
estroika, which led to the downfall of the Soviet bloc and, in turn, the end 
of the subsidies the Soviet Union once provided to Cuba. In many ways, 
the Cuban nation had to start from the beginning, or more correctly, to 
return to an earlier era. Though Glasnost and Perestroika did not bring 
about the political change in Cuba evident in other Soviet bloc countries, 
the revolution could not survive the disintegration of the Soviet Empire 
in its current incarnation. The result was economic disaster for all its citi-
zens, acute shortages of all kinds, and rampant hunger. There were scar-
cities of most luxury and basic goods, from oil and gasoline to housing, 
food, clothing, medicine, and anything else one could imagine. In many 
respects, the advancements of the revolution were eroded, and the nation 
had to reorganize and reimagine itself independent of the Soviet Union.
 In these ways, the Periodo Especial changed Cuba’s economy and cul-
ture—in essence, the country’s way of life—and ushered in a new era (al-
though some elements of the Special Period have achieved permanent 
status). Some changes include receiving remittances and increasing family 
travel to Cuba; decriminalizing Cubans possessing American currency (Law 
140); transforming state owned industries into cooperatives (Law 142); al-
lowing self-employment (Law 141); eliminating free entrances to events, 
courses, and school lunches not deemed essential; imposing eleven taxes 
effective in 1994; and implementing a new convertible currency, also in 
1994.18 Other measures were taken to protect workers, including freezing 
salaries to prevent them from declining. In regard to publishing, the lack 
of paper forced many publishing houses to be more selective in what they 
published, to reduce publication runs, or to desist altogether. For example, 
the Instituto del Libro had reduced its publications by 50 percent by 1992. 
The publishing houses that survived required subventions or copublished 
with other presses, more often foreign firms. Still others, including the con-
troversial but popular El Caimán Barbudo, ceased publication altogether.19

 Cuba became a metaphorical and literal tabula rasa, in which print cul-
ture was erased and new and different ways of writing had to be recon-
sidered. Since Vigía had implemented its interpretation of Glasnost and 
Perestroika before they became household names, however, it had already 
set a path for culture in general and print culture in particular to reemerge. 
Vigía provided a direction by employing a mode of publication and repro-
duction that required no electricity (the mimeograph machine and sten-
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cil) and the ingenuity to use available materials and to replace products 
that were difficult to find. While other publishers focused solely on dis-
seminating the written word in traditional ways, which diminished their 
survivability, Vigía did that and more; it cultivated culture through artistic 
expression, and above all, through metaphor. Vigía anticipated the Periodo 
Especial and provided a direction for the nation’s cultural survivability.

VIII

At its core, Vigía is a voice of freedom, a freedom difficult to express politi-
cally, but equally significant, it is a freedom to break away from conventions 
and even introduce novelty to the conventional. Though Cubans enjoy cer-
tain liberties and remain distant from others, Vigía makes a bold statement 
by departing from the mundane and celebrating the freedom to create and 
to express creativity. In the nineteenth century, Del Monte fostered Cuban 
culture by having his writers document sceneries that defined the Cuban 
nation, which included blacks, and took bold and different steps at a time 
the Colonial authorities had imposed a way of life similar to the one taking 
place in the Spanish empire. In other words, Del Monte shifted the narra-
tive and talked about an emerging and distinct Cuban Culture.20 Though my 
intention is not to equate Del Monte with Estévez, in some ways, Estévez 
has changed the narrative and proposed a more acceptable way of express-
ing freedom through art and print culture. His attempt is not new in Cuba, 
but it has been the most successful and enduring. Others like Guillermo Ca-
brera Infante’s Lunes de Revolución, Ediciones el Puente, Pensamiento Crítico, 
and other groups attempted to do the same years before, but with predict-
able results. While Estévez does not engage the public or government in 
a confrontational manner, his books are about freedom and his individ-
ual freedom to express his ideas. I would venture to say that Estévez was 
slightly ahead of his time insofar as Vigía anticipated the crisis and reforms 
of the Special Period; the liberties introduced in the Special Period were 
many of the same he had expressed years before. The revolution changed in 
ways that accommodated what Estévez had envisioned.

IX

I propose to read metonymically some of my Vigía acquisitions to better 
understand the Vigía phenomenon. While my personal collection is small 
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and encompasses seven Vigía books I have acquired randomly as gifts from 
friends, I would like to read the first and last as representative of what 
Vigía signifies. Though my earliest book is Urbano Martínez Carmenate’s 
Los puentes abiertos: Literatura matancera (1813–1844), published in 1998, I 
believe the first Vigía book given to me was that of Juan Francisco Man-
zano’s Treinta años (2004), an autobiographical poem the slave poet first 
published in 1831 and read in the Del Monte literary circle in Havana in 
1836 (plate 52). Manzano’s poem inspired Del Monte and Luz y Caballero 
to collect money to purchase the slave’s freedom, but a review of Manza-
no’s correspondence suggests he requested his freedom as compensation 
for writing his autobiography. This seven-page edition reproduces two ver-
sions of the poem: a transcription of the handwritten poem with gram-
matical mistakes and a corrected and published one. Manzano’s signature 
poem, conceivably his best-known composition, refers to the difficulty of 
his early life, but more disturbing for the poet was what was still to come. 
While we know that Manzano experienced his most arduous period un-
der the control of the Marquesa de Prado Ameno from whom he escaped, 
Manzano’s poem intimates that the future brings a certain apprehension 
with it as well because of its uncertainty. Though I read Manzano’s poem 
next to his autobiography, the poem itself does not mention his slave past 
or present. From this perspective, Manzano is able to talk about a general-
ized concept of life; the past as difficult and the future more unsettling. 
Significantly, the poem divides Manzano’s past from his present and points 
to the approximate midpoint of his life. If Manzano was born in 1797, then 
the reference to thirty years indicates the writing process occurred around 
1827, and the poet died in 1853. When Manzano wrote his poem, he was 
the quintessential man in the midst, approximately midway through his 
life, which allowed him to revisit his past and envision his future.
 The Manzano book is simple and lacks the ornamentation evident in 
some of the other early Vigía books. It was published as part of the Col-
ección Clásica, a daring inclusion since some notable Cuban scholars still 
refrain from considering Manzano a classic writer. The book was prepared 
for a presentation during the “Coloquio sobre la vida y obra de Juan Fran-
cisco Manzano” at the UNEAC in 2004. The slim book appears as a trip-
tych. The loose pages are held by top and bottom flaps on the second trip-
tych. Once opened and the pages removed, the Vigía lantern with wings 
appears prominently; it and the editorial name occupy the entire page. The 
book is made from recycled industrial paper and uses leaves from an or-
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ange tree, smeared with what appears to be tar. Except for the title glued 
on the cover, the book is reproduced in black and off-white or kraft paper. 
The first page illustrates thirty numbered chain links. The chains appear as 
borders for the other pages in varying lengths, continued by what appear 
to be circular entangled wires that complete the page frame. The circular 
wiring motif is evident from the title page. It is used as backdrop to the 
leaves, tar, title, and author signature. Jorge Ángel Hernández Pérez wrote 
a brief introduction that refers to the different versions of the poem.
 The last book is a bilingual poem of Ruth Behar’s Las calles rotas de 
mi cuidad / The Broken Streets of My City. I acquired it on my last trip to 
Matanzas, in June of 2013, shortly after the book was published (plates 
53–56).21 Behar is no stranger to Vigía, having published more than half a 
dozen books with the press, or to Estévez, who has designed one-of-a-kind 
books based on her writings. Ruth’s friendship and collaboration with Es-
tévez allowed Vigía to move in two other directions: one toward the Cuban 
exile community living in the United States, and the other toward another 
religion, since Behar is of Jewish descent.
 Born in Havana, Behar grew up in New York, and crossing borders is 
what brings Behar and Estévez together. The partnership speaks to differ-
ent and relevant aspects of Cuban culture, which reside outside the island 
and in the United States in particular. This should not come as a surprise, 
since notable Cuban writers of the nineteenth century also made New 
York, Philadelphia, New Orleans, Tampa, and other US cities their homes. 
Félix Varela, Cirilo Villaverde, and José Martí are only three writers who 
spent many years residing in the United States, a space from which they 
wrote about their beloved island. In fact, I will argue that their works were 
influenced by life in the country of residence; they could not have written 
the same works from their island of origin. Other Cubans, many of them 
tobacco workers, also followed the jobs and immigrated to the United 
States. Consequently, there is a rich Cuban culture in the United States 
that can be traced to the nineteenth century, a culture that has also influ-
enced the culture of the country of provenance and of residence.
 To address the motif of Behar’s poem, Estévez chose to represent the 
broken streets of Havana with a tar slate normally used as roofing mate-
rial. To this surface, he glued the name of the author and title written on 
kraft paper. There is also a raised surface composed of pebbles and sand. 
These pebbles outline a hole in the sand with a contrasting light surface 
and a red circle in the middle, as if to represent a hole in the street. This 
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same arrangement appears on the verso, but in the other language. The 
book can be perceived as having two front or two back covers, since each 
is different from the other. Moreover, since the book is handmade, one 
side is not the exact replica of the other, just as the English is not an exact 
translation of the Spanish and vice versa.
 The book contains seven separate texts. The English side reproduces a 
publisher’s note about those who contributed to its production; an explan-
atory note about the poem, translated by David Frye; a print of Estévez’s 
right hand on the reverse side of the page; and a copy of the English trans-
lation of “The Broken Streets of Havana.” The Spanish side contains a bio-
graphical note; an explanatory note about the poem; a print of Estévez’s 
left hand on the reverse side; and a reproduction of “Las calles rotas de La 
Habana.” The center of the book presents yet another text. On the English 
side there is a sketch of Behar and her mother and father, with a drawing 
of a girl’s face whose symbolic body is tied to the Star of David. The Span-
ish side features a retouched picture of a Madonna-like mother holding a 
blond child; a drawing of a woman, who appears to be the same one on the 
English side; and a white page, with some lines, containing the words “La 
Habana, Cuba . . .” The English side has a two-page drawing of the rough 
sea, with rain and thunder, which can be seen through mesh netting. On 
the right-hand side, there is a prayer, “Oración a la Santísima Virgen de 
Regla,” who in Santería is known as Yemayá. The center of the book shows 
the expansion of the mesh, which occupies the two center pages. On the 
left side, the English reproduces “Agua, Yemayá, Agua,” which, according 
to the poem, is a proverb said by the women she meets, and the front part 
of the prayer, showing a picture of “Ntra. Sra de Regla.” The right side con-
tains figures that could be rocks, pebbles, or some type of solid construc-
tion, and placed at the same level as the women’s prayer, one can read the 
back side of the same saying. When the page is turned, it becomes clearly 
visible, but it is upside down on the English side. Read from the Spanish 
side, it appears at the bottom right of the page. The center book is tied to 
the main book with a rope, which at each end has a blue and white cloth. 
These are the colors of Yemayá, and seven as the number of books is sym-
bolic of Yemayá. The poem is interactive insofar as it requires the reader to 
unfold each poem and accompanying notes to read or understand the con-
tent and interact with the center book. All the time the reader is observing 
the compositions, enjoying the color combination, and feeling the differ-
ent textures. Each roof tile folds in half to create the book’s covers. Each 
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one has two signs. “Made in Cuba” is common to both sides; the Spanish 
side contains a drawing of the lantern, and the English side features the 
initials RB, and the identification of “ejemplar nro 002.”
 Behar’s poem is an interaction between the past and the present, as the 
poetic voice revisits her country and city of birth, not of the present but 
of the time when she was younger, and remembers the streets as whole, as 
memories tend to be, a sharp contrast to the present, in which the streets 
are broken. Three chronological moments make up the poem’s memory, 
the past of the child, the adult who returned nineteen years before, and 
the adult, older with gray hairs, who revisits the island in the present.
 The broken streets represent a passage of time as nature reclaims a space 
once cared for by those who paved and fixed the streets when they were in 
disrepair. In the present, the trees and their roots and the sea show their 
mighty force, as nature reclaims what is hers. The streets with cracks and 
uneven surfaces cause the older visitor to fall, and those around her cannot 
protect her; she is much older and weaker, and hurts her right arm, her writ-
ing arm. In so doing, she discovers the strength of her left arm. Though one 
poem is a translation of the other, the English reads more smoothly, and 
with an incapacitated right arm, the poetic voice finds strength in her left.
 The poetic voice begs her parents to return to Cuba and walk the streets 
with her, as if to recover a past time that can only exist in her imagination. 
To satisfy them, she promises she will not complain or talk back, as if to 
correct a behavior all too common in the distant past and still evident in 
the present. In the past, her parents were ejected from Paradise, to which 
the poetic voice attempts to return, over and over again. She envisions her 
past in Cuba, as she mixes the past and present, and returns with her par-
ents, helping them walk the same streets they once knew, but they now 
complain about the broken streets of Havana.
 Both the poem and the artistic rendering of the book must be read to-
gether. Though one can signify without the other, each depends on the other 
to enhance meaning and the experience the words convey. To read the poem, 
the reader must engage with the book and interact with its meaning. In es-
sence, the reader reads and experiences the broken streets of Havana.

X

Vigía anticipated a postmodern Cuban culture in which boundaries, bor-
ders, and chronological time are erased and morph into one another. The 
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word is the image, but with Vigía, the word has an image, a space, a time, 
and a context; it includes physically parts of Cuba; and it constantly inter-
rogates what the Cuban nation represents. Indeed, Vigía is a beacon of the 
nation and proposes different ways of signifying Cuba’s national culture, 
which exists on the island but also abroad.
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nected to the historic plaza situated in front of the mansion of Magdalena del Río, next 
to the San Juan, the second floor of which housed for many years the Casa del Escritor 
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[Writer’s House]. Rolando Estévez immediately joined this happy venture which, by free-
ing poetry from the oversight of the ‘bean-counters’ typical of the industrial and com-
mercial system, saved it from helpless abandon or (what is worse) lethargy, and quite 
soon their rolls of pergaminos [scrolls] and poetry-filled cartridges began to appear, 
enriched with drawings and, later, with the handcrafted strokes of a calligraphy that 
by itself—or, rather, by its union with the appreciation of an art of design inseparable 
from its own raison d’être . . . .” Marta Valdés, “Anniversario XXV de Vigía (se dice facíl) 
+ Video,” Palabras (April 25, 2010), posted on cubadebate, accessed July 14, 2015, http://
www.cubadebate.cu/temas/cultura-temas/2010/04/25/aniversario-xxv-de-vigia-se-dice-
facil-video/#.VaVMxCpVikp.

14. For Vigía’s impact and influence on other artists, see: Linda Howe, ed., Cuban Art-
ists’ Books and Prints / Libros Y Grabado Cubanos: 1985–2008 (Salem, NC: J La’ Berne Print 
Communications, 2009).

15. Cortázar distinguishes between “lector cómplice” and “lector hembra”; the latter 
represents the traditional reader who does not question the book. See: Julio Cortázar, 
Rayuela (Buenos Aires: Editorial Sudamericana, 1963).

16. Roland Barthes, “From Work to Text,” in Textual Strategies, ed. Josué Harari 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1978).

17. Fernando Ortiz, Contrapunteo cubano del tabaco y el azúcar, ed. Enrico Mario Santí 
(Madrid: Cátedra, 2002).

18. See, for example, Louis A. Pérez, Cuba: Between Reform and Revolution (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2011), particularly chapter 12.

19. See Parvathi Kumaraswami and Antoni Kapcia, Literary Culture in Cuba: Revolu-
tion, Nation-building, and the Book (Manchester University Press, 2012). For a recent 
study of the Periodo Especial, see Elzbieta Sklodowska, Invento, luego resisto: El Período 
Especial en Cuba como experiencia y metáfora (1990–2015) (Santiago: Cuarto Propio, 2016).

20. See William Luis, Literary Bondage: Slavery in Cuban Narrative (Austin: University 
of Texas Press, 1990), chapter 2.

21. Ruth Behar, Las calles rotas de mi ciudad / The Broken Streets of My City, designed 
by Rolando Estévez (Matanzas: Ediciones Vigía, 2013). My copy of Las calles de mi ciudad 
was a gift from Estévez upon a visit to Matanzas. In fact, I own the publisher’s copy. For 
other collaborative works, please see: Poemas que vuelven a Cuba / Poems Returned to Cuba 
(Matanzas: Ediciones Vigía, 1995); Isla de lágrimas / Island of Tears (Matanzas: Ediciones 
Vigía, 1995); Fotografía, 1956 / Photograph, 1956 (Matanzas: Ediciones Vigía, 1997); Todo lo 
que guardé / Everything I Kept (Matanzas: Ediciones Vigía, 2001); La cortada (Matanzas: 
Ediciones Vigía, 2004); Pensando en mi amiga Ruth Behar / Thinking About My Friend Ruth 
Behar (Matanzas: Ediciones Vigía, 2010); and Behar and Nancy Morejón, Dos mujeres, 
una isla; Nancy Morejón / Ruth Behar, selection and introduction by J. Cordones-Cook, 
trans. David Frye, designed by Rolando Estévez Jordán (Matanzas: El Fortín, 2014).
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